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Executive Summary
VMware Workspace ONE® combines identity andmobility management to provide frictionless and
secure access to all the apps and data that employees need to work, wherever, whenever, and from
whatever device they choose.

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ on Microsoft Azure delivers cloud-hosted virtual desktops and
applications from your own Microsoft Azure infrastructure.

This reference architecture describes how you can useWorkspace ONE andHorizon Cloud Service
on Microsoft Azure to create services that address everything from basic mobile management and
secure identity-based access to full virtual desktop access on mobile devices with seamless single
sign-on (SSO) across all applications.

Mobile device and identity services are delivered through VMware Workspace ONE® Unified
Endpoint Management (UEM) powered by AirWatch andVMware Identity Manager™. These
services, in combination with the Workspace ONE app, extend the on-premises directory
infrastructure and deliver unified and seamless SSO access to software-as-a-service (SaaS)
applications, public mobile applications, on-premises RDSH-published applications and virtual
desktops, as well as legacy applications.

Figure 1: User Workspace with VMware Workspace ONE

Additionally, Workspace ONE integrates with VMware Horizon®, either to cloud-hosted virtual
desktops and applications with Horizon Cloud Service, or to VMware Horizon® 7 on-premises virtual
desktops and published applications. This integration provides fast SSO access to aWindows desktop
or set ofWindows applications for those users that require it.

https://www.vmware.com/products/workspace-one.html
https://www.vmware.com/products/horizon-cloud-virtual-desktops.html
https://www.vmware.com/products/workspace-one/unified-endpoint-management.html
https://www.vmware.com/products/workspace-one/unified-endpoint-management.html
https://www.vmware.com/products/workspace-one/identity-manager.html
https://www.vmware.com/products/horizon.html
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The example architecture and deployment described in this guide address key business
requirements. The approach taken is, as with any technology solution, to start by defining those
business requirements and drivers. The requirements can, in turn, be mapped to use cases that can
be adapted tomost scenarios.

Figure 2: Sample VMware Workspace ONE Cloud-Based Logical Architecture Overview

One key step in addressing the use cases is defining blueprints for the services to be delivered. This
step allows us to understand the components and parts that need to be designed, built, and
integrated. The resultant environment and services can be easily adapted to address changes in the
business and use cases

To deliver aWorkspace ONE solution, you build services efficiently from several reusable
components. Our modular, repeatable design approach combines components and services to
customize the end-user experience without requiring specific configurations for individual users.
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Figure 3: Sample Workspace ONE Service Blueprint

The Horizon Cloud architecture content in this guide uses key features, such as VMware User
Environment Manager™, to deliver a persistent end-user experience in nonpersistent environments
while accelerating the delivery of OS, applications, and user configuration.

Figure 4: Sample Horizon Cloud Service Blueprint

After deployment, users can access applications at the touch of an icon, regardless of where those
applications or services are deployed. Users can also use the self-service feature of the Workspace
ONE mobile app or secure browser to add applications as needed from a single catalog. 

https://www.vmware.com/products/user-environment-manager.html
https://www.vmware.com/products/user-environment-manager.html
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Figure 5: Workspace ONE App on an iOS Device

Workspace ONE is an intelligence-driven digital workspace platform that simply and securely delivers
andmanages any app on any device by integrating access control, application management, and
multi-platform endpoint management.

Included in the features that Workspace ONE delivers are:

l Unified Endpoint Management – Manage all devices, includingmobile, desktop, rugged, and
IoT, from a single console withWorkspace ONE UEM powered by AirWatch. Drive consistent
processes and policies across iOS, Android,Windows, macOS, Chrome OS, andmore.

l Secure digital workspace – Provide security across your evolving digital workspace with cap-
abilities that protect, detect, and remediate against modern-day threats.

l Simplified access management – Boost productivity and simplify the experience for employ-
ees with secure, password-free SSO toWindows, native, cloud, andweb apps on any phone,
tablet, or laptop—all through a single app catalog.

l Modern Windows management – Reduce IT time and cost with modern, over-the-air, com-
plete PC lifecycle management (PCLM) ofWindows 10 from the cloud.
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l Intelligence across the digital workspace – Get integrated insights, app analytics, and
powerful automation that improve user experience, help optimize resources, and strengthen
security and compliance across your entire environment.

Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure simplifies the delivery of virtual desktops and apps by
combining the management simplicity of the Horizon Cloud control plane with the economics of
Microsoft Azure.

You connect your Microsoft Azure subscription to Horizon Cloud to manage and deliver VDI desktops
and virtual RDS-enabledWindows servers for RDSH-published desktops and applications.

l Simplified deployment – IT can save time getting up and runningwith an easy deployment
process, simplifiedmanagement, and an architecture built for the cloud.

l Complexity redefined – Easily deploy andmanage virtual applications and desktops on
Microsoft Azure while leveraging cloud resources.

l Cloud architecture – Use Microsoft’s many Azure data center regions across the globe, includ-
ingMicrosoft Azure Government.

l Cost control and flexibility – For organizations with fluctuating app usage, the Horizon Cloud
Service on Microsoft Azure solution provides flexible, consumption-based pricing.

This reference architecture underwent validation of design, environment adaptation, component and
service build, integration, user workflow, and testing to ensure that all the objectives were met, that
the use cases were delivered properly, and that real-world application is achievable.

The VMware Workspace ONE Cloud-Based Reference Architecture illustrates howWorkspace ONE
can deliver amodern digital workspace that meets key business requirements and common use cases
for the increasingly mobile workplace.
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VMware Workspace ONE Solution
Overview
VMware Workspace ONE® is a simple and secure enterprise platform that delivers andmanages any
app on any device.Workspace ONE integrates identity, application, and enterprise mobility
management while also delivering feature-rich virtual desktops and applications. It is available either
as a cloud service or for on-premises deployment. The platform is composed of several components—
VMware Workspace ONE® UEM (powered by AirWatch), VMware Identity Manager™, VMware
Horizon®, and theWorkspace ONE productivity apps, which are supported on most commonmobile
platforms.

VMware Reference Architectures
VMware reference architectures are designed and validated by VMware to address common use
cases, such as enterprise mobility management, enterprise desktop replacement, remote access, and
disaster recovery.

ThisWorkspace ONE cloud-based reference architecture presents high-level design and low-level
configuration guidance for the key features and integration points ofWorkspace ONE. The result is a
description of cohesive services that address typical business use cases.

VMware reference architectures offer customers:

l Standardized, validated, repeatable components

l Scalable designs that allow room for future growth

l Validated and tested designs that minimize implementation and operational risks

l Quick implementation and reduced costs

This reference architecture does not provide performance data or stress-testingmetrics. However, it
does provide a structure and guidance on architecting in repeatable blocks for scale. The principles
followed include the use of high availability and load balancing to ensure that there are no single
points of failure and to provide a production-ready design.

Audience
This reference architecture guide helps IT architects, consultants, and administrators involved in the
early phases of planning, designing, and deployingWorkspace ONE, mobile, and VMware Horizon®
Cloud Service™ solutions.

You should have:
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l A solid understanding of the mobile device landscape

l Deep experience regarding the capabilities and configuration of mobile operating systems

l Familiarity with device-management concepts

l Knowledge of identity solutions and standards, such as SAML authentication

l Understanding of enterprise communication and collaboration solutions, includingMicrosoft
Office 365, Exchange, and SharePoint

l A solid understanding of desktop and application virtualization

l Familiarity with virtual desktops

l A solid understanding of firewall policy and load-balancing configurations

l A goodworking knowledge of networking and infrastructure, covering topics such as Active Dir-
ectory, DNS, andDHCP

Workspace ONE Features
Workspace ONE features provide enterprise-class security without sacrificing convenience and
choice for end users:

l Real-time app delivery and automation – Taking advantage of new capabilities in Windows,
Workspace ONE allows desktop administrators to automate application distribution and
updates. This automation, combinedwith virtualization technology, helps ensure application
access as well as improve security and compliance. Provision, deliver, update, and retire applic-
ations in real time.

l Self-service access to cloud, mobile, and Windows apps – After end users are authen-
ticated through either the Workspace ONE app or the Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub app,
they can instantly accessmobile, cloud, andWindows applications with one-touch mobile SSO.

l Choice of any device, employee or corporate owned – Administrators can facilitate adop-
tion of bring-your-own-device (BYOD) programs by putting choice in the hands of end users.
Give the level of convenience, access, security, andmanagement that makes sense for their
work style.

l Device enrollment – The enrollment process allows a device to be managed in aWorkspace
ONE UEM environment so that device profiles and applications can be distributed and content
can be delivered or removed. Enrollment also allows extensive reporting based on the device’s
check-in to the Workspace ONE UEM service.

l Adaptive management – For some applications, end users can log in toWorkspace ONE and
access the applications without first enrolling their device. For other applications, device
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enrollment is required, and theWorkspace ONE app can prompt the user to initiate enroll-
ment.

Administrators can enable flexible application access policies, allowing some applications to be
used prior to enrollment in device management, while requiring full enrollment for apps that
need higher levels of security.

l Conditional access – Both VMware Identity Manager andWorkspace ONE UEM have mech-
anisms to evaluate compliance.When users register their devices withWorkspace ONE, data
samples from the device are sent to the Workspace ONE UEM cloud service on a scheduled
basis to evaluate compliance. This regular evaluation ensures that the device meets the com-
pliance rules set by the administrator in the Workspace ONE UEM Console. If the device goes
out of compliance, corresponding actions configured in the Workspace ONE UEM Console are
taken.

VMware Identity Manager includes an access policy option that administrators can configure to
check the Workspace ONE UEM server for device compliance status when users sign in. The
compliance check ensures that users are blocked from signing in to an application or using SSO
to the VMware Identity Manager portal if the device is out of compliance.When the device is
compliant again, the ability to sign in is restored.

Actions can be enforced based on the network that users are on, the platform they are using,
or the applications being accessed. In addition to checkingWorkspace ONE UEM for device
compliance, VMware Identity Manager can evaluate compliance based on network range of
the device, type of device, operating system of the device, and credentials.

l Unified application catalog – The VMware Identity Manager andWorkspace ONE UEM
application catalogs are combined and presented on either the Workspace ONE app’s Catalog
tab or the VMware Workspace ONE® Intelligent Hub app, depending on which is being used.

l Secure productivity apps: VMware Workspace ONE® Boxer, Web, Content, Notebook,
People, Verify, and PIV-D Manager – End users can use the includedmail, calendar, con-
tacts, browser, content, organization, and authentication capabilities, while policy-based secur-
ity measures protect the organization from data leakage by restricting the ways in which
attachments and files are edited and shared.

l Mobile SSO – One-touch SSO technology is available for all supported platforms. The imple-
mentation on each OS is based on features provided by the underlyingOS. For iOS, one-touch
SSO uses technology known as the key distribution center (KDC). For Android, the authen-
tication method is calledmobile SSO for Android. And forWindows 10, it is called cloud cer-
tificate.
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l Secure browsing – Using VMware Workspace ONE®Web instead of a native browser or
third-party browser ensures that access to sensitive web content is secure andmanageable.

l Data loss prevention (DLP) – This feature forces documents or URLs to open only in
approved applications to prevent accidental or purposeful distribution of sensitive information.

l Resource types – Workspace ONE supports a variety of applications exposed through the
VMware Identity Manager andWorkspace ONE UEM catalogs, including SaaS-based SAML
apps, VMware Horizon apps and desktops, VMware ThinApp® packaged apps delivered
through VMware Identity Manager, and native mobile applications delivered throughWork-
space ONE UEM.

Workspace ONE Platform Integration
VMware Identity Manager provides the solution’s identity-related components. These components
include authentication using username and password, two-factor authentication, certificate,
Kerberos, mobile SSO, and inbound SAML from third-party VMware Identity Manager systems.
VMware Identity Manager also provides SSO to entitledweb apps andWindows apps and desktops
delivered through either VMware Horizon or Citrix.

Figure 6: Workspace ONE Logical Architecture Overview

VMware Workspace ONE UEM delivers the enterprise mobility management portion of the solution.
Workspace ONE UEM allows device enrollment and uses profiles to enforce configuration settings
andmanagement of users’ devices. It also enables amobile application catalog to publish public and
internally developed applications to end users.

Administrators can also develop compliance policies to alert themselves to compromised devices or
wipe a device that is running unapproved applications.Workspace ONE UEM integrates with
enterprise directories, such as Active Directory, for authentication and user management. To
facilitate mobile productivity, Workspace ONE UEM can integrate with email systems and content
repositories.
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TheWorkspace ONE native app and theWorkspace ONE Intelligent Hub app are available for iOS,
Android, andWindows 10. Both apps consolidate the Workspace ONE UEM andVMware Identity
Manager catalogs into a single catalog to bring native mobile, SaaS-based and on-premises web
applications, and virtual apps and desktops to users in a simple manner. Through SSO technology,
Workspace ONE makes it easy for users to access the applications they need.

VMware Workspace ONE Intelligence
VMware Workspace ONE® Intelligence is a service that gives organizations visualization tools and
automation to help themmake data-driven decisions for operating their Workspace ONE
environment.

By aggregating, analyzing, and correlating device, application, and user data,Workspace ONE
Intelligence provides extensive ways to filter and reveal key performance indicators (KPIs) at speed
and scale across the entire digital workspace environment. After information of interest has been
surfaced byWorkspace ONE Intelligence, IT administrators can:

l Use the built-in decision engine to create rules that take actions based on an extensive set of
parameters.

l Create policies that take automated remediation actions based on context.

WithWorkspace ONE Intelligence, organizations can easily manage complexity and security without
compromising a great user experience.

Figure 7: Workspace ONE Intelligence Overview
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Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Platform
Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure provides customers with the ability to pair their existing
Microsoft Azure infrastructure with the Horizon Cloud Service to deliver feature-rich virtual desktops
and applications.

Horizon Cloud uses a purpose-built cloud platform that is scalable acrossmultiple deployment
options, including fully managed infrastructure from VMware and public cloud infrastructure from
Microsoft Azure. The service supports a cloud-scale architecture that makes it easy to deliver
virtualizedWindows desktops and applications to any device, anytime

Figure 8: Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Overview

Reference Architecture Design Methodology
To ensure a successfulWorkspace ONE deployment, it is important to follow proper design
methodology. To start, you need to understand the business requirements, reasons, and objectives
for undertaking the project. From there, you can identify the needs of the users and organize these
needs into use cases with understood requirements. You can then align andmap those use cases to a
set of integrated services provided byWorkspace ONE.
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Figure 9: Reference Architecture Design Methodology

AWorkspace ONE design uses a number of components to provide the services that address the
identified use cases. Before you can assemble and integrate these components to form a service, you
must first design and build the components in amodular and scalable manner to allow for change and
growth. You alsomust consider integration into the existing environment. Then you can bring the
parts together to deliver the integrated services to satisfy the use cases, business requirements, and
the user experience.

As with any design process, the steps are cyclical, and any previous decision should be revisited to
make sure a subsequent one has not impacted it.
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Business Drivers and Use Cases
An end-user-computing (EUC) solution based on VMware Workspace ONE® andVMware Horizon®
Cloud Service™ on Microsoft Azure can address awide-ranging set of business requirements and use
cases. In this reference architecture, the solution targets the most common requirements and use
cases seen in customer deployments to date.

Addressing Business Requirements
A technology solution should directly address the critical business requirements that justify the time
and expense of putting a new set of capabilities in place. Each and every design choice should center
on a specific business requirement. Business requirements could be driven by the end user or by the
team deploying EUC services.

The following common key business drivers can be addressed by theWorkspace ONE solution.

Mobile Access
Requirement definition: Provide greater businessmobility by providingmobile access tomodern
and legacy applications on laptops, tablets, and smartphones.

Workspace ONE solution: Workspace ONE provides a straightforward, enterprise-secure method
of accessing all types of applications that end users need from awide variety of platforms.

l It is the first solution that brings together identity, device and application management, a uni-
fied application catalog, andmobile productivity.

l VMware Horizon® Client™ technology supports all mobile and laptop devices as well as com-
mon operating systems.

Fast Provisioning and Access
Requirement definition: Allow fast provisioning of and secure access to line-of-business applications
for internal users and third-party suppliers, while reducing physical device management overhead.

Workspace ONE solution: Workspace ONE can support a wide range of device access scenarios,
simplifying the onboarding of end-user devices.

l Adaptive management allows a user to download an app from a public app store and access
some published applications. If a user needs to accessmore privileged apps or corporate data,
they are prompted to enroll their device from within the app itself rather than through an
agent, such as the VMware Workspace ONE® Intelligent Hub app.

l Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure delivers feature-rich virtual desktops and applic-
ations using a purpose-built cloud platform. Thismakes it easy to deliver virtualizedWindows
desktops and applications to any device, anytime. IT can save time getting up and runningwith
an easy deployment process, simplifiedmanagement, and a flexible subscription model.
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Reduced Application Management Effort
Requirement definition: Reduce application management overhead and reduce application
provisioning time.

Workspace ONE solution: Workspace ONE provides end users with a single application catalog for
native mobile, SaaS, and virtualized applications and improves application management.

l Workspace ONE provides a consolidated view of all applications hosted across different ser-
vices with a consistent user experience across all platforms.

l With Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure,Windows-based applications are delivered
centrally, either through virtual desktops or as RDSH-published applications. These can be cent-
rally managed, allowing for access control, fast updates, and version control.

l VMware Workspace ONE® Intelligence™ gives IT administrators insights into app deployments
and app engagement. Analysis of user behavior combinedwith automation capabilities allow for
quick resolution of issues, reduced escalations, and increased employee productivity.

Centralized and Secure Data and Devices
Requirement definition: Centralize management and security of corporate data and devices tomeet
compliance standards.

Workspace ONE solution: All components are designedwith security as a top priority.

l VMware Workspace ONE® UEM (powered by AirWatch) provides aggregation of content
repositories, including SharePoint, network file shares, and cloud services. Files from these
repositories can be synced to the VMware Workspace ONE® Content app for viewing and
secure editing.

l Workspace ONE UEM policies can also be established to prevent distribution of corporate files,
control where files can be opened and by which apps, and prevent such functions as copying
and pasting into other apps, or printing.

l Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure is the platform for delivering virtual desktops or pub-
lished applications where user data, applications, and desktop activity do not leave the data cen-
ter. Additional Horizon Cloud andVMware User Environment Manager™ policies restrict and
control user access to data.

l Workspace ONE Intelligence detects and remediates security vulnerabilities at scale. Quickly
identify out-of-compliance devices and automate access control policies based on user beha-
vior.

Comprehensive and Flexible Platform for Corporate-Owned or
BYOD Strategies
Requirement definition: Allow users to access applications, especially the Microsoft Office 365 suite,
and corporate data from their own devices.
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Workspace ONE solution: Workspace ONE can meet the device-management challenges
introduced by the flexibility demands of BYOD.

l Workspace ONE and features like adaptive management simplify end-user enrollment and
empower application access in a secure fashion to drive user adoption.

l With Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure, moving to a virtual desktop and published
application solution removes the need tomanage client devices, applications, or images. A thin
client, zero client, or employee-owned device can be used in conjunction with Horizon Client.
IT nowhas the luxury of managing single images of virtual desktops in the data center.

l Get insights into device and application usage over time withWorkspace ONE Intelligence to
enable optimizing resource allocation and license renewals. The built-in automation capabilities
can tag devices that have been inactive for specific periods of time or notify users when their
devices need to be replaced.

Reduced Support Calls and Improved Time to Resolution
Requirement definition: Simplify and secure access to applications to speed up root-cause analysis
and resolution of user issues.

Workspace ONE solution: Workspace ONE provides single-sign-on (SSO) capabilities to awide
range of platforms and applications. By leveraging SSO technology, password resets are unnecessary.

l VMware Identity Manager™ provides a self-service single point of access to all applications and,
in conjunction with True SSO, provides a platform for SSO. Users no longer need to remember
passwords or request applications through support calls.

l BothWorkspace ONE UEM andVMware Identity Manager include dashboards and analytics to
help administrators understandwhat a profile of application access and device deployment
looks like in the enterprise.With greater knowledge of which applications users are accessing,
administrators can more quickly identify issues with licensing or potential attemptedmalicious
activities against enterprise applications.

l Workspace ONE Intelligence ensures that end users get the best mobile application exper-
ience by keeping an eye on app performance, app engagement, and user behavior.With
detailed insights around devices, networks, operating systems, geolocation, connectivity state,
and current app version, LOB owners can optimize their apps for their unique audience and
ensure an optimal user experience.

Use Cases
Use cases drive the design for any EUC solution and dictate which technologies are deployed tomeet
user requirements. Use cases can be thought of as common user scenarios. For example, a finance or
marketing user might be considered a “normal office worker” use case.
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Designing an environment includes building out the functional definitions for the use cases and their
requirements.We define typical use cases that are also adaptable to cover most scenarios.We also
define services to deliver the requirements of those use cases.

Workspace ONE Use Cases
This reference architecture includes the following commonWorkspace ONE use cases.

Use Case Description

Mobile
Task-
Based
Worker

Users who typically use amobile device for a single task through a single
application.

l Mobile device is highly managed and used for only a small number of tasks,
such as inventory control, product delivery, or retail applications.

l Communications tools, such as email, might be restricted to only sending
and receiving email with internal parties.

l Device is typically locked down from accessing unnecessary applications.
Access to public app stores is restricted or removed entirely.

l Device location, full device wipe, and other features are typically used.

Mobile
Knowledge
Worker

Many roles fit this profile, such as a hospital clinician or an employee in finance,
marketing, HR, health benefits, approvals, and travel.

l These workers use their own personal device (BYOD), a corporate device
they personally manage, or amanaged corporate device with low restric-
tions.

l Users are typically allowed to access email, including personal email, along
with public app stores for personal apps.

l Device is likely subject to information controls over corporate data, such as
data loss prevention (DLP) controls, managed email, managed content, and
secure browsing.

l Users need access to SaaS-based applications for HR, finance, health bene-
fits, approvals, and travel, as well as native applications where those applic-
ations are available.

l Device is a great candidate for SSO because the need to accessmany
diverse applications and passwords becomes an issue for users and the help-
desk.

Table 1: Workspace ONE Common Use Cases 
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Use Case Description

l Privacy is typically a concern that might prevent device enrollment, so adapt-
ive management and clear communication regarding the data gathered and
reported to the Workspace ONE UEM service is important to encourage
adoption.

Contractor

Contractorsmight require access to specific line-of-business applications, typically
from a remote or mobile location.

l Users likely need access to an organization’s systems for performing specific
functions and applications, but accessmight be for a finite time period or to
a subset of resources and applications.

l When the contractor is no longer affiliatedwith the organization, all access
to systemsmust be terminated immediately and completely, and all cor-
porate information must be removed from the device.

l Users typically need access to published applications or VDI-based
desktops, andmight use multiple devices not under company control to do
so. Devices include mobile devices as well as browser-based devices.

Table 1: Workspace ONE Common Use Cases (Continued)

Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Use Cases
This reference architecture includes the followingHorizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure use
cases.

Use Case Description

Static Task
Worker

These workers are typically fixed to a specific location with no remote access
requirement. Some examples include call center worker, administration worker,
and retail user.

A static task worker:

l Uses a small number of Microsoft Windows applications. They do not install
their own applications and do not require SaaS application access.

l Might require location-aware printing.

Table 2: Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Common Use Cases 
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Use Case Description

Multimedia
Designer /
Engineer

These usersmight require GPU-accelerated applications, which have intensive
CPU or memory workloads, or both. Examples are CAD/CAM designers,
architects, video editors and reviewers, graphic artists, and game designers.

A multimedia designer:

l Has aGPU requirement with API support for DirectX 10+, video playback,
and Flash content.

l Mainly uses applications from a corporate location but might access applic-
ations frommobile locations.

l Might require two-factor authentication when accessing applications
remotely.

Mobile
Knowledge
Worker

This worker could be a hospital clinician, a company employee, or have a finance or
marketing role. This is a catch-all corporate use case.

A mobile knowledge worker:

l Mainly uses applications from a corporate location but might access applic-
ations frommobile locations.

l Uses a large number of core and departmental applications but does not
install their own applications. Requires SaaS application access.

l Requires access to USB devices.

l Might require location-aware printing.

l Might require two-factor authentication when accessing applications
remotely.

Contractor

External contractors usually require access to specific line-of-business
applications, typically from a remote or mobile location. A contractor:

l Mainly uses applications from a corporate location but might access applic-
ations frommobile locations.

l Uses a subset of core and departmental applications based on the project
they are working on. Might require SaaS application access.

l Has restricted access to clipboard, USB devices, and so on.

l Requires two-factor authentication when accessing applications remotely.

Table 2: Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Common Use Cases (Continued)
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Recovery Use Case Requirements 
When disaster recovery is being considered, the main emphasis falls on the availability and
recoverability requirements of the differing types of users. For each of the previously defined use
cases and their requirements, we can define the recovery requirements.

With cloud-based services, such asWorkspace ONE UEM, VMware Identity Manager, and
Workspace ONE Intelligence, availability is delivered as part of the overall service SLA. For VMware
Horizon–based services, the availability portion of the solution might have dependencies on
applications, personalization, and user data to deliver a full experience to the user in a recovery site.
Consider carefully what type of experience will be offered in a recovery scenario and how that
matches the business and user requirements.

This reference architecture discusses two common disaster recovery classifications: active/active and
active/passive.When choosing between these recovery classifications, which are described in the
following table, be sure to view the scenario from the user’s perspective.

Use Case and Recov-
erability Objective

Description 

Active/Passive 

RTO =Medium 

RPO =Medium 

l Users normally work in a single office location.

l Service consumed is pinned to a single data center.

l Failover of the service to the second data center ensures busi-
ness continuity.

Active/Active 

RTO = Low 

RPO = Low 

l Users require the lowest possible recovery time for the service
(for example, health worker).

l Mobile usersmight roam from continent to continent.

l Users need to get served from the nearest geographical data
center per continent.

l Service consumed is available in both primary and secondary
data centers without manual intervention.

Table 3: Disaster Recovery Classifications

With a VMware Horizon–based service, the recovery service should aim to offer an equivalent
experience to the user. Usually the service at the secondary site is constructed from the same or
similar parts and components as the primary site service. Consideration must be given to data
replication and the speed and frequency at which data from the primary site can be replicated to the
recovery site. This can influence which type of recovery service is offered, howquickly a recovery
service can become available to users, and how complete that recovery service might be.
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The RTO (recovery time objective) is defined as the time it takes to recover a given service. RPO
(recovery point objective) is the maximum period in which datamight be lost. Low targets are defined
as 30- to 60-second estimates. Medium targets are estimated at 45–60minutes. These targets
depend on the environment and the components included in the recovery service.
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Service Definitions
From our business requirements, we outlined several typical use cases and their requirements. Taking
the business requirements and combining themwith one or more use cases enables the definition of
a service.

The service, for a use case, defines the unique requirements and identifies the technology or feature
combinations that satisfy those unique requirements. After the service has been defined, you can
define the service quality to be associatedwith that service. Service quality takes into consideration
the performance, availability, security, andmanagement andmonitoring requirements tomeet SLAs.

The detail required to build out the products and components comes later, after the services are
defined and the required components are understood.

Do not treat the list of services as exclusive or prescriptive; each environment is different. Adapt the
services to your particular use cases. In some cases, that might mean adding components, while in
others it might be possible to remove some that are not required.

You could also combine multiple services together to addressmore complex use cases. For example,
you could combine a VMware Workspace ONE® service with a VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ and
a recovery service.

Figure 10: Example of Combining Multiple Services for a Complex Use Case

Workspace ONE Use Case Services
A use case service identifies the features required for a specific type of user. For example, amobile
task worker might use amobile device for a single task through a single application. TheWorkspace
ONE use case service for this worker could be called the mobile device management service. This
service uses only a few of the core Workspace ONE components, as described in the following table.
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Component Function

VMware Workspace
ONE® UEM

Enterprise mobility management

VMware Identity
Manager™

Identity platform

VMware Workspace
ONE® Intelligence™

Integrated insights, app analytics, and automation

Workspace ONE app End-user access to apps

VMware Horizon
Virtual desktops and Remote Desktop Services (RDS) published
applications delivered either through Horizon Cloud or VMware
Horizon® 7

VMware Workspace
ONE® Boxer

Secure email clients

VMware Workspace
ONE® Browser

Secure web browser

VMware Workspace
ONE® Content

Mobile content repository

VMware Workspace
ONE® Tunnel

Secure and effective method for individual applications to access
corporate resources

VMware AirWatch
Cloud Connector

Directory sync with enterprise directories

VMware Identity
Manager Connector

Directory sync with enterprise directories

Sync to Horizon resources

VMware Unified Access
Gateway™

Gateway that provides secure edge services

Table 4: Core Components ofWorkspace ONE 
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Component Function

VMware Workspace
ONE® Secure Email
Gateway

Email proxy service

Table 4: Core Components ofWorkspace ONE (Continued)

Enterprise Mobility Management Service
Overview: Many organizations have deployedmobile devices and have lightweight management
capabilities, like simple email deployment and device policies, such as a PIN requirement, device
timeouts, and device wiping. But they lack a comprehensive and complete management practice to
enable a consumer-simple, enterprise-secure model for devices.

Use case: Mobile Task-BasedWorkers

Unique Requirements Components

Provide device management beyond simple policies

l Workspace ONE native app

l VMware Identity Manage authen-
tication

l AirWatch Cloud Connector

Enable adaptive management capabilities

l Workspace ONE native app

l Adaptive management

l Workspace services devic enroll-
ment

Table 5: Unique Requirements of Mobile TaskWorkers

Blueprint

The following figure shows a high-level blueprint of aWorkspace ONE Standard deployment and the
available components.
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Figure 11: Enterprise Mobility Management Service Blueprint

Enterprise Productivity Service
Overview: Organizations with amore evolved device management strategy are often pushed by end
users to enable more advancedmobility capabilities in their environment. Requested capabilities
include single sign-on (SSO) andmulti-factor authentication, and access to productivity tools.
However, from an enterprise perspective, providing thismuch access to corporate information means
instituting a greater degree of control, such as blocking native email clients in favor of managed email,
requiring syncing content with approved repositories, andmanagingwhich apps can be used to open
files.

Use cases: Mobile KnowledgeWorkers, Contractors

Unique Requirements Components

Multi-factor authentication l VMware Workspace ONE® Verify

SSO
l VMware Identity Manager andWorkspace
ONE UEM

Managed email l Workspace ONE Boxer

Enterprise content synchronization l Workspace ONE Content

Secure browsing l VMware Workspace ONE®Web

VPN per application l Workspace ONE Tunnel

Table 6: Unique Requirements of Mobile KnowledgeWorkers and Contractors
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Blueprint

The following figure shows a high-level blueprint of aWorkspace ONE Advanced deployment and the
available components.

Figure 12: Enterprise Productivity Service Blueprint

Enterprise Application Workspace Service
Overview: Recognizing that some applications are not available as a native app on amobile platform
and that some security requirements dictate on-premises application access, virtualized applications
and desktops become a core part of amobility strategy. Building on the mobile productivity service,
and adding access to VMware Horizon–based resources, enables this scenario.

Many current VMware Horizon users benefit from adding theWorkspace ONE catalog capabilities as
a single, secure point of access for their virtual desktops and applications.

Use cases: Contractors, Mobile KnowledgeWorkers

Unique Requirements Components

Access to virtual apps and desktops

l Horizon Cloud or Horizon 7

l VMware Identity Manager Con-
nector

Table 7: Unique Requirements of Contractors andMobile KnowledgeWorkers

Blueprint

The following figure shows a high-level blueprint of aWorkspace ONE Enterprise Edition deployment
and the available components.
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Figure 13: Enterprise Application Workspace Service Blueprint

Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Use Case
Services
These services address awide range of user needs. For example, a published application service can
be created for static task workers, who require only a fewWindows applications. In contrast, a secure
desktop service could be created for users who need a larger number of applications that are better
suited to aWindows desktop–based offering.

The following core components are used across the various use cases.

Component Function

Horizon Cloud Service on
Microsoft Azure

Virtual desktops and RDSH-published applications

VMware User Environment
Manager™

User profile, IT settings, and configuration for environment
and applications

Microsoft Azure Infrastructure platform

Table 8: Table: Core Components of Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure

Published Application Service
Overview: Windows applications are delivered as published applications provided by farms of RDSH
servers. These applications are optionally available in the catalog and through theWorkspace ONE
app or web application. User Environment Manager applies profile settings and folder redirection.

Use case: Static TaskWorker
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Unique Requirements Components

Small number of
Windows applications

l Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure RDSH-published applications
(a good fit for a small number of applications)

(Optional) location-
aware printing

l ThinPrint

l User Environment Manager

Table 9: Table: Unique Requirements of Static TaskWorkers

Blueprint

Figure 14: Published Application Service Blueprint

GPU-Accelerated Application Service
Overview: Similar to the published application service, but this service uses hardware-accelerated
renderingwith NVIDIA GRID graphics cards available through Microsoft Azure. TheWindows
applications are delivered as published applications provided by farms of RDSH servers.  

Use case: Multimedia Designer/Engineer
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Unique Requirements Components

GPU-accelerated rendering
l NVIDIA backedGPU
RDSHVM

Hardware H.264 encoding l Blast Extreme

Table 10: Unique Requirements of Multimedia Designers

Blueprint

Figure 15: GPU-Accelerated Application Service Blueprint

Secure Desktop Service
Overview: This service uses a standardWindows 10 desktop that is cloned from amaster VM image.
User Environment Manager applies the user’sWindows environment settings, application settings,
and folder redirection. Desktop and application entitlements are optionally made available through
the VMware Identity Manager catalog.

Use cases: Mobile KnowledgeWorker, Contractors
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Unique Requirements Components

Large number of core and departmental
applications

l Horizon virtual desktop runningWindows 10
(a good fit for larger numbers of applic-
ations)

Access frommobile locations l Unified Access Gateway, Blast Extreme

Two-factor authentication when remote l Unified Access Gateway, True SSO

Video content and Flash playback
l URL content redirection, HTML5 redir-
ection, Flash redirection

l Access to USB devices

l Restricted access to clipboard, USB,
and so on (for example, for con-
tractors)

l User Environment Manager, Horizon Smart
Policies, application blocking

Table 11: Unique Requirements of Mobile KnowledgeWorkers and Contractors

Blueprint

Figure 16: Secure Desktop Service Blueprint
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Recovery Services 
To ensure availability, recoverability, and business continuity, the design of the services also needs to
consider disaster recovery.We can define recovery services andmap them to the previously defined
use-case services.

Recovery services can be designed to operate in either an active/active or an active/passive mode
and should be viewed from the users’ perspective.

l In active/passive mode, loss of an active data center instance requires that the passive instance
of the service be promoted to active status for the user.

l In active/active mode, the loss of a data center instance does not impact service availability for
the user because the remaining instance or instances continue to operate independently and
can offer the end service to the user.

Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure Active/Passive Recovery Service 
Requirement: The use case service is run from a specific Azure region. An equivalent service can be
provided from a secondAzure region.

Overview: The core Windows desktop or RDSH server is a clone of amaster VM image. User
Environment Manager applies the profile, IT settings, user configuration, and folder redirection.

Requirement  Comments 

Windows desktop or
RDSH server available in
both sites 

Horizon desktop pools or RDSH server farms are created in both
data centers.

Native applications  Applications are installed natively in the base WindowsOS.

IT settings 
User Environment Manager IT configuration is replicated to ensure
availability in the event that the primary Azure region becomes
unavailable.

User data and
configuration 

User Environment Manager user data is replicated to ensure
availability in the event that the primary Azure region becomes
unavailable.

Table 12: Active/Passive Recovery Service Requirements
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At a high level, this service consists of aWindows environment delivered by either a desktop or an
RDSH server, with equivalent resources created at both data centers. User profile and user data files
are made available at both locations and are also recovered in the event of a site outage.

Figure 17: Active/Passive Recovery Service Blueprint 

User Environment Manager provides profile management by capturing user settings for the operating
system, applications, and user personalization. The captured settings are stored on file shares that
need to be replicated to ensure site redundancy.

Although profile data can be made available to both regions, there is a failover process in the event of
the loss of Region 1 that can impact the RTO andRPO.

Operational decisions can be made in these scenarios as to whether the service in Region 2 should be
made available with reduced functionality (for example, available with the Windows base, the
applications, and the IT configuration but without the user-specific settings).
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Architectural Overview
A VMware Workspace ONE® design uses several complementary components and provides a variety
of highly available services to address the identified use cases. Before we can assemble and integrate
these components to form the desired service, we first need to design and build the infrastructure
required.

The components in Workspace ONE, such as VMware Identity Manager™, VMware Workspace
ONE® UEM (powered by VMware AirWatch®), and VMware Horizon® are available as on-premises
and cloud-hosted products.

For this reference architecture, the approach taken is to use the cloud-hosted offerings of VMware
Identity Manager andWorkspace ONE UEM (AirWatch) and to utilize VMware Horizon® Cloud
Service™ on Microsoft Azure.

Workspace ONE Logical Architecture
TheWorkspace ONE platform is composed of VMware Identity Manager andWorkspace ONE UEM.
Although each product can operate independently, integrating them is what enables the Workspace
ONE product to function.

VMware Identity Manager andWorkspace ONE UEM provide tight integration between identity and
device management. This integration has been simplified in recent versions to ensure that
configuration of each product is relatively straightforward.

Although VMware Identity Manager andWorkspace ONE UEM are the core components in a
Workspace ONE deployment, you can deploy a variety of other components, depending on your
business use cases. For example, and as shown in the following figure, you can use VMware Unified
Access Gateway™ to provide the VMware Workspace ONE® Tunnel or VPN-based access to on-
premises resources.

For more information about the full range of components that might apply to a deployment, refer to
the VMware Workspace ONE UEM documentation.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
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Figure 18: Sample Logical Architecture of a Workspace ONE Deployment Using Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure

Following is a description of the components shown in the Workspace ONE architecture diagram:

l VMware Workspace ONE UEM SaaS tenant – Cloud-hosted instance of the Workspace
ONE UEM service.Workspace ONE UEM acts as the mobile device management (MDM),
mobile content management (MCM), andmobile application management (MAM) platform.

l VMware Identity Manager SaaS tenant – Cloud-hosted instance of VMware Identity Man-
ager. VMware Identity Manager acts as an identity provider by syncingwith Active Directory to
provide SSO across SAML-based applications, VMware Horizon–based apps and desktops, and
VMware ThinApp® packaged apps. It is also responsible for enforcing authentication policy
based on networks, applications, or platforms.

l Horizon Cloud Control Plane – A control plane that VMware hosts in the cloud for central
orchestration andmanagement of VDI desktops, RDSH-published desktops, and RDSH-pub-
lished applications. Because VMware hosts the service, feature updates and enhancements are
consistently provided for a software-as-a-service experience.

o Horizon Cloud Administration Console – The cloud control plane also hosts a common
management user interface, which runs in industry-standard browsers. This console
provides IT administrators with a single location for management tasks involving user
assignments to andmanagement of VDI desktops, RDSH-published desktops, and
RDSH-published applications.

l Horizon Cloud Node – VMware software deployed to a supported capacity environment, such
asMicrosoft Azure cloud. Alongwith access to the Horizon CloudAdministration Console, the
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service includes the software necessary to pair the deployed node with the cloud control plane
and deliver virtual desktops and applications.

l Workspace ONE native mobile app – OS-specific versions of the native app are available for
iOS, Android, andWindows 10. TheWorkspace ONE app presents a unified application catalog
across VMware Identity Manager resources and native mobile apps, allows users to easily find
and install enterprise apps, and provides an SSO experience across resource types.

l VMware Enterprise Systems Connector™ – Combination of two different services (the
former AirWatch Cloud Connector andVMware Identity Manager Connector) bundledwithin a
single Windows-based installer. The Enterprise Systems Connector connects resources loc-
ated in different security zones (namely, the DMZ and the LAN).

o AirWatch Cloud Connector (ACC) component – Runs in the internal network, acting as
a proxy that securely transmits requests fromWorkspace ONE UEM to the organ-
ization’s critical back-end enterprise infrastructure components. Organizations can lever-
age the benefits ofWorkspace ONE UEMMobile Device Management™, running in any
configuration, together with those of their existing LDAP, certificate authority, email,
and other internal systems.

o VMware Identity Manager Connector component – Performs directory sync and
authentication between an on-premises Active Directory and the VMware Identity Man-
ager service. This component is available as either aWindows installer or a Linux-based
virtual appliance.

l Secure email gateway – Workspace ONE UEM supports integration with email services, such
asMicrosoft Exchange, GroupWise, IBM Notes (formerly Lotus Notes), andG Suite (formerly
Google Apps forWork). You have three options for integrating email:

o VMware Secure Email Gateway – Requires a server to be configured in the data cen-
ter.

o PowerShell integration – Communicates directly with Exchange ActiveSync on
Exchange 2010 or later or Microsoft Office 365.

o G Suite integration – Integrates directly with the Google Cloud services and does not
need additional servers.

l Content integration – TheWorkspace ONE UEMMobile Content Management solution helps
organizations address the challenge of securely deploying content to awide variety of devices
using a few key actions. An administrator can leverage theWorkspace ONE UEM Console to
create, sync, or enable a file repository. After configuration, this content deploys to end-user
devices with VMware Workspace ONE Content. Access to content can be either read-only or
read-write.

l VMware Unified Access Gateway – Virtual appliance that provides secure edge services and
allows external access to internal resources.

o Provision ofWorkspace ONE UEM Per-App Tunnels and the Tunnel Proxy to allow
mobile applications secure access to internal services
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o Access fromWorkspace ONE Content to internal file shares or SharePoint repositories
by running the Content Gateway service

o Reverse proxying of web servers

o Single sign-on access to on-premises legacy web applications by identity bridging from
SAML or certificates to Kerberos

o Secure external access to Horizon 7 desktops and applications
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Component Design: Workspace ONE
UEM Architecture
VMware Workspace ONE® UEM (powered by AirWatch) is responsible for device enrollment, a
mobile application catalog, policy enforcement regarding device compliance, and integration with key
enterprise services, such as email, content, and social media.

Workspace ONE UEM features include:

l Device management platform – Allows full life-cycle management of a wide variety of
devices, including phones, tablets,Windows 10, and rugged and special-purpose devices.

l Application deployment capabilities – Provides automatic deployment or self-service applic-
ation access for employees.

l User and device profile services – Ensures that configuration settings for users and devices:
o Comply with enterprise security requirements

o Simplify end-user access to applications

l Productivity tools – Includes an email client with secure email functionality, a content man-
agement tool for securely storing andmanaging content, and aweb browser to ensure secure
access to corporate information and tools.

Workspace ONE UEM can be implemented using an on-premises or a cloud-based (SaaS) model.

Design decision: Although either an on-premises or a cloud-based implementation could deliver the
required capabilities, in this reference architecture, a cloud-basedWorkspace ONE UEM design is
used.

Design Overview
With a cloud-based implementation ofWorkspace ONE UEM, the service is delivered as a software as
a service (SaaS). To synchronize Workspace ONE with internal resources such as Active Directory or a
Certificate Authority, you use a separate cloud connector, which can be implemented using an
AirWatch Cloud Connector. The separate connector can run within the internal network in an
outbound-only connection mode, meaning the connector receives no incoming connections from
the DMZ.

The simple implementation usually consists of:

l AWorkspace ONE UEM tenant

l VMware AirWatch Cloud Connector
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Figure 19: Sample Workspace ONE UEM Logical Architecture

The main components ofWorkspace ONE UEM are described in the following table.

Component Description

Workspace
ONE UEM
Console

Administration console for configuring policies within Workspace ONE UEM, to
monitor andmanage devices and the environment.

This service is hosted in the cloud andmanaged for you as a part of the SaaS
offering.

AirWatch
device
services

Services that communicate with managed devices.Workspace ONE UEM relies
on this component for:

l Device enrollment

l Application provisioning

l Delivering device commands and receiving device data

l Hosting the Workspace ONE UEM self-service portal

This service is hosted in the cloud andmanaged for you as a part of the SaaS
offering.

Table 13: VMware Workspace ONE UEM Components 
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Component Description

API
endpoint

Collection of RESTful APIs, provided byWorkspace ONE UEM, that allows
external programs to use the core product functionality by integrating the APIs
with existing IT infrastructures and third-party applications.

VMware Workspace ONE® APIs are also used by variousWorkspace ONE UEM
services such as Secure Email Gateway for interactions and data gathering.

This service is hosted in the cloud andmanaged for you as a part of the SaaS
offering.

VMware
AirWatch
Cloud
Connector

Component that performs directory sync and authentication using an on-
premises resource such as Active Directory or a trusted Certificate Authority.

This service is hosted in your internal network in outbound-only mode and can be
configured for automatic upgrades.

AirWatch
Cloud
Messaging
service
(AWCM)

Service used in conjunction with the AirWatch Cloud Connector to provide secure
communication to your backend systems. AirWatch Cloud Connector also uses
AWCM to communicate with the Workspace ONE UEM Console.

AWCM also streamlines the delivery of messages and commands from the
Workspace ONE UEM Console by eliminating the need for end users to access
the public Internet or utilize consumer accounts, such as Google IDs. It serves as a
comprehensive substitute for Google CloudMessaging (GCM) for Android devices
and is the only option for providingmobile device management (MDM) capabilities
forWindows rugged devices. Also, the VMware Workspace ONE® Intelligent Hub
utilizes AWCM to communicate withWindows 10.

This service is hosted in the cloud andmanaged for you as a part of the SaaS
offering.

VMware
Workspace
ONE®
Tunnel

TheWorkspace ONE Tunnel provides a secure and effective method for
individual applications to access corporate resources hosted in the internal
network. TheWorkspace ONE Tunnel uses a unique X.509 certificate (delivered
to enrolled devices byWorkspace ONE) to authenticate and encrypt traffic from
applications to the tunnel.

Workspace ONE Tunnel has two components – Proxy and Per-AppVPN. The
proxy component is responsible for securing traffic from endpoint devices to

Table 13: VMware Workspace ONE UEM Components (Continued)
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Component Description

internal resources through the VMware Workspace ONE®Web app and through
enterprise apps that leverage theWorkspace ONE SDK. The per-app tunnel
component enables application-level tunneling (as opposed to full device-level
tunneling) for managed applications on iOS, macOS, Android, andWindows
devices.

Table 13: VMware Workspace ONE UEM Components (Continued)

AirWatch Cloud Connector
Even when utilizing cloud solutions, such asWorkspace ONE UEM, you might want to use some in-
house components and resources, for example, email relay, directory services (LDAP/ AD),
Certificate Authority, and PowerShell Integration with Exchange. These resources are usually
secured by strict firewall rules in order to avoid any unintended or malicious access. Even though
these components are not exposed to public networks, they offer great benefits when integrated
with cloud solutions such asWorkspace ONE.

The AirWatch Cloud Connector allows seamless integration of on-premises resources with the
Workspace ONE UEM cloud deployment. This allows organizations to leverage the benefits of
Workspace ONE Unified Endpoint Management (UEM), running in any configuration, together with
those of their existing LDAP, Certificate Authority, email relay, PowerShell Integration with
Exchange, and other internal systems.

The AirWatch Cloud Connector (ACC) runs in the internal network, acting as a proxy that securely
transmits requests fromWorkspace ONE UEM to the organization’s enterprise infrastructure
components. The ACC always works in an outbound-only mode, which protects it and allows it to work
with existing firewall rules and configurations.

Workspace ONE UEM and the ACC communicate by means of AirWatch CloudMessaging (AWCM).
This communication is secured through certificate-based authentication, with the certificates
generated from a trusted AirWatch Certificate Authority.

The ACC integrates with the following internal components:

l Email relay (SMTP)

l Directory services (LDAP/AD)

l Email Management Exchange 2010 (PowerShell)

l BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES)
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l Lotus DominoWeb Service (HTTPS)

l Syslog (event log data)

The ACC also allows the following PKI integration add-ons:

l Microsoft Certificate Services (PKI)

l Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP PKI)

l Third-party certificate services (on-premises only)

Scaling
You can configure multiple instances of ACC by installing them on additional dedicated servers using
the same installer. The traffic is automatically load-balanced by the AWCM component and does not
require a separate load balancer.

Multiple ACC instances can receive traffic (that is, use a live-live configuration) as long as the instances
are in the same organization group and connect to the same AWCM server for high availability. Traffic
is routed by AWCM and depends on the current load.

See On-Premises Architecture Hardware Assumptions in the ARCHITECTURE section of the VMware
Workspace ONE UEM Online Help for recommendations on the number of ACC instances required
and for hardware requirements. Note that the documentation shows only the number of connectors
required for each sizing scenario to cope with the load demand. It does not include additional servers
in those numbers to account for redundancy.

Design decision: Three instances of VMware AirWatch Cloud Connector are deployed. Two are
required based on load and a third is added for redundancy.

AirWatch Cloud Connector Installation
Refer to the latest VMware Workspace ONE UEM documentation for full details on the VMware
AirWatch Cloud Connector Installation Process.

Integration with VMware Identity Manager
IntegratingWorkspace ONE UEM andVMware Identity Manager™ intoWorkspace ONE provides
several benefits.Workspace ONE uses VMware Identity Manager for authentication, SaaS, and
VMware Horizon application access.Workspace ONE usesWorkspace ONE UEM for device
enrollment andmanagement.

The integration process between the two solutions is detailed in IntegratingWorkspace ONE UEM
With VMware Identity Manager in the Guide to Deploying VMware Workspace ONE with VMware
Identity Manager.

For more detail, also see "Platform Integration" on page 122.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/10.0/vmware-airwatch-guides-10/GUID-AW10-Install_Supertask.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/10.0/vmware-airwatch-guides-10/GUID-AW10-Install_Supertask.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/index.html
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Resource Types
AWorkspace ONE implementation can include many types of application resources used in the
enterprise.

Native Mobile Apps
Native mobile apps from the Apple App Store, Google Play, and the Microsoft Windows Store have
brought about newways of easily accessing tools and information tomake usersmore productive. A
challenge has been making the available apps easy to find, install, and control.Workspace ONE UEM
has long provided a platform for distribution, management, and security for these apps. Apps can be
published from the app stores themselves or, for internally developed apps, they can be uploaded to
the Workspace ONE UEM service for distribution to end users.

Figure 20: VMware Native Mobile Apps

Unified App Catalog
WhenWorkspace ONE UEM andVMware Identity Manager are integrated so that apps from both
platforms can be enabled for end users, the option to use the unified catalog in VMware Identity
Manager is enabled. This catalog pulls entitlements from both platforms and displays them
appropriately in the Workspace ONE native app on amobile device. TheWorkspace ONE client
determines which apps to display on which platform. For example, iOS apps appear only on devices
running iOS, andAndroid apps appear only on Android devices. 
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Figure 21: Figure: Unified Catalog in VMware Identity Manager

Conditional Access
With the Workspace ONE conditional access feature, administrators can create access policies that
go beyond the evaluation of user identity and valid credentials. CombiningWorkspace ONE UEM and
VMware Identity Manager, administrators can evaluate the target resource being accessed, the
source network from which the request originated, and the type and compliance status of the device.
With these criteria, access policies can provide amore sophisticated authentication challenge only
when needed or deny access when secure conditions are not met.

Using the Workspace ONE UEM Console to Create Access Policies
Configuration of compliance starts in the Workspace ONE UEM Console. Compliance policies are
created by determining:

1. A criterion to check, such as a jail-broken or rooted device

2. An action to take, such as an email to an administrator or a device wipe

3. An escalation to further actions if the device is not returned to compliance within a set time

4. An assignment to devices or users
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Examples of rules are listed in the following table.

Compliance
Criterion

Policy Description

Application
list

A device is out of compliance with the policy for one or more of the following
reasons:

l Blacklisted apps are installed on the device.

l Non-whitelisted apps are installed on the device.

l Required apps are not installed.

l The version of the installed app is different from the one defined in the
policy.

Last
compromised
scan

A device complies with this policy if the device was last scanned for compliance
within the timeframe defined in the policy.

Passcode
A device complies with this policy if a passcode is set in the device by the user. A
corresponding rule provides information on the passcode and encryption status
of the device.

Device
roaming

A device is out of compliance with this policy if the device is roaming.

Table 14: Examples of Access Policy Rules 

Refer the section Compliance Policy Rules Descriptions in the VMware Workspace ONE UEM Online
Help for the complete list. Because not all the options apply to all the platforms, also see Compliance
Policy Riles by Platform in the VMware Workspace ONE UEM Online Help.

Using the VMware AirWatch REST API to Extend Device
Compliance Parameters
With the VMware AirWatch REST API, the definition of a device’s compliance status can be extended
beyondwhat is available within the Workspace ONE UEM Console by leveraging an integration with
one or more partners from the extensive list of VMware Mobile Security Alliance (MSA) partners. For
more information, see Mitigate Mobile Threats with Best-of-Breed Security Solutions.

To use the device posture fromWorkspace ONE UEM with VMware Identity Manager, you must
enable the Device Compliance option when configuring the Workspace ONE UEM –VMware Identity
Manager integration. The Compliance Check function must also be enabled.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://www.air-watch.com/solutions/vmware-mobile-security-alliance/
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Figure 22: Enable Compliance Check

After you enable the compliance check throughWorkspace ONE UEM, you can add a rule that
defines what kind of compliance parameters are checked andwhat kind of authentication methods
are used.
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Figure 23: Device Compliance Policy

The device’s unique device identifier (UDID) must also be captured inWorkspace ONE UEM and used
in compliance configuration. This feature works with mobile SSO for iOS, mobile SSO for Android, and
certificate cloud deployment authentication methods.

Note: Before you use the Device Compliance authentication method, you must use amethod that
obtains the device UDID. Evaluating device compliance before obtaining the UDID does not result in
a positive validation of the device’s status.

Multi-factor Authentication
VMware Identity Manager supports chained, two-factor authentication. The primary authentication
methods can be username and password or mobile SSO. You can combine these authentication
methods with RADIUS, RSA Adaptive Authentication, andVMware Workspace ONE® Verify as
secondary authentication methods to achieve additional security for access control.

Standalone MAM and Adaptive Management
Workspace ONE supports a variety of device and application management approaches. Standalone
mobile application management (MAM) allows a user to download theWorkspace ONE app from
public app stores and immediately take advantage of entitled apps and corporate-published native
mobile apps. The benefits of this approach include:

l IT can distribute corporate-approved public mobile apps to unmanaged devices through the
Workspace ONE app catalog.

l With the Workspace ONE app installed, users can use SSO to access other VMware apps,
includingWorkspace ONEWeb andVMware Workspace ONE® Content, or any custom app
built using the Workspace ONE SDK.

l When an unmanaged device is out of compliance (for example, jail-broken), the system quickly
takes action to protect company data.When a violation is detected, all company data is
removed from theWorkspace ONE app,Workspace ONE productivity apps (for example,
Workspace ONE Content), and any custom app built using the Workspace ONE SDK.

Triggering the Enrollment Process from the Workspace ONE App
For applications that require a higher level of security assurance, users can enroll their device in
Workspace ONE UEM directly from theWorkspace ONE app, instead of downloading theWorkspace
ONE Intelligent Hub. All entitled apps are listed in the catalog. Apps that require enrollment are
markedwith a star icon.When the user tries to download an appwith a star icon, the enrollment
process is triggered. For example, users can download a conferencing app, such asWebEx, without
enrollment. But they are prompted to enroll when they try to download, for example, Salesforce1,
from the catalog.
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Figure 24: Adaptive Management

Enabling Adaptive Management for iOS
Adaptive management is enabled on an application-by-application basis within the Workspace ONE
UEM Console.Within an application profile, an administrator can choose to require management of a
device prior to allowing use of that app.

This feature is only supported for Apple iOS and is nowdeprecated for Android. The new standard for
app deployment with Android is through Android Enterprise, as described in the VMware AirWatch
Android Platform Guide.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/1810/vmware-airwatch-android-guide.pdf
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/1810/vmware-airwatch-android-guide.pdf
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Figure 25: Workspace ONE Application Deployment for Adaptive Management

Mobile Single Sign-On
One of the hallmark features of the Workspace ONE experience ismobile SSO technology, which
provides the ability to sign in to the app once and gain access to all entitled applications, including
SaaS apps. This core capability can help address security concerns and password-cracking attempts
and vastly simplifies the end-user experience for amobile user. A number of methods enable this
capability on both VMware Identity Manager andWorkspace ONE UEM. SAML becomes a bridge to
the apps, but each native mobile platform requires different technologies to enable SSO.

Configuration of mobile SSO for iOS andAndroid devices can be found in the Guide to Deploying
VMware Workspace ONE with VMware Identity Manager.

Mobile SSO for iOS
Kerberos-based SSO is the recommended SSO experience on managed iOS devices. VMware
Identity Manager offers a built-in Kerberos adapter, which can handle iOS authentication without the
need for device communication to your internal Active Directory servers. In addition,Workspace

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/
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ONE UEM can distribute identity certificates to devices using a built-in AirWatch Certificate
Authority, eliminating the requirement tomaintain an on-premises CA.

Alternatively, enterprises can use an internal key distribution center (KDC) for SSO authentication,
but this typically requires the provisioning of an on-demandVPN. Either option can be configured in
the StandardDeployment model, but the built-in KDCmust be used in the Simplified Deployment
model that is referenced in the Guide to Deploying VMware Workspace ONE with VMware Identity
Manager.

Mobile SSO for Android
Workspace ONE offers universal Androidmobile SSO, which allows users to sign in to enterprise apps
securely without a password. Androidmobile SSO technology requires device enrollment and the use
ofWorkspace ONE Tunnel to authenticate users against SaaS applications. Refer to AndroidMobile
Single Sign-On to VMware Workspace ONE.

Windows 10 and Mac SSO
Certificate-based SSO is the recommended experience for managedWindows desktops and laptops
and the Mac. An Active Directory Certificate Services or other CA is required to distribute certificates.
Workspace ONE UEM can integrate with an on-premises CA through AirWatch Cloud Connector or
an on-demandVPN. Refer to Certificate Management in the INTEGRATIONS section of the VMware
Workspace ONE UEM Online Help.

Email Integration
Workspace ONE offers a great number of choices when it comes to devices and email clients.
Although this flexibility allows the choice of an email client, it also potentially exposes the enterprise
to data leakage due to a lack of control after email messages reach the device.

Another challenge is that many organizations are moving to cloud-based email services, such as
Microsoft Office 365 andG Suite (formerly Google Apps forWork). These services provide fewer email
control options than the on-premisesmodels that an enterprise might be accustomed to. 

This section looks at the email connectivity models and the pros and cons of each.

VMware Workspace ONE UEM Secure Email Gateway Proxy Model
The VMware Workspace ONE® UEM Secure Email Gateway proxy server is a separate server
installed in-line with your existing email server to proxy all email traffic going tomobile devices. Based
on the settings you define in the Workspace ONE UEM Console, the Workspace ONE UEM Secure
Email Gateway proxy server allows or blocks email for every mobile device it manages, and it relays
traffic only from approved devices.With some additional configuration, no devices are allowed to
communicate directly with the corporate email server.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
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Figure 26: Workspace ONE UEM Secure Email Gateway Architectures

Direct PowerShell Model
In this model,Workspace ONE UEM adopts a PowerShell administrator role and issues commands to
the Exchange ActiveSync infrastructure to permit or deny email access based on the policies defined
in the Workspace ONE UEM Console. PowerShell deployments do not require a separate email proxy
server, and the installation process is simpler. In case of an on-premises Exchange, AirWatch Cloud
Connector (ACC) can be leveraged to prevent inbound traffic flow.
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Figure 27: Microsoft Office 365 Email Architecture

Supported Email Infrastructure and Models
Use the following table to compare these models and the mail infrastructures they support.
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Deployment
Model

Configuration Mode Mail Infrastructure

Proxy model
Workspace ONE UEM Secure Email
Gateway (proxy)

l Microsoft Exchange 2010,
2013, and 2016

l IBM Domino with Lotus
Notes

l Novel GroupWise (with
EAS)

l G Suite

l Office 365 (For attach-
ment encryption)

Direct model PowerShell model

l Microsoft Exchange 2010,
2013, and 2016

l Microsoft Office 365

Direct model Google model l G Suite

Table 15: Supported Email Deployment Models 

Microsoft Office 365 requires additional configuration for the Workspace ONE UEM Secure Email
Gateway proxy model.Workspace ONE UEM recommends the direct model of integration with
cloud-based email servers unless attachment encryption is required.

The following table summarizes the pros and cons of the deployment features ofWorkspace ONE
UEM Secure Email Gateway and PowerShell to help you choose which deployment is most
appropriate.
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Model Pros Cons

Workspace
ONE UEM
Secure Email
Gateway

l Real-time com-
pliance

l Attachment
encryption

l Hyperlink trans-
formation

l Additional servers needed

l Office 365 must be federatedwithWork-
space ONE to prevent users from directly
connecting to Office 365

PowerShell

No additional on-
premises servers
required for email
management

l No real-time compliance sync

l Not recommended for deployments larger
than 100,000 devices

l VMware Workspace ONE® Boxer required
to containerize attachments and hyperlinks in
Workspace ONE Content andWorkspace
ONEWeb

Table 16: Workspace ONE UEM Secure Email Gateway and PowerShell Feature Comparison 

Key Design Considerations
VMware recommends usingWorkspace ONE UEM Secure Email Gateway for all on-premises email
infrastructures with deployments of more than 100,000 devices. For smaller deployments or cloud-
based email, PowerShell is another option.

For more information on design considerations for mobile email management, see the most recent
VMware AirWatch Mobile Email Management Guide.

Design decision: Because this design includesMicrosoft Office 365 email, the PowerShell model is
usedwithWorkspace ONE Boxer. Although this decision limits employee choice of mail client and
removes native email access in the Mobile Productivity service, it provides the best protection
available against data leakage.

Next Steps
l Configure Microsoft Office 365 email through PowerShell.

l Configure Workspace ONE Boxer as an email client for deployment as part of device enroll-
ment.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/1810/vmware-airwatch-mobile-email-management-guide.pdf
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Conditional Access Configured for Microsoft Office 365 Basic
Authentication
By default, Microsoft Office 365 basic authentication is vulnerable because credentials are entered in
the app itself rather than being submitted to an identity provider (IdP) in a browser, as with modern
authentication. However, withWorkspace ONE, you can easily enhance the security and control over
Microsoft Office 365 with an active flow.

You can now control access to Office 365 active flows based on the following access policies in
VMware Identity Manager:

l Network range

l Device OS type

l Groupmembership

l Email protocol

l Client name

Figure 28: Microsoft Office 365 Active Flow Conditional Access Policies

Content Integration
Mobile content management (MCM) can be critical to device deployment, ensuring that content is
safely stored in enterprise repositories and available to end users when andwhere they need it with
the appropriate security controls. The MCM features inWorkspace ONE UEM provide users with the
content they needwhile also providing the enterprise with the security control it requires.
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Content Management Overview
1. Workspace ONE UEMmanaged content repository – Workspace ONE UEM administrators

with the appropriate permissions can upload content to the repository and have complete con-
trol over the files that are stored in it.

The synchronization process involves two components:

l VMware Content Gateway – This on-premises node provides secure access to content
repositories or internal file shares. You can deploy it as a service on a VMware Unified
Access Gateway™ virtual appliance. It supports both R cascade mode (formally known as
relay-endpoint) and endpoint-only deployment models.

l Corporate file server – This preexisting repository can reside within an organization’s
internal network or on a cloud service. Depending on an organization’s structure, the
Workspace ONE UEM administrator might not have administrative permissions for the
corporate file server.

2. VMware Workspace ONE Content – After this app is deployed to end-user devices, users can
access content that conforms to the configured set of parameters.

3. Personal content repository – End users have complete control over the files stored here. End
users can add files on their devices from any supportedweb browser through the self-service
portal in Workspace ONE Content, and from their personal computer throughWorkspace
ONE Content Sync.

Figure 29: Mobile Content Management with Workspace ONE UEM

You can integrate Workspace ONE Content with a large number of corporate file services, including
Box, Google Drive, network shares, variousMicrosoft services, andmost websites that support Web
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Distributed Authoring andVersioning (WebDAV). It is beyond the scope of this document to list all of
them. For full design considerations for mobile content management, see the most recent VMware
AirWatch Mobile Content Management Guide.

Content Gateway
VMware Content Gateway provides a secure and effective method for end users to access internal
repositories. Users are granted access only to their approved files and folders based on the access
control lists defined in the internal repository through VMware Workspace ONE Content. To prevent
security vulnerabilities, Content Gateway servers support only Server Message Block (SMB) v2.0 and
SMBv3.0. SMBv2.0 is the default. Content Gateway offers basic and cascade mode (formally known as
relay-endpoint) architecture models for deployment.

Content Gateway can be deployed as a service within VMware Unified Access Gateway 3.3.2 and
later. For more information, see Content Gateway on Unified Access Gateway in Deploying and
Configurating VMware Unified Access Gateway. For step-by-step instructions, see Configuring
Content Gateway Edge Services on Unified Access Gateway.

Scalability
Unified Access Gateway can be used to provide edge and gateway services for VMware Content
Gateway andWorkspace ONE Tunnel functionality. For architecture and sizing guidance see
"Component Design: Unified Access Gateway Architecture" on page 108.

Data Protection in Workspace ONE Content
Workspace ONE Content provides considerable control over the types of activities that a user can
perform with documents that have been synced to amobile device. Applicationsmust be developed
usingWorkspace ONE SDK features or must be wrapped to use these restrictions. The following table
lists the data loss prevention features that can be controlled.

Feature Name Description

Enable Copy and Paste Allows an application to copy and paste on devices

Enable Printing Allows an application to print from devices

Enable Camera Allows applications to access the device camera

Enable Composing Email
Allows an application to use the native email client to
send email

Table 17: Data Loss Prevention Features 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/9.4/vmware-airwatch-mobile-content-management-guide.pdf
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/9.4/vmware-airwatch-mobile-content-management-guide.pdf
https://docs.vmware.com/en/Unified-Access-Gateway/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/Unified-Access-Gateway/
https://techzone.vmware.com/configuring-edge-services-vmware-unified-access-gateway-vmware-workspace-one-operational-tutorial/configuring-content-gateway-edge-services-unified-access-gateway
https://techzone.vmware.com/configuring-edge-services-vmware-unified-access-gateway-vmware-workspace-one-operational-tutorial/configuring-content-gateway-edge-services-unified-access-gateway
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Feature Name Description

Enable Data Backup
Allowswrapped applications to sync data with a storage
service such as iCloud

Enable Location Services
Allowswrapped applications to receive the latitude and
longitude of the device

Enable Bluetooth
Allows applications to access Bluetooth functionality on
devices

Enable Screenshot
Allows applications to access screenshot functionality on
devices

Enable Watermark
Displays text in awatermark in documents in the
Workspace ONE Content

Limit Documents to Open Only in
ApprovedApps

Controls the applications used to open resources on
devices

AllowedApplications List Lists the applications that are allowed to open documents

Table 17: Data Loss Prevention Features (Continued)

Key Design Considerations
Because this environment is configuredwith Microsoft Office 365, SharePoint-based document
repositories are configured as part of the Workspace ONE Content implementation. DLP controls are
used in the Mobile Productivity service andMobile ApplicationWorkspace profiles to protect
corporate information.

Design decision: For this reference architecture, Unified Access Gateway is used to provide Content
Gateway services. Unified Access Gateway is chosen as the standard edge gateway appliance for
Workspace ONE services, including VMware Horizon and content resources.

Workspace ONE Tunnel
Workspace ONE Tunnel leverages unique certificates deployed fromWorkspace ONE UEM to
authenticate and encrypt traffic from the mobile device to resources on the internal network. It
consists of following two components:

1. Proxy – This component secures the traffic between the mobile device and the backend
resources through theWorkspace ONEWeb application. To leverage the proxy component
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with an internally developed app, you must embed theWorkspace ONE SDK in the app.

The proxy component, when deployed, supports SSL offloading.

2. Per-App Tunnel – This component allows certain applications on your device to communicate
with your backend resources. This restricts access to unwanted applications, unlike the device-
level VPN. The Per-App Tunnel supports both TCP andHTTP(S) traffic andworks for both pub-
lic and internally developed apps. It requires the Workspace ONE Tunnel application to be
installed andmanaged byWorkspace ONE UEM.

Note: The Per-App Tunnel does not support SSL offloading.

Tunnel Gateway Service Deployment
TheWorkspace ONE Tunnel gateway service can be deployed as a standaloneWindows or Linux
service, or as a service within VMware Unified Access Gateway 3.3.2 and later (preferredmethod).
The standaloneWindows installer only supports the Proxy module. However, the Linux-based
Workspace ONE Tunnel installer andUnified Access Gateway support both the Proxy and the Per-
App Tunnel modules.

For more information, see Deploying VMware Tunnel on Unified Access Gateway in Deploying and
Configurating VMware Unified Access Gateway. For step-by-step instructions, see Configuring
VMware Tunnel Edge Services on Unified Access Gateway.

Architecture
The Per-App Tunnel component is recommended because it providesmost of the functionality with
easier installation andmaintenance. It leverages native APIs offered by Apple, Google, andWindows
to provide a seamless end-user experience and does not require additional configuration as the Proxy
model does.

TheWorkspace ONE Tunnel gateway service can reside in:

l DMZ (single-tier, basic mode)

l DMZ and internal network (multi-tier, cascade mode)

Both configurations support load balancing and high availability.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/Unified-Access-Gateway/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/Unified-Access-Gateway/index.html
https://techzone.vmware.com/configuring-edge-services-vmware-unified-access-gateway-vmware-workspace-one-operational-tutorial/configuring-vmware-tunnel-edge-services-unified-access-gateway
https://techzone.vmware.com/configuring-edge-services-vmware-unified-access-gateway-vmware-workspace-one-operational-tutorial/configuring-vmware-tunnel-edge-services-unified-access-gateway
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Figure 30: Workspace ONE Tunnel and Content Deployment Modes

See VMware Tunnel Deployment Model in the ARCHITECTURE section of the VMware Workspace
ONE UEM Online Help.

Scalability
Unified Access Gateway can be used to provide edge and gateway services for VMware Content
Gateway andWorkspace ONE Tunnel functionality. For architecture and sizing guidance, see the
"Component Design: Unified Access Gateway Architecture" on page 108.

Installation
For installation prerequisites, refer to System Requirements for Deploying VMware Tunnel with
Unified Access Gateway in the ARCHITECTURE section of the VMware Workspace ONE UEM Online
Help.

After the installation is complete, configure the Workspace ONE Tunnel by following the instructions
in VMware Tunnel Core Configuration in the ARCHITECTURE section of the VMware Workspace
ONE UEM Online Help.

Design decision: For this reference architecture, Unified Access Gateway was used to provide tunnel
services.

Data Loss Prevention
Applications built using the Workspace ONE SDK can take advantage of appwrapping, which applies
policies to amobile appwithout changing the application itself. The application can also take
advantage of controls designed tomake accidental, or even purposeful, distribution of sensitive

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
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information more difficult. DLP settings include the ability to disable copy and paste, prevent printing,
disable the camera or screenshot features, or require adding awatermark to content when viewed on
a device. You can configure these features at a platform level with iOS- or Android-specific profiles
applied to all devices, or you can associate a specific application for which additional control is
required.

Workspace ONE UEM applications, includingWorkspace ONE Boxer andWorkspace ONE Content,
are built to the Workspace ONE SDK, conform to theWorkspace ONE platform, and can natively take
advantage of these capabilities. Other applications can be wrapped to include such functionality, but
typically are not enabled for it out of the box.

Figure 31: Workspace ONE UEM Data Loss Prevention Settings

Another set of policies can restrict actions a user can take with email. For managed email clients such
asWorkspace ONE Boxer, restrictions can be set to govern copy and paste, prevent attachments
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from being accessed, or force all hyperlinks in email to use a secure browser, such asWorkspace ONE
Web.

Figure 32: Workspace ONE Boxer Content Restriction Settings
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Component Design: VMware Identity
Manager Architecture
VMware Identity Manager™ is a key component of VMware Workspace ONE®. Among the
capabilities of VMware Identity Manager are:

l Simple application access for end users – Provides access to different types of applications,
including SaaS-basedweb applications (such as Salesforce, Dropbox, Concur, andmany others),
native mobile apps, VMware Horizon®–based applications and desktops, RDSH-published applic-
ations and desktops, VMware ThinApp® packaged apps, and Citrix-based applications and
desktops, all through a unified application catalog.

l Self-service app store – Allows end users to search for and select entitled applications in a
simple way, while providing enterprise security and compliance controls to ensure that the right
users have access to the right applications.

Users can customize the Bookmarks tab for fast, easy access to frequently used applications, and
place the apps in a preferred order. IT can optionally push entries onto the Bookmarks tab using
automated application entitlements.

l Enterprise single sign-on (SSO) – Simplifies businessmobility with an included identity provider
(IdP) or integration with existing on-premises identity providers so that you can aggregate SaaS,
native mobile, andWindows 10 apps into a single catalog. Users have a single identity regardless
of whether they log in to an internal, external, or virtual-based application.

l Conditional access – Includes a comprehensive policy engine that allows the administrator to set
different access policies based upon the risk profile of the application. An administrator can use cri-
teria, such as network range, user group, application type, or device operating system, to determ-
ine how authentication is done for the user.

In addition, VMware Identity Manager has the ability to validate the compliance status of the device in
VMware Workspace ONE® UEM (powered by AirWatch). Failure tomeet the compliance standards
blocks a user from signing in to an application or accessing applications in the catalog until the device
becomes compliant.

l Enterprise identity management with adaptive access – Establishes trust between users,
devices, and the hybrid cloud for a seamless user experience and powerful conditional access con-
trols that leverageWorkspace ONE UEM device enrollment and SSO adapters.

l Workspace ONE native mobile apps – Includes native apps for iOS, Android, andWindows 10,
to simplify finding, installing enterprise apps, and providing an SSO experience across resource
types.
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Figure 33: User Workspace Delivered by VMware Identity Manager

Design Overview
VMware Identity Manager can be implemented using either an on-premises or a cloud-based (SaaS)
implementation model.

In a cloud-based implementation, a VMware Identity Manager Connector service synchronizes user
accounts from Active Directory to the VMware Identity Manager tenant service. Applications can
then be accessed from a cloud-based entry point.

VMware Identity Manager can also be integratedwith VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ to provide
access to Horizon desktops and published applications. The VMware Identity Manager tenant handles
authentication and provides SSO services to applications and desktops.

Design decision:  In this reference architecture, a cloud-basedVMware Identity Manager instance
was used.

Figure 34: VMware Identity Manager Logical Architecture

The main components of a VMware Identity Manager cloud-based implementation are:
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l VMware Identity Manager tenant – Hosted in cloud and runs the main VMware Identity Man-
ager service.

l VMware Identity Manager Connector – Responsible for directory synchronization and authen-
tication between on-premises resources such as Active Directory, VMware Horizon, and the
VMware Identity Manager service. You can deploy the connector by running theWindows-based
installer.

VMware Identity Manager Connector
The VMware Identity Manager Connector can synchronize resources such as Active Directory,
Horizon Cloud, andVMware Horizon® 7. The connector can run inside the LAN in outbound-only
connection mode, meaning the connector receives no incoming connections from the DMZ.

Whereas the VMware AirWatch® Cloud Connector (ACC) facilitates AD/ LDAP integration with
Workspace ONE, the VMware Identity Manager Connector allows AD/ LDAP integration with
VMware Identity Manager.

Deploying a VMware Identity Manager Connector provides the following capabilities:

l VMware Identity Manager Connector–based authentication methods such as password, RSA
Adaptive Authentication, RSA SecurID, and RADIUS

l Kerberos authentication for internal users

l Integration with the following resources:
o On-premises Horizon 7 desktop and application pools

o Horizon Cloud Service desktops and applications

o Citrix-published resources

There are several similarities between the VMware Identity Manager Connector and the AirWatch
Cloud Connector:

l Both connectors synchronize with an enterprise directory (Active Directory/ LDAP) to import
directory users toWorkspace ONE components.

l Both the VMware Identity Manager Connector and the AirWatch Cloud Connector are Win-
dows services. They can be installed on separate servers or on the sameWindows Server.

l The VMware Identity Manager Connector can be deployed in an outbound-only mode like the
AirWatch Cloud Connector. This removes any requirements for organizations to change their
inbound firewall rules and configurations.

l Similar to the AirWatch Cloud Connector, the VMware Identity Manager traffic is balanced by
AirWatch CloudMessaging (AWCM).

Differences:
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l The VMware Identity Manager Connector is requiredwhen synchronizing VMware Horizon
resources, such as Horizon 7 or Horizon Cloud.

l Although the AirWatch Cloud Connector provides directory authentication forWorkspace
ONE, the VMware Identity Manager Connector provides awider range of authentication mech-
anisms, such as RSA Adaptive Authentication, RSA SecurID, RADIUS, and Kerberos.

The VMware Identity Manager Connector and the AirWatch Cloud Connector have complementary
purposes. Depending on the requirements, you might choose to install only the ACC component or
both the ACC and the VMware Identity Manager Connector. For customers looking to implement the
Workspace ONE solution, it is recommended to install both.

The VMware Identity Manager Connector and the AirWatch Cloud Connector can be installed on the
sameWindows Server instance or on separate server instances. If both components are co-located,
give the server instance sufficient hardware resources to cope with the combined load.

Design decision: For this reference architecture, the VMware Identity Manager Connector was
deployed to support the requirements of VMware Identity Manager directory integration and to allow
awide range of authentication methods. This connector also enabled synchronization of resources
from Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure into the Workspace ONE catalog.

Connector Sizing and Availability
VMware Identity Manager Connector can be setup for high availability and failover by addingmultiple
connector instances in a cluster. If one of the connector instances becomes unavailable for any
reason, other instances will still be available.

To create a cluster, you install new connector instances and configure them in exactly the same way
as you set up the first connector. You then associate all the connector instances with the built-in
identity provider. The VMware Identity Manager service automatically distributes traffic among all the
connectors associatedwith the built-in identity providers so that you do not need an external load
balancer. If one of the connectors becomes unavailable, the service does not direct traffic to it until
connectivity is restored.

See Configuring High Availability for the VMware Identity Manager Connector in VMware Identity
Manager CloudDeployment for more detail.

After you set up the connector cluster, the authentication methods that you have enabled on the
connector are highly available. If one of the connector instances becomes unavailable, authentication
is still available. However, directory sync can be enabled on only one connector at a time, and you
must modify the directory settings in the VMware Identity Manager service to use another connector
instance instead of the original connector instance. For instructions, see Enabling Directory Sync on
Another Connector in the Event of a Failure in VMware Identity Manager CloudDeployment.

Sizing guidance for the recommended number of VMware Identity Manager Connectors is given in
the On-Premises Architecture Hardware Assumptions section of the VMware Workspace ONE UEM
RecommendedArchitecture Guide or the ARCHITECTURE section of the VMware Workspace ONE

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/
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UEM Online Help. The documentation also includes the recommended hardware specification. Note
that the documentation shows only the number connectors required for each sizing scenario to cope
with the load demand. It does not include additional servers in those numbers to account for
redundancy.

Design decision: Three instances of the VMware Identity Manager Connectors were deployed. Two
were required based on load, and a third was added for redundancy.

VMware Identity Manager Tenant Installation and
Initial Configuration
Because the VMware Identity Manager tenant is cloud-based, you do not have tomake design
decisions with regards to database, network access, or storage considerations. The VMware Identity
Manager service scales to accommodate virtually any size of organization.

Connectivity to the VMware Identity Manager service is through outbound port 443. This connection
is used for directory synchronization, authentication, and syncing entitlements for resources, such as
Horizon desktops and apps. Organizations can take advantage of this configuration with no additional
inbound firewall ports opened to the Internet.

Initial configuration involves logging in to the VMware Identity Manager service with the provided
credentials at a URL similar to https://<company>.vmwareidentity.com. For more information, see
the VMware Identity Manager CloudDocumentation.

Next Steps
To leverage the breadth of the Workspace ONE experience, you must integrate Workspace ONE
UEM andVMware Identity Manager intoWorkspace ONE. After integration:

l Workspace ONE can use VMware Identity Manager for authentication and access to SaaS and
VMware Horizon applications.

l Workspace ONE can useWorkspace ONE UEM for device enrollment andmanagement.

See IntegratingWorkspace ONE UEMWith VMware Identity Manager in the Guide to Deploying
VMware Workspace ONE with VMware Identity Manager.

VMware Identity Manager Connector Installation
and Configuration
For prerequisites, including system and network configuration requirements, see Preparing to Install
VMware Identity Manager Connector in the VMware Identity Manager CloudDeployment
documentation.

For installation instructions, see the Deploying the VMware Identity Manager Connector section of
the VMware Identity Manager CloudDeployment documentation.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
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Be sure to deploy the VMware Identity Manager Connector in outbound-only mode. This removes
any requirements for organizations to change their inbound firewall rules and configurations. See
Enable OutboundMode for the VMware Identity Manager Connector in VMware Identity Manager
CloudDeployment.

Access to Resources Through VMware Identity
Manager
VMware Identity Manager powers the Workspace ONE catalog, providing self-service access to
company applications for business users. VMware Identity Manager is responsible for the integration
with web-based SaaS applications, internal web applications, ThinApp-packaged apps, andVMware
Horizon for the delivery of virtual desktops and published applications. All of these desktops and apps
are displayed to the user in the catalog based on directory entitlements.

Based on the types of applications to be delivered to end users, the catalog is configured to integrate
with the relevant services.

Workspace ONE Native Mobile Apps
For many users, their first experience withWorkspace ONE is likely through theWorkspace ONE
native mobile app. TheWorkspace ONE app provides the user a branded self-service catalog to
access their corporate resources. The catalog provides the necessary applications for the user to do
their job, and also offers access to other company resources, such as a company directory lookup.
Native operating features, such as Apple Touch ID on an iOS device orWindowsHello onWindows
10, can be used to enhance the user experience.

TheWorkspace ONE app:

l Delivers a unified application catalog of web, mobile, and virtual applications to the user. This is
provided through an integration that aggregates VMware Identity Manager applications with
Workspace ONE UEM–delivered applications.

l Provides a launcher to access SaaS apps, Horizon virtual desktops and apps, and ThinApp-pack-
aged apps, to give a consolidated and consistent way of discovering and launching all types of
applications.

l Gives the user the ability to search across an enterprise’s entire deployment of application
resources.

l Offers SSO technology for simple user access to resources without requiring users to remem-
ber each site’s password.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
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Figure 35: Workspace ONE App for Windows 10

TheWorkspace ONE native app is available from the various app stores and can be deployed through
Workspace ONE UEM as part of a device enrollment process.

SaaS Apps
SaaS applications, such as Concur and Salesforce, are often authenticated through federation
standards, such as Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) orWeb Services Federation
(WSFed), to offload authentication to an identity provider. Often browser-based, these applications
are published through VMware Identity Manager. The cloud application catalog in VMware Identity
Manager includes templates with many preconfigured parameters tomake federating with the SaaS
provider easier. For SaaS providers where there is no template, a wizard guides you through
configuring the application and entitling users.
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Figure 36: Administrator Adding a New SaaS Application to the Catalog
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Figure 37: Cloud Application Catalog for End Users

OpenID Connect (OIDC) is the preferredmethod for single sign-on (SSO) with modern web
applications (and also native mobile applications). It allows an end user with a browser to log into an
Identity Provider (IdP) such as VMware Identity Manager using JSON-based communication.

Refer the section AddingOpenID Connect Applications to the Catalog in Setting UpResources in
VMware Identity Manager (Cloud) for more details on how tomanage OpenID applications with the
Workspace ONE catalog.

VMware Horizon Apps and Desktops
The capability to deliver virtual apps and desktops continues to be a significant value forWorkspace
ONE users. VMware Identity Manager can be integratedwith a VMware Horizon implementation to
expose the entitled apps and desktops to end users. Through VMware Horizon® Client™ for native
mobile platforms, access to these resources can be easily extended tomobile devices.

You must deploy the VMware Identity Manager Connector to provide access to Horizon resources
from the VMware Identity Manager cloud-hosted service. The connector enables you to synchronize
entitlements to the service. To allow users to access Horizon resources from the Internet, you must
deploy VMware Unified Access Gateway™ as part of the Horizon solution.

See "Horizon Cloud Service andVMware Identity Manager Integration" on page 133.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
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ThinApp-Packaged Apps
ThinApp is aWindows application virtualization solution that can accelerate deployment by isolating
applications from the underlying operating system to eliminate application conflict. Apps that are
packagedwith ThinApp can be distributed from file shares in the enterprise. In aWorkspace ONE
implementation, ThinApp packages can be published toWindows-based systems through VMware
Identity Manager and deployed to physical or virtual machines. The VMware Identity Manager
Connector must be deployed to enable using ThinApp-packaged apps in aWorkspace ONE
deployment.

See Providing Access to VMware ThinAppPackages in Setting UpResources in VMware Identity
Manager (Cloud).

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
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Component Design: Workspace ONE
Intelligence
The shift from traditional mobile device management (MDM) and PCmanagement to a digital
workspace presents its own challenges.

l Data overload – When incorporating identity into device management, IT departments are
deluged by an overwhelming volume of data from numerous sources.

l Visibility silos – From a visibility andmanagement standpoint, workingwith multiple unin-
tegratedmodules and solutions often results in security silos.

l Manual processes – Traditional approaches such as using spreadsheets and scripting create
bottlenecks and require constant monitoring and corrections.

l Reactive approach – The process of first examining data for security vulnerabilities and then
finding solutions can introduce delays. These delays significantly reduce the effectiveness of
the solution. A reactive approach is not the best long-term strategy.

VMware Workspace ONE® Intelligence™ is designed to simplify user experience without
compromising security. The intelligence service aggregates and correlates data frommultiple sources
to give complete visibility into the entire environment. It produces the insights and data tomake the
right decisions for yourWorkspace ONE deployment.Workspace ONE Intelligence has a built-in
automation engine that can create rules to take automatic action on security issues.

Figure 38: Workspace ONE Intelligence Logical Architecture
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Architecture
Workspace ONE Intelligence is a cloud-only service, hosted on AmazonWeb Services (AWS), that
offers the following advantages:

l Reduces the overhead of infrastructure and networkmanagement, which allows users to focus
on utilizing the product.

l Complements the continuous integration and continuous delivery approach to software devel-
opment, allowing new features and functionality to be releasedwith greater speed and fre-
quency.

l Helps with solution delivery by maintaining only one version of the software without any patch-
ing.

Hosting on AWS provides the following benefits:

l AWS are industry leaders in cloud infrastructure, with a global footprint that enables the service
to be hosted in different regions around the world.

l AWS offers a variety of managed services out-of-the-box for high availability and easy mon-
itoring.

l Leveraging these services allows VMware to focus on product feature development and secur-
ity rather than infrastructure management.

Workspace ONE Intelligence includes the following components.

Component Description

Workspace
ONE

Intelligence
Connector

An ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) service responsible for collecting data from the
Workspace ONE database and feeding it to the Workspace ONE Intelligence
cloud service.

Intelligence
Cloud
Service

Aggregates all the data received from Intelligence Connector and generates and
schedules reports.

Populates the Workspace ONE Intelligence dashboardwith different data points,
in the format of your choice.

Table 18: Components ofWorkspace ONE Intelligence 
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Component Description

Consoles

Workspace ONE Intelligence currently leverages the following consoles.

Workspace ONE UEM Console

Workspace ONE Intelligence Console

Apteligent (for app analytics) Console

Data
sources

VMware Workspace ONE® UEM, VMware Identity Manager™, Apteligent.

Table 18: Components ofWorkspace ONE Intelligence (Continued)

Scalability and Availability
TheWorkspace ONE Intelligence service is currently hosted in six production regions, including
Oregon (two locations), Ireland, Frankfurt, Tokyo, and Sydney. It leverages the same auto-scaling and
availability principles as those described in AWSAuto Scaling andHigh Availability (Multi-AZ) for
Amazon RDS.

Databases
Workspace ONE Intelligence uses a variety of databases, depending on the data type and purpose.
These databases are preconfigured, offered out-of-the-box as per the cloud service offering, and no
additional configuration is necessary.

Database Type Description

Amazon S3

l Ultimate source of truth

l Cold storage for all data required for database recovery if needed

l Also used actively for scenarios such as app analytics loads and
usage

DynamoDB

l Managed service of AWS

l Stores arbitrary key-value pairs for different data types

l Data resource for reports for dashboard and subscriptions

Table 19: Workspace ONE Intelligence Databases 

https://aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/Concepts.MultiAZ.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/Concepts.MultiAZ.html
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Database Type Description

Elasticsearch – History
l Historical charts

l Historical graphs

Elasticsearch – Snapshot
l Report previews

l Current counts

Table 19: Workspace ONE Intelligence Databases (Continued)

Workspace ONE Intelligence Data Sources
The following figure shows how the various data sources contribute toWorkspace ONE Intelligence.

Figure 39: Workspace ONE Intelligence Data Sources

Workspace ONE Unified Endpoint Management
After a device is enrolledwithWorkspace ONE UEM, it starts reporting a variety of data points to the
Workspace ONE UEM database, such as device attributes, security posture, and application
installation status. Alongwith this,Workspace ONE UEM also gathers information about device users
and user attributes from local databases and from Active Directory. All this information is aggregated
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and correlated for display and to perform automated actions to enhance security and simplify user
experience.

Figure 40: Workspace ONE Intelligence Components for UEM

Workspace ONE Intelligence Connector service (also known as the ETL service) is responsible for
aggregating the data fromWorkspace ONE UEM and feeding it toWorkspace ONE Intelligence.
After the data is extracted, the Workspace ONE Intelligence service processes it to populate
dashboards and to generate reports based on the attributes selected by the intelligence
administrator.

TheWorkspace ONE Intelligence Connector service is preconfigured forWorkspace ONE UEM
cloud-based customers. No additional configuration is required to leverageWorkspace ONE
Intelligence. Customers can choose between the regions: United States, Ireland, Frankfurt, Tokyo,
and Sidney.

TheWorkspace ONE Intelligence Connector service is currently not supported for high availability in
an active/active mode. However, additional instances are added for redundancy and disaster
recovery, and server resources are increased according to the load to handle scaling.

VMware Identity Manager
Integrating VMware Identity Manager withWorkspace ONE Intelligence allows administrators to
track login and logout events for applications in the Workspace ONE catalog. It also captures
application launches in the Workspace ONE catalog for both Service Provider (SP)–initiated and
Identity Provider (IDP)–initiatedworkflows. This information is available for web, native, and virtual
applications and is presented in preconfigured and as well as custom dashboards.

This can offer insights into application adoption, with unique users, as well as showing failed login
items from a security standpoint. It can also show application engagement and user-experience
statistics for the most-used applications.
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In order to addVMware Identity Manger as a data source toWorkspace ONE Intelligence, navigate to
Intelligence Settings in the intelligence dashboard and then select IDM. Enter the tenant URL for
VMware Identity Manager and select Authorize.

Apteligent
Integrating Apteligent withWorkspace ONE Intelligence provides insight into app and user behaviour
analytics. Once registeredwithWorkspace ONE Intelligence, the applications dashboard starts
populating the relevant data.

The prerequisites are that enterprise applicationsmust have the Apteligent SDK embedded in them,
and the applicationsmust be managed byWorkspace ONE.

The platforms supportedwith Apteligent are Apple (iOS, tvOS), Android, HTML5, Unity, PhoneGap,
and hybrid platforms (that is, a native platform with an HTML5 component).

The following data is captured and correlated from Apteligent andWorkspace ONE UEM.

Widget Description

Total installs Total number of installations of the application

Devicesmissing
app

Number of devices that do not have a specific app

App install status
Installation status of the app; for example, installing, failed, pending
removal, and managed

App version over
time

Version of the app for the selected amount of time

Installs over time Number of times the application was installed

Table 20: AppDashboardWidgets Summary

Apteligent can be integratedwithWorkspace ONE by following the instructions in Register
Apteligent in Settings in the INTEGRATIONS section of the Workspace ONE UEM Online Help.

In order to leverage the full capabilities of Apteligent, you can leverage the Apteligent Console. For
more information, see the Apteligent documentation.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.apteligent.com/overview/overview.html
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Workspace ONE Automated Decision Making
All data collected from the data sources is aggregated and correlated by the Workspace ONE
Intelligence service. The data is then made available for visualization from a business, process, and
security standpoint. Also, the Workspace ONE Intelligence service can perform automatic actions
based on the rules defined in the Intelligence Console.

Dashboards
Dashboards represent the historical or latest snapshot of information about the selected attributes,
such as devices, users, operating systems, and applications. These dashboards are populated using
widgets that are fully customizable, including, for example layout tools, editing filters, and other
options. Information can be displayed in the form of horizontal or vertical bar charts, donuts, and
tables. You can also choose a specific date range to visualize historical data.

Following is a summary of the predefinedwidgets.

Widget Cat-
egory

Metrics

Devices
Number of enrollments, Operating system breakdowns, Compromised
Status

Apps Most popular apps, Agent install by versions,

OS Updates Top Ten KB Installs, Security Update Status

User Logins Trend of User Logins, Login Failures by Authentication Method

App Launches Top Five App Launched by Unique Users and Total Launches

Table 21: Examples of Out-of-the-Box DashboardWidgets

You can extend the filters and data points for the out-of-the-box widgets or create newwidgets from
scratch.

Dashboards are available as a part ofWorkspace ONE Intelligence cloud offerings. No additional
configuration is needed for this feature.

Reports
Reports are generated by fetching data immediately fromWorkspace ONE UEM, giving
administrators real-time information about the deployment. The data is extracted from devices,
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applications, and user data points.

Workspace ONE Intelligence offers a set of predefined templates. Additionally, you can customize
these templates or create a new template from scratch to generate reports on the specific data
points. Using the reports dashboard ofWorkspace ONE Intelligence, you can run, subscribe to, edit,
copy, delete, and download (CSV format) reports. 

Reports are available as a part ofWorkspace ONE Intelligence cloud offerings. No additional
configuration is needed for this feature. However, reports are available only to organization groups
whose organization group type is Customer.

Automation Capabilities
Automation allows administrators to specify the conditions under which automatic actions will be
performed. This removes the need for constant monitoring andmanual processing to react to a
security vulnerability. Configuring automation involves setting up the trigger, condition, and
automated action, such as sending out a notification or installing or removing a certain profile or app.

Automation is facilitated by automation connectors. These connectors leverageWorkspace ONE
UEM REST APIs to communicate withWorkspace ONE UEM and perform automation actions. The
current list of automation connectors includes VMware Workspace ONE UEM, Service Now, and
Slack, but the list is growing quickly.

Automation is available as a part ofWorkspace ONE Intelligence. To leverage this feature, enable the
AirWatch REST API key (which is usedwhile setting up the automation connectors).

To enable this key, in the Workspace ONE UEM Console, navigate to Settings > System >
Advanced > API > REST API.

Getting Started with Workspace ONE Intelligence
Workspace ONE Intelligence is offered as a 30-day free trial or can be purchased as an add-on and
includedwith the Workspace ONE Enterprise bundle. At the very first login to the Workspace ONE
Intelligence dashboard, you must opt-in toWorkspace ONE Intelligence by clicking a check box. See
the VMware Workspace ONE Intelligence guide.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/index.html
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Component Design: Horizon Cloud
Service on Microsoft Azure
Architecture
VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ is available using a software-as-a-service (SaaS) model. This
service comprisesmultiple software components.

Figure 41: Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure

Horizon Cloud Service provides a single cloud control plane, run by VMware, that enables the central
orchestration andmanagement of remote desktops and applications in your Microsoft Azure capacity,
in the form of one or multiple subscriptions in Microsoft Azure.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-azure/
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VMware is responsible for hosting the Horizon Cloud Service control plane and providing feature
updates and enhancements for a software-as-a-service experience. The Horizon Cloud Service is an
application service that runs in multiple AmazonWeb Services (AWS) regions. 

The cloud control plane also hosts a commonmanagement user interface called the Horizon Cloud
Administration Console, or Administration Console for short. The Administration Console runs in
industry-standard browsers. It provides you with a single location for management tasks involving
user assignments, virtual desktops, RDSH-published desktop sessions, and applications. This service
is currently hosted in three AWS regions: United States, Germany, andAustralia. The Administration
Console is accessible from anywhere at any time, providingmaximum flexibility.

Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure Deployment
Overview
A successful deployment of Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure depends on good planning and a
robust understanding of the platform. This section discusses the design options and details the design
decisions that were made to satisfy the design requirements of this reference architecture.

The core elements of Horizon Cloud include:

l Horizon Cloud control plane

l Horizon Cloud node

l VMware Unified Access Gateway™

l Horizon Agent

l VMware Horizon® Client™

The following figure shows the high-level logical architecture of these core elements. Other
components are shown for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 42: Horizon Cloud on Azure Logical Architecture

This figure demonstrates the basic logical architecture of a Horizon Cloud Service node on your
Microsoft Azure capacity.

l Your Microsoft Azure infrastructure as a service (IaaS) provides capacity.

l Your Horizon Cloud Service control plane is granted permission to create andmanage
resources with the use of a service principal in Microsoft Azure.

l You provide additional required components such as Active Directory, as well as optional com-
ponents such as aWorkspace ONE Connector or RDS license servers.

l The Horizon Cloud Service control plane initiates the deployment of the Horizon Cloud Service
node, Unified Access Gateway appliances for secure remote access, and other infrastructure
components that assist with the configuration andmanagement of the Horizon Cloud Service
infrastructure.

l After the Horizon Cloud Service node is deployed, you can connect the node to your own cor-
porate AD infrastructure or create a newAD configuration in your Microsoft Azure sub-
scription. You deploy VMs from the Microsoft Azure marketplace, which are sealed into
images, and can be used in RDSH server farms.

l With the VDI functionality, you can also create Windows 10 assignments of both dedicated and
floating desktops.

Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure includes the following components and features.
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Component Description

Jumpbox

The jumpbox is a temporary Linux-basedVM used during environment
buildout and for subsequent environment updates and upgrades.

One jumpbox is required per Azure node only during platform buildout and
upgrades.

Management
node

The management node appliance provides access for administrators and users
to operate and consume the platform.

One management node appliance is constantly powered on; a second is
required during upgrades.

Horizon Cloud
control plane

This cloud-based control plane is the central location for conducting all
administrative functions and policy management. From the control plane, you
can manage your virtual desktops and RDSH server farms and assign
applications and desktops to users and groups from any browser on any
machine with an Internet connection.

The cloud control plane provides access tomanage all Horizon Cloud nodes
deployed to your Microsoft Azure infrastructure in a single, centralized user
interface, nomatter which regional data center you use.

Horizon Cloud
Administration
Console

This component of the control plane is the web-basedUI that administrators
use to provision andmanage Horizon Cloud desktops and applications,
resource entitlements, and VM images.

The Horizon CloudAdministration Console provides full life-cycle management
of desktops and Remote Desktop Session Host (RDSH) servers through a
single, easy-to-use web-based console. Organizations can securely provision
andmanage desktopmodels and entitlements, as well as native and remote
applications, through this console.

The console also provides usage and activity reports for various user,
administrative, and capacity-management activities.

Horizon Agent
This software service, installed on the guest OS of all virtual desktops and RDSH
servers, allows them to be managed by Horizon Cloud nodes.

Horizon Client This software, installed on the client device, allows a physical device to access a

Table 22: Components of Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
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Component Description

virtual desktop or RDSH-published application in aHorizon deployment. You
can optionally use an HTML client on devices for which installing software is not
possible.

Unified Access
Gateway

This gateway is a hardened Linux virtual appliance that allows for secure
remote access to the Horizon Cloud environment. This appliance is part of the
Security Zone (for external Horizon Cloud access) and the Services Zone (for
internal Horizon Cloud access).

The Unified Access Gateway appliances deployed as aHorizon Cloud node are
load balanced by an automatically deployed and configuredMicrosoft Azure
load balancer. The design decisions for load balancingwithin a node are already
made for you.

RDSH servers
These Windows Server VMs provide published applications and session-based
remote desktops to end users.

Table 22: Components of Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure (Continued)

Scalability and Availability
When creating your design, keep in mind that you want an environment that can scale upwhen
necessary, and also remain highly available. Design decisions need to be made with respect to some
Microsoft Azure limitations, andwith respect to some Horizon Cloud limitations.

Configuration Maximums for Horizon Cloud Service
Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure has certain configuration maximums you must take into account
when making design decisions:

l Up to 2,000 concurrent active connections are supported per Horizon Cloud node.

l Up to 2,000 desktop and RDSH server VMs are supported per Horizon Cloud node.

l Up to 2,000 desktop and RDSH server VMs are supported per Microsoft Azure region or sub-
scription.

To handle larger user environments, you can deploy multiple Horizon Cloud nodes, but take care to
follow the accepted guidelines for segregating the nodes from each other. For example, under some
circumstances, you might deploy a single node in two different Microsoft Azure regions, or you might
be able to deploy two nodes in the same subscription in the same region as long as the IP address
space is large enough to handle multiple deployments.
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For more information, see VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Service Limits in the
Getting Startedwith VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure document. For information
about creating subnets and address spaces, see Configure the Required Virtual Network in Microsoft
Azure in Getting Startedwith VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure.

Design decision:As part of the validation for this reference architecture, we deployed an
environment capable of scaling to 6,000 concurrent connections or users. Tomeet this requirement,
we deployed three Horizon Cloud nodes.

Configuration Maximums for Microsoft Azure Subscriptions
Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure leveragesMicrosoft Azure infrastructure to deliver desktops and
applications to end users. Each Microsoft Azure region can have different infrastructure capabilities.
You can leverage multiple Microsoft Azure regions for your infrastructure needs. 

A Microsoft Azure region is a set of data centers deployedwithin a latency-defined perimeter and
connected through a dedicated regional low-latency network.

These deployments are a part of your Microsoft Azure subscription or subscriptions. A subscription is
a logical segregation of Microsoft Azure capacity that you are responsible for. You can have multiple
Microsoft Azure subscriptions as a part of the organization defined for you in Microsoft Azure.

A Microsoft Azure subscription is an agreement with Microsoft to use one or more Microsoft cloud
platforms or services, for which charges accrue based either on a per-user license fee or on cloud-
based resource consumption. For more information on Microsoft Azure subscriptions, see
Subscriptions, licenses, accounts, and tenants for Microsoft's cloud offerings.

Some of the limitations for individual Microsoft Azure subscriptionsmight impact designs for larger
Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments. For details about Microsoft Azure subscription
limitations, see Azure subscription and service limits, quotas, and constraints.

Design decision: As part of the validation for this reference architecture, we deployed an
environment capable of scaling to 6,000 concurrent connections or users. Each session involved a
VDI desktopwith 2 vCPUs (or cores), making a total requirement of 12,000 vCPUs. Microsoft Azure
has amaximum of 10,000 vCPUs that can be allotted for any given Microsoft Azure subscription per
region. Because our requirement for 12,000 vCPUs exceeds the maximum number of vCPUs allowed
per subscription, we usedmultiple Microsoft Azure subscriptions.

If you plan to deploy 2,000 concurrent VDI user sessions in a single deployment of Horizon Cloud on
Microsoft Azure, consider the VM configurations you require. If necessary, you can leverage multiple
Microsoft Azure subscriptions for a Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployment. Note that you
might also need to request increases in quota allotment for your subscription in any given Microsoft
Azure region to accommodate your design.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-azure/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/global-infrastructure/regions/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/subscriptions-licenses-accounts-and-tenants-for-microsoft-cloud-offerings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-subscription-service-limits
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-subscription-service-limits#subscription-limits
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Other Design Considerations
Several cloud- and SaaS-based components are included in aHorizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure
deployment. The operation and design of these services are considered beyond the scope of this
reference architecture because it is assumed that no design decisions you make will impact the
nature of the services themselves. Microsoft publishes a Service Level Agreement for individual
components and services provided by Microsoft Azure. 

Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure uses Azure availability sets for some components included in the
Horizon Cloud node—specifically for the two Unified Access Gateways that are deployed as a part of
any Internet-enabled deployment. 

You can manually build and configure Horizon Cloud nodes to provide applications and desktops in
the event that you have an issue accessing aMicrosoft Azure regional data center. Microsoft has
suggestions for candidate regions for disaster recovery. See Business continuity and disaster recovery
(BCDR): Azure Paired Regions.

As wasmentioned previously, Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure has no built-in functionality to handle
business continuity or regional availability issues. In addition, the Microsoft Azure services and
features regarding availability are not supported by Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure.

Multi-site Design
You can deploy Horizon Cloud nodes tomultiple Microsoft Azure regions andmanage them all
through the Horizon CloudAdministration Console. Each Horizon Cloud node is a separate entity and
ismanaged individually. VM master images, assignments, and usersmust all be managedwithin each
node. No cross-node entitlement or resource sharing is available. For this reference architecture, we
deployed three Horizon Cloud nodes toMicrosoft Azure.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/legal/sla/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/manage-availability
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/best-practices-availability-paired-regions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/best-practices-availability-paired-regions
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Figure 43: Logical Diagram Showing Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure Node Deployments

We deployed two nodes to the US East Region of Microsoft Azure in different subscriptions. Although
the same Microsoft Azure subscription could have been leveraged due to the small-scale tests that
we were performing, we decided that usingmultiple subscriptions would be a common and valid
architectural decision.

Note that a Split-horizon DNS configuration might be required for amulti-site deployment,
depending on how you want your users to access the Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure environment.

Entitlement to Multiple Nodes
You can manually spread users acrossmultiple Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure nodes. However,
each Horizon Cloud node ismanaged individually and there is no way to cross-entitle users tomultiple
nodes. Although the same user interface is used tomanage multiple Horizon Cloud nodes, you must
deploy separate VM images, RDSH server farms, and assignments on each node individually. 

You can mask this complexity from a user’s point of view by implementing VMware Identity
Manager™ so that end usersmust use VMware Workspace ONE® to access resources. For example,
you could entitle different user groups to have exclusive access to different Horizon Cloud on
Microsoft Azure deployments, and then join each node to the same Active Directory. Note that
although the methodwouldwork, there is currently no product support for automatically balancing
user workloads across Horizon Cloud nodes.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Split-horizon_DNS
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External Access
You can configure each node to provide access to desktops and applications for end users located
outside of your corporate network. By default, Horizon Cloud nodes allow users to access the Horizon
Cloud environment from the Internet.When the node is deployedwith this ability configured, the
node includes a load balancer andUnified Access Gateway instances to enable this access.

If you do not select Internet EnabledDesktops for your deployment, clientsmust connect directly to
the node and not through Unified Access Gateway. In this case, you must perform some post-
deployment steps to create the proper internal network routing rules so that users on your corporate
network have access to your Horizon Cloud environment.

If you decide to implement Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure so that only internal connections are
allowed, you will need to configure your DNS correctly with a Split-horizon DNS configuration. 

Optional Components for a Horizon Cloud on
Microsoft Azure Deployment
You can implement optional components to provide additional functionality and integration with
other VMware products:

l True SSO enrolment server – Deploy a True SSO enrolment server to integrate with VMware
Identity Manager and enable single-sign-on features in your deployment. Users will be auto-
matically logged in to their Windows desktopwhen they open a desktop from theWorkspace
ONE user interface.

l VMware Identity Manager – Implement and integrate the deployment with VMware Identity
Manager so that end users can access all their apps and virtual desktops from a single unified
catalog.

l VMware User Environment Manager™ – Leverage User Environment Manager to provide a
wide range of capabilities such as personalization ofWindows and applications, contextual
policies for enhanced user experience, and privilege elevation so that users can install applic-
ations without having administrator privileges.

Shared Services Prerequisites
The following shared services are required for a successful implementation of Horizon Cloud on
Microsoft Azure deployment:

l DNS – DNS is used to provide name resolution for both internal and external computer names.
See Configure the Virtual Network’s DNS Server in Getting Startedwith VMware Horizon
Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure.

l Active Directory – There are multiple configurations you can use for an Active Directory
deployment. You can choose to host Active Directory completely on-premises, completely in

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Split-horizon_DNS
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
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Microsoft Azure, or in a hybrid (on-premises and in Microsoft Azure) deployment of Active Dir-
ectory for Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure. For supported configurations, see Active Dir-
ectory Domain Configurations in the in Getting Startedwith VMware Horizon Cloud Service on
Microsoft Azure.

l RDS licensing – For connections to RDSH servers, each user and device requires a Client
Access License assigned to it. RDS licensing infrastructure can be deployed either on-premises
or in aMicrosoft Azure region based on your organization’s needs. For details, see License your
RDS deployment with client access licenses (CALs).

l DHCP – In aHorizon environment, desktops and RDSH servers rely on DHCP to get IP address-
ing information. Microsoft Azure provides DHCP services as a part of the platform. You do not
need to set up a separate DHCP service for Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure. For
information on howDHCPworks in Microsoft Azure, see Address Types in Add, change, or
remove IP addresses for an Azure network interface.

l Certificate services – The Unified Access Gateway capability in your node requires SSL/TLS
for client connections. To serve Internet-enabled desktops and published applications, the
node deployment wizard requires a PEM-format file. This file provides the SSL/TLS server cer-
tificate chain to the node’s Unified Access Gateway configuration. The single PEM file must con-
tain the entire certificate chain, including the SSL/TLS server certificate, any necessary
intermediate CA certificates, the root CA certificate, and the private key.

For additional details about certificate types used in Unified Access Gateway, see Selecting the
Correct Certificate Type in Deploying and Configuring VMware Unified Access Gateway. For
details on how certificates impact your Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployment, also see
"Environment Infrastructure Design" on page 116.

Authentication
One of the methods of accessing Horizon desktops and applications is through VMware Identity
Manager. This requires integration between the Horizon Cloud Service andVMware Identity Manager
using the SAML 2.0 standard to establish mutual trust, which is essential for single sign-on (SSO)
functionality.

l When SSO is enabled, users who log in to VMware Identity Manager with Active Directory cre-
dentials can launch remote desktops and applications without having to go through a second
login procedure when they access aHorizon desktop or application.

l When users are authenticating to VMware Identity Manager and using authentication mech-
anisms other than AD credentials, True SSO can be used to provide SSO to Horizon resources
for the users.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/remote/remote-desktop-services/rds-client-access-license
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/remote/remote-desktop-services/rds-client-access-license
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-network-interface-addresses#address-types
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-network-interface-addresses#address-types
https://docs.vmware.com/en/Unified-Access-Gateway/
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For details, see Integrate aHorizon CloudNode with a VMware Identity Manager Environment and
see Configure True SSO for Use with Your Horizon Cloud Environment in the VMware Horizon Cloud
Service on Microsoft Azure Administration Guide.

Design decision: For this reference architecture, the Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure
nodes were integrated into a cloud-hosted instance of VMware Identity Manager. See the section on
"Platform Integration" on page 122 for more detail.

True SSO
Many user authentication options are available for logging in to VMware Identity Manager or
Workspace ONE. Active Directory credentials are only one of these many authentication options.
Ordinarily, using anything other than AD credentials would prevent a user from being able to SSO to a
Horizon virtual desktop or published application through Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure. After
selecting the desktop or published application from the catalog, the user would be prompted to
authenticate again, this time with AD credentials.

True SSO provides users with SSO to Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure desktops and applications
regardless of the authentication mechanism used. True SSO uses SAML, where Workspace ONE is
the Identity Provider (IdP) and the Horizon Cloud node is the Service Provider (SP). True SSO
generates unique, short-lived certificates tomanage the login process. This enhances security
because no passwords are transferredwithin the data center.

Figure 44: True SSO Overview

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service/services/hzncloudmsazure.admin15/GUID-571F4415-515C-4BED-B02E-8ED2BBD8EF1C.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service/services/hzncloudmsazure.admin15/GUID-571F4415-515C-4BED-B02E-8ED2BBD8EF1C.html
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True SSO requires a new service—the enrollment server—to be installed. You can install this
component by following the steps in Set up the Enrollment Server in the VMware Horizon Cloud
Service on Microsoft Azure Administration Guide.

Design Overview
For True SSO to function, several componentsmust be installed and configuredwithin the
environment. This section discusses the design options and details the design decisions that satisfy
the requirements.

Note: For more information on how to install and configure True SSO, see Configure True SSO for Use
with Your Horizon Cloud Environment in the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure
Administration Guide.

Enrollment Server
The enrollment server is responsible for receiving certificate-signing requests from the Connection
Server and passing them to the Certificate Authority to sign using the relevant certificate template.
The enrollment server is a lightweight service that can be installed on a dedicatedWindows Server
2016 VM, or it can run on the same server as the MS Certificate Authority service .

A single enrollment server can easily handle all the requests from a single pod. However, to satisfy the
requirements that the proposed solution be robust and able to handle failure, deploy n+1 enrollment
servers.

Design decision: For this reference architecture, two enrollment servers were deployed to the same
Microsoft Azure region to satisfy the requirements of handling 2,000 sessions and providing high
availability. Each enrollment server was hosted on a dedicatedWindows Server 2016 VM.

Two enrollment servers were deployed in the environment, and the Horizon Cloud node was
configured to communicate with both enrollment servers. The enrollment servers can also be
configured to communicate with two Certificate Authorities. By default, the enrollment servers use
the Active / Failover method of load balancing.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service/services/hzncloudmsazure.admin15/GUID-571F4415-515C-4BED-B02E-8ED2BBD8EF1C.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service/services/hzncloudmsazure.admin15/GUID-571F4415-515C-4BED-B02E-8ED2BBD8EF1C.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service/services/hzncloudmsazure.admin15/GUID-571F4415-515C-4BED-B02E-8ED2BBD8EF1C.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service/services/hzncloudmsazure.admin15/GUID-571F4415-515C-4BED-B02E-8ED2BBD8EF1C.html
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Figure 45: True SSO Availability and Redundancy

Design decision: For this reference architecture, the default mode of Active / Failover was sufficient
tomeet the requirements.

The enrollment servers should reside within the same Microsoft Azure region as the Horizon Cloud
node.
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Component Design: User Environment
Manager Architecture
VMware User Environment Manager™ provides profile management by capturing user settings for
the operating system and applications. Unlike traditional application profile management solutions,
User Environment Manager does not manage the entire profile. Instead it captures settings that the
administrator specifies. This reduces login and logout time because less data needs to be loaded. The
settings can be dynamically appliedwhen a user launches an application, making the login process
more asynchronous. User data is managed through folder redirection.

Figure 46: User Environment Manager

Note: VMware AppVolumes™ AppStack applications are not currently supported on Microsoft
Azure.

User Environment Manager is aWindows-based application that consists of the following
components.

Component Description

Active
Directory
Group Policy

l Mechanism for configuring User Environment Manager.

l ADMX template files are providedwith the product.

NoADmode
XML file

An alternative to using Active Directory Group Policy for configuring User
Environment Manager.With NoADmode, you do not need to create a GPO,
write logon and logoff scripts, or configure WindowsGroup Policy settings.

Table 23: User Environment Manager Components
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Component Description

IT
configuration
share

l A central share (SMB) on a file server, which can be a replicated share
(DFS-R) for multi-site scenarios, as long as the path to the share is the
same for all client devices.

l Is read-only to users.

l If using DFS-R, it must be configured as hub and spoke. Multimaster rep-
lication is not supported.

Profile
Archives
share

l File shares (SMB) to store the users’ profile archives and profile archive
backups.

l Is used for read andwrite by end users.

l For best performance, place archives on a share near the computer where
the User Environment Manager FlexEngine (desktop agent) runs.

UEM
FlexEngine

The User Environment Manager Agent that resides on the virtual desktop or
RDSH server VM beingmanaged.

Application
Profiler

Utility that creates a User Environment Manager Flex configuration file from an
application by determiningwhere the application stores configuration data in the
registry and file system. User Environment Manager can manage settings for
applications that have a valid Flex configuration file in the configuration share.

Helpdesk
Support Tool

l Allows support personnel to reset or restore user settings.

l Enables administrators to open or edit profile archives.

l Allows analysis of profile archive sizes.

l Includes a log file viewer.

Self-Support
Optional self-service tool to allow users tomanage and restore their
configuration settings on an environment setting or application.

Table 23: User Environment Manager Components (Continued)

The following figure shows how these components interact.
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Figure 47: User Environment Manager Logical Architecture

User Profile Strategy
AWindows user profile is made of multiple components, including profile folders, user data, and the
user registry. See About User Profiles for more information about Windows user profiles.

There are a number of user profile types, such as local, roaming, andmandatory. User Environment
Manager complements each user profile type, providing a consistent user experience as end users
roam from device to device. User Environment Manager is best-suited to run long-term with local and
mandatory profile types. See User Environment Manager Scenario Considerations in the VMware
User Environment Manager documentation for more information and considerations when using
roaming profiles.

Folder redirection can be used to abstract user data from the guest OS, and can be configured
through GPO or using the User Environment Manager user environment settings.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/bb776892(v=vs.85).aspx
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-User-Environment-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-User-Environment-Manager/index.html
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Figure 48: User Environment Manager User Profile Strategy

Design decision: Mandatory profiles and folder redirection were used in this reference architecture.
A mandatory user profile is a preconfigured roaming user profile that specifies settings for users.With
mandatory user profiles, a user can modify their desktop during a session, but the changes are not
savedwhen the user logs out. Because all settings are managed by User Environment Manager, there
is no need to persist these settings on log-out.

To learn more, see the blog post VMware User Environment Manager, Part 2: Complementing
Mandatory Profiles with VMware User Environment Manager.

We followed the process outlined in Creating an OptimizedWindows Image for a VMware Horizon
Virtual Desktop to create the mandatory profile. Restrictions in the Microsoft Azure interface
interfere with the creation of amandatory profile on an Azure VM. Instead, we completed the process
on a vSphere VM in the on-premises data center, and copied the mandatory profile to Azure.

Important: If you take this approach, use the sameWindows build and profile version when building
the mandatory profile as you will deploy in Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure. See the VMware
Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Release Notes in the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on
Microsoft Azure documentation for a list of supported guest OS versions. For a list of associated
profile versions, see Create Mandatory User Profiles.

Infrastructure
User Environment Manager requires little infrastructure. ADGPOs are used to specify User
Environment Manager settings, and SMB shares are used to host the configuration data and profile
data. Administrators use the User Environment Manager Management Console to configure settings.

https://blogs.vmware.com/euc/2017/01/vmware-user-environment-manager-mandatory-profiles-part-2.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/euc/2017/01/vmware-user-environment-manager-mandatory-profiles-part-2.html
https://techzone.vmware.com/creating-optimized-windows-image-vmware-horizon-virtual-desktop
https://techzone.vmware.com/creating-optimized-windows-image-vmware-horizon-virtual-desktop
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/client-management/mandatory-user-profile
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Figure 49: User Environment Manager Infrastructure

Design decision: Active Directory Group Policy was chosen over NoADmode. This design choice
provides the flexibility to apply different user environment configuration settings for different users.
An ADMX template is provided to streamline configuration.

If you choose to use NoADmode:

l The FlexEngine agent must be installed in NoADmode.

Important: If you use the Import Image wizard from the Azure Marketplace with Horizon Cloud
on Microsoft Azure, the FlexEngine agent will be automatically installed for use with GPOs. You
will need to reinstall the agent in NoADmode.

l Be sure to configure your User Environment Manager configuration share before installing the
FlexEngine agent. You must specify the path to the configuration share as part of the NoAD-
mode installation process.

Key Design Considerations
l Use DFS-R or file-server clustering to provide HA to configuration and user shares.

o DFS-R can only be hub and spoke. Multimaster replication is not supported.

o See the Microsoft KB article Microsoft’s Support Statement Around ReplicatedUser Pro-
file Data for supported scenarios.

l Use loopback processingwhen applying the GPO settings to computer objects.

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/askds/2010/09/01/microsofts-support-statement-around-replicated-user-profile-data/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/askds/2010/09/01/microsofts-support-statement-around-replicated-user-profile-data/
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Multi-site Design
User Environment Manager data consists of the following types. This data is typically stored on
separate shares and can be treated differently for availability: 

l IT configuration data – IT-defined settings that give predefined configuration for the user
environment or applications

l Profile archive (user settings and configuration data) – The individual end user’s cus-
tomization or configuration settings

It is possible to have multiple sets of shares to divide the user population into groups. This can provide
separation, distribute load, and give more options for recovery. By creatingmultiple User
Environment Manager configuration shares, you create multiple environments. You can use a central
installation of the Management Console to switch between these environments and export and
import settings between environments. You can also use User Environment Manager group policies
to target policy settings to specific groups of users, such as users within a particular Active Directory
OU.

Tomeet the requirements of having User Environment Manager IT configuration data and user
settings data available across two sites, this design uses Distributed File System Namespace (DFS-N)
for mapping the file shares. 

Although we usedDFS-N, you are not required to use DFS-N. Many different types of storage
replication and common namespaces can be used. The same design rules apply.

IT Configuration Share 
For IT configuration file shares, DFS-N is fully supported.

Note: The configuration share should allow users only to read and not to write or make any changes.
Only administrators should be able tomake changes to the content of the share.
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Figure 50: IT Configuration Share – Supported DFS Topology

Profile Archive Shares 
For user settings file shares, DFS-N is fully supported.

Figure 51: Profile Archive Shares – Supported DFS Topology

Switching to another file server in the event of an outage requires a few simple manual steps:

1. Manually disable the active DFS-N folder target.

2. Enable the passive DFS-N folder target.

3. Remove the read-only option on the target.
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Figure 52: Profile Archive Shares – Failover State

The User Environment Manager Management Console can be installed on asmany computers as
desired. If the Management Console is not available after a disaster, you can install it on a new
management server or on an administrator’s workstation and point that installation to the User
Environment Manager configuration share.

Installation
You can install and configure User Environment Manager in a few easy steps:

1. Create SMB file shares for configuration data and user data.

2. Import ADMX templates for User Environment Manager.

3. Create Group Policy settings for User Environment Manager.

4. Install the FlexEngine agent on the virtual desktop or RDSH server VMs to be managed.
l If you manually create amaster VM, install the FlexEngine agent according to the
VMware User Environment Manager documentation.

l The FlexEngine agent is automatically installedwhen the image is created using the
Import Image wizard to import from the Azure Marketplace.

The installation directory defaults to C:\Program Files\VMware\Horizon Agents\User
Environment Manager.

5. Install the User Environment Manager Management Console and point to the configuration
share.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-User-Environment-Manager/index.html
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Refer to Installing and Configuring User Environment Manager in the VMware User Environment
Manager documentation for detailed installation procedures. Also see the Quick-Start Tutorial for
User Environment Manager.We usedUser Environment Manager 9.4.

Next Steps
After installing User Environment Manager, perform the following tasks to verify functionality:

l Install the User Environment Manager Agent (FlexEngine agent) on one or more virtual
desktop or RDSH server VMs to be managed.

l Set a few customizations (for example, desktop shortcuts for VLC, Notepad++).

l Use the Management Console to download and use configuration templates for one or more
applications. Configuration templates are preconfigured Flex configuration files that are
designed to facilitate the initial implementation of popular applications.

The configuration templates are starter templates that you must test in your environment and
possibly modify to suit the needs of your organization. See Download Configuration Templates
in the VMware User Environment Manager Administration Guide.

l (Optional) Use the Easy Start feature when performing a proof of concept. Easy Start is not
recommended for production implementations.

Important: If the FlexEngine agent was automatically installed in yourWindows desktop image
as part of the Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure Import Image wizard, any desktop shortcut that
references FlexEngine.exe will need to be modified to reflect the correct executable path.

l Log in to the virtual desktop or RDSH-published application and verify that User Environment
Manager hasmade the requested changes.

l Check the user log to verify that User Environment Manager is working, or troubleshoot if it is
not working as expected. The logs folder is in the SMB share specified for user data.

l Familiarize yourself with Horizon Smart Policies andHorizon Client Property conditions. See
Using Smart Policies in Configuring Remote Desktop Features in Horizon 7 for requirements,
settings, and configuration details.

Important: Take note of the following nuances when using Smart Policies with Horizon Cloud
Service with Microsoft Azure as opposed to Horizon 7.

o The Horizon Client Property Pool Name applies to pools in Horizon 7, but in Horizon
Cloud, this property applies to a similar construct called an Assignment.

o The Horizon Client Property Launch Tags is applicable only to Horizon 7. Horizon Cloud
Service on Microsoft Azure does not support the Launch Tags property. 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-User-Environment-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-User-Environment-Manager/index.html
https://techzone.vmware.com/quick-start-tutorial-user-environment-manager
https://techzone.vmware.com/quick-start-tutorial-user-environment-manager
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-User-Environment-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-7/index.html
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Component Design: Unified Access
Gateway Architecture
VMware Unified Access Gateway™ is an extremely useful component in a VMware Workspace ONE®
deployment because it allows secure remote access from outside the corporate network to a variety
of internally hosted resources.

Unified Access Gateway can be used for multiple use cases, including:

l Deployment of VMware Workspace ONE® Tunnel to allowmobile applications secure access
to internal services

l Access from VMware Workspace ONE® Content to internal file shares or SharePoint repos-
itories by running the Content Gateway service

l Reverse proxying of web servers

l Access to on-premises legacy applications that use Kerberos or header-based authentication
by providing identity bridging from SAML or certificates

l External access to VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ on Microsoft Azure desktops and applic-
ations

l Secure external access to VMware Horizon® 7 desktops and applications

When providing access to internal resources, Unified Access Gateway is typically deployedwithin the
corporate DMZ and acts as a proxy host for connections to your company’s resources. Unified Access
Gateway directs authenticated requests to the appropriate resource and discards any
unauthenticated requests.

On Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure, Unified Access Gateway appliances can be deployed as
part of the node’s gateway configuration. See Specify the Node's Gateway Configuration in Getting
Startedwith VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
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Figure 53: VMware Unified Access Gateway Logical Architecture

Design decisions: Unified Access Gateway was deployed as part of Horizon Cloud Service on
Microsoft Azure to provide external access for users. Deployment is automatedwhen selected as part
of the Horizon Cloud node’s gateway configuration.

Unified Access Gateway was also deployed, separately, to provide Per-App Tunnel components and
to run the Content Gateway as part of the VMware Workspace ONE® UEM (powered by AirWatch)
service.

Design Overview
A successful deployment of Unified Access Gateway is dependent on good planning and a robust
understanding of the platform. The following sections discuss the design options and detail the design
decisions that were made to satisfy the design requirements.

Scalability
Unified Access Gateway gives two sizing options during deployment.

Item Standard Large

CPU (Cores) 2 4

Table 24: Unified Access Gateway SizingOptions 
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Item Standard Large

Memory (GB) 4 16

Recommended
use

ForWorkspace ONE UEM
deployments with fewer than 10,000
connections

ForWorkspace ONE UEM
deployments with more than 10,000
connections

Sizing

1 appliance per 2,000 Horizon
connections

1 appliance per 10,000Workspace
ONE UEM service sessions

1 appliance per 2,000 Horizon
connections

1 appliance per 50,000Workspace
ONE UEM service sessions

Table 24: Unified Access Gateway SizingOptions (Continued)

To satisfy the requirements that the proposed solution be robust and able to handle failures, we
deployed n+1 appliances.

Design decisions: 3 large-sizedUnified Access Gateway appliances were deployed to satisfy the
requirement for 50,000 devices, using both Content Gateway and Per-App Tunnel (total of 100,000
sessions) and high availability (n+1).

Load Balancing 
It is strongly recommended that users connect to Unified Access Gateway using a load-balanced
virtual IP (VIP). This ensures that user load is evenly distributed across all available Unified Access
Gateway appliances. Using a load balancer also facilitates greater flexibility by enabling IT
administrators to performmaintenance, upgrades, and configuration changes without impacting
users.

For more information on configuring load balancing for Unified Access Gateway, see the following
resources:

l Unified Access Gateway LoadBalancing Topologies in Deploying and Configuring VMware Uni-
fied Access Gateway

l LoadBalancing across VMware Unified Access Gateway Appliances

Service Design
A Unified Access Gateway appliance is capable of runningmultiple edge services on the same
appliance. In larger environments, as a rule of thumb, be sure to separate Horizon traffic from other
services, and have discrete sets of Unified Access Gateway appliances for Horizon and forWorkspace
ONE UEM services.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/Unified-Access-Gateway/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/Unified-Access-Gateway/index.html
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Network Deployment Options
Unified Access Gateway can be deployedwith one, two, or three network interface controllers (NICs).
The choice is determined by your network requirements and discussions with the security teams to
ensure compliance with company policy.

Single-NIC Deployment
In a single-NIC deployment, all traffic (Internet, backend, andmanagement) uses the same network
interface.

Figure 54: Unified Access Gateway Single-NIC Deployment

Two-NIC Deployment
A two-NIC deployment separates the Internet traffic onto its own NIC, while the management and
backend network data still share aNIC. This type of deployment is suitable for production
environments.
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Figure 55: Unified Access Gateway Two-NIC Deployment

Three-NIC Deployment
A three-NIC deployment separates the Internet traffic onto its own NIC, and separatesmanagement
and backend network data onto dedicated networks. This type of deployment is suitable for
production environments.

Figure 56: Unified Access Gateway Three-NIC Deployment
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Design decision: Tomeet the requirements of separating Internet traffic frommanagement and
backend data, the Unified Access Gateway appliances were deployed in a dual-NICmode.

Authentication Options
Unified Access Gateway supportsmultiple authentication options, for example, pass-through, RSA
SecurID, RADIUS, certificate, and smart card. Pass-through authentication forwards the request to
the internal server or resource. Other authentication types enable authentication at the Unified
Access Gateway, before passing authenticated traffic through to the internal resource.

These options are depicted in the following diagrams:

Figure 57: Unified Access Gateway Pass-Through Authentication

Figure 58: Unified Access Gateway Two-Factor Authentication

Design decision: Because users will authenticate throughWorkspace ONE andVMware Identity
Manager, Unified Access Gateway was configured to use pass-through authentication.
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Deployment Options
In this section, we briefly discuss the two supportedmethods of deploying Unified Access Gateway
and then detail the optimal solution to satisfy the design requirements.

l VMware vSphere OVF® template and administration console – With this option, you run
the Import OVF (Open Virtualization Format) wizard and respond to various deployment ques-
tions. Thismethod requires responses from an IT administrator during deployment. If you use
thismethod, the Unified Access Gateway is not production ready on first boot and requires
post-deployment configuration using the administration console. The required configuration
tasks can be performed either manually or by importing a configuration file from another Uni-
fied Access Gateway appliance.

l PowerShell script – The PowerShell method ensures that the Unified Access Gateway virtual
appliance is production ready on first boot. Thismethod uses the VMware OVF Tool command-
line utility in the background. The IT administrator updates an INI file with the required con-
figuration settings and then deploys the Unified Access Gateway by entering a simple deploy-
ment command in PowerShell (.\uagdeploy.ps1 .\<name>.ini) .

Design decision: The PowerShell methodwas used because it satisfiesmost deployment scenarios
and does not require the IT administrator tomanually enter settings during the deployment.

More information on using the PowerShell method is available on the Using PowerShell to Deploy
VMware Unified Access Gateway community page. The PowerShell script and sample INI files can be
downloaded from the Unified Access Gateway product download page.

Required Deployment Information
Before deploying aUnified Access Gateway appliance, you must verify that certain prerequisites are
met and provide the following information.

Certificates
TLS/SSL certificates are used to secure communications for the user between the endpoint and the
Unified Access Gateway and between the Unified Access Gateway and internal resources. A
certificate can also be used on the administrative interface to verify the administrator’s identity.

Although Unified Access Gateway generates default self-signed certificates during deployment, for
production use, you should replace the default certificates with certificates that have been signed by
a trusted certificate authority (CA-signed certificates). You can replace certificates either during
deployment or as part of the initial configuration. The same certificate or separate certificates can be
used for the user and the administrative interfaces, as desired.

The following types of certificates are supported:

https://www.vmware.com/support/developer/ovf/
https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-30835
https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-30835
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l Single-server-name certificates, which means using a unique server certificate for each Unified
Access Gateway appliance

l Subject alternate name (SAN) certificates

l Wildcard certificates

Certificate files can be provided in either PFX or PEM format.

See Configuring Unified Access Gateway Using TLS/SSL Certificates andUpdate SSL Server Signed
Certificates in Deploying and Configuring VMware Unified Access Gateway.

Passwords
Unified Access Gateway requires the IT administrator to define two passwords during installation: The
first secures access to the REST API, and the second secures access to the Unified Access Gateway
appliance console. The passwordsmust meet the minimum requirements listed in the Unified Access
Gateway documentation.

IP Address and Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN)
As previously discussed, the Unified Access Gateway in this scenario is configuredwith twoNICs:

l Internet-facing IP address and external FQDN

l Backend andmanagement IP address and FQDN

https://docs.vmware.com/en/Unified-Access-Gateway/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/Unified-Access-Gateway/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/Unified-Access-Gateway/index.html
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Environment Infrastructure Design
Several environment resources are required to support a VMware Workspace ONE® deployment. In
most cases these will already exist. It is important to ensure that minimum version requirements are
met and that any specific configuration forWorkspace ONE is followed. For any supporting
infrastructure component that Workspace ONE depends on, that component must be designed to
be scalable and highly available. Some key items are especially important when the environment is
used for amulti-site deployment.

Active Directory
Workspace ONE andVMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ on Microsoft Azure require an Active
Directory domain structure for user authentication andmanagement. Standard best practices for an
Active Directory deployment must be followed to ensure that it is highly available.

Because cross-site traffic should be avoidedwherever possible, configure AD sites and services so
that each subnet used for desktops and services is associatedwith the correct site. This guarantees
that lookup requests, DNS name resolution, and general use of AD are kept within a site where
possible. This is especially important in terms of Microsoft Distributed File System Namespace (DFS-
N) to control which specific file server users get referred to.

See Active Directory Domain Configurations, in the Getting Startedwith VMware Horizon Cloud
Service on Microsoft Azure guide for details on supported Active Directory configurations and
preparation steps.

Additionally, for Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure, set up dedicated organizational units
(OUs) for the machine accounts for virtual desktops and RDSH servers. Consider blocking inheritance
on these OUs to stop any existing GPOs from having an undesired effect.

Group Policy
Group Policy objects (GPOs) can be used in a variety of ways to control and configure both Horizon
Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure components and also standardWindows settings.

These policies are normally applied to the user or the computer Active Directory account, depending
on where the objects are located in Active Directory. In a Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure
environment, it is typical to set specific user policy settings for the specific Horizon Cloud Service
session only when a user connects to it.

We also want to have user accounts processed separately from computer accounts with GPOs. This is
where the loopback policy is widely used in any GPO that also needs to configure user settings. This is
particularly important with VMware User Environment Manager™. User Environment Manager
applies only user settings, so if the User Environment Manager GPOs are applied to computer
objects, loopback processingmust be enabled.

Group policies can also be associated at a site level.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service/services/hzncloudmsazure.getstarted15/GUID-DB69B3F6-5E03-40ED-B642-75CC7C1E4124.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service/services/hzncloudmsazure.getstarted15/GUID-DB69B3F6-5E03-40ED-B642-75CC7C1E4124.html
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Refer to the Microsoft Web site for details.

DNS
The Domain Name System (DNS) is widely used in aWorkspace ONE andHorizon Cloud Service on
Microsoft Azure environment, from server components communication to clients and virtual
desktops. Follow standard design principles for DNS, making it highly available. Additionally, ensure
that:

l Forward and reverse zones are workingwell.

l Dynamic updates are enabled so that desktops register with DNS correctly.

l Scavenging is enabled and tuned to cope with the rapid cloning and replacement of virtual
desktops.

DHCP
In a Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure environment, desktops and RDSH servers rely on
DHCP to get IP addressing information. DHCPmust be allowed on the VM networks designated for
these virtual desktops and RDSH servers.

Microsoft Azure has a built-in DHCP configuration that is a part of every VNet configured in Microsoft
Azure. For more information, see IP Configurations in the Microsoft Azure documentation.

Distributed File System 

File shares are critical in delivering a consistent user experience. They store various types of data used
to configure or apply settings that contribute to a persistent-desktop experience.

The data can include the following types: 

l IT configuration data, as specified in User Environment Manager

l User settings and configuration data, which are collected by User Environment Manager

l Windowsmandatory profile 

l User data (documents, andmore) 

l ThinApp packages 

The design requirement is to have no single point of failure within a site while replicating the above
data types between the two data centers to ensure their availability in a site-failure scenario. This
reference architecture usesMicrosoft Distributed File System Namespace (DFS-N) with array-level
replication.

DFS Namespace 
The namespace is the referred entry point to the distributed file system.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc978513.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-network-interface-addresses#primary
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l A single entry point is enabled and active for profile-related shares to comply with the Microsoft
support statements (for example, User Environment Manager user settings). 

l Other entry points can be defined but disabled to stop user referrals to them. They can then be
made active in a recovery scenario.

l Multiple active entry points are possible for shares that contain data that is read-only for end
users (for example, User Environment Manager IT configuration data,Windowsmandatory pro-
file, ThinApp packages).

More detail on howDFS design applies to profile data can be found in "Component Design: User
Environment Manager Architecture" on page 99.

Certificate Authority
A Microsoft Enterprise Certificate Authority (CA) is often used for certificate-based authentication,
SSO, and email protection. A certificate template is createdwithin the Microsoft CA and is used by
VMware Workspace ONE® UEM to sign certificate-signing requests (CSRs) that are issued tomobile
devices through the Certificate Authority integration capabilities in Workspace ONE UEM andActive
Directory Certificate Services.

The Microsoft CA can be used to create CSRs for VMware Unified Access Gateway™, VMware
Identity Manager™, and any other externally facing components. The CSR is then signed by awell-
known external CA to ensure that any device connecting to the environment has access to a valid
root certificate.

Having aMicrosoft Enterprise CA is a prerequisite for Horizon True SSO. A certificate template is
createdwithin the Microsoft CA and is used by True SSO to sign CSRs that are generated by the VM.
These certificates are short-lived (approximately 1 hour) and are used solely for the purpose of single-
signing a user in to a desktop through VMware Identity Manager without prompting for AD
credentials.

Details on setting up aMicrosoft CA can be found in the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft
Azure Administration Guide.

Design decision: A Microsoft Enterprise CA is set up to support certificate authentication for
Windows 10 devices and to support the True SSO capability.

Microsoft RDS Licensing
Applications publishedwith Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure use Microsoft RDSH servers as
a shared server platform to host Windows applications. Microsoft RDSH servers require licensing
through a Remote Desktop Licensing service. It is critical to ensure that the Remote Desktop
Licensing service is highly available within each site and also redundant across sites.

https://blogs.vmware.com/euc/2016/03/true-sso-single-sign-on-view-identity-manager-authenticate.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
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Microsoft Key Management Service
To activate Windows (andMicrosoft Office) licenses in a VDI environment, VMware recommends
usingMicrosoft Key Management Service (KMS) with volume license keys. Because desktops are
typically deleted at logout and are recreated frequently, it is important that this service be highly
available. See the Microsoft documentation on howbest to deploy volume activation. It is critical to
ensure that the KMS service is highly available within each site and also redundant across sites. 

Design decision: For this reference architecture, Microsoft KMSwas deployed in a highly available
manner to allow desktops and RDSH servers to activate their Microsoft licenses.

Microsoft Azure Environment Infrastructure Design
In this reference architecture, multiple Azure regional data centers were used to demonstrate multi-
site deployments of Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure.We configured infrastructures in two
Microsoft Azure regions (US East, US East 2) to facilitate this example.

Each region was configuredwith the following components.

Component Description

Management VNet

l VNet peer
(management
to node)

l VNet peer
(node toman-
agement

Microsoft Azure Virtual Network (VNet) configured to host shared
services for use by the Horizon Cloud deployments.

Unidirectional network connection between two VNets in Microsoft
Azure. Both the Allow forwarded traffic andAllow Gateway Transit
options were selected in the VNet configuration to ensure proper
connectivity between the two VNets.

Unidirectional network connection between two VNets in Microsoft
Azure. Both the Allow forwarded traffic andAllow Gateway Transit
options were selected in the VNet configuration to ensure proper
connectivity between the two VNets.

Microsoft Azure
VPN Gateway

VPN gateway resource provided by Microsoft Azure to provide point-to-
point private network connectivity to another network.

Table 25: Microsoft Azure Infrastructure Components 

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/itpro/windows/deploy/volume-activation-windows-10
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Component Description

TwoMicrosoft
Windows Server
VMs

l Active Dir-
ectory
domain con-
troller

l DNS server

l WindowsDFS
file share

TwoWindows servers provide redundancy in each Microsoft Azure
region for common network services.

Active Directory was implemented as a service on eachWindows server. 
Active Directory was configured according to Option 3 in Networking and
Active Directory Considerations on Microsoft Azure for use with VMware
Horizon Cloud Service.

DNSwas implemented as a service on eachWindows server.

A Windows share with DFS was enabled on eachWindows server to
contain the User Environment Manager profile and configuration shares.

Horizon Cloud
control node VNet

Microsoft Azure VNet created for use of the Horizon CloudNode. This
VNet contains all infrastructure and user services components (RDSH
servers, VDI desktops) provided by the Horizon Cloud node.

Table 25: Microsoft Azure Infrastructure Components (Continued)

We also leveraged two separate Microsoft Azure subscriptions to demonstrate that multiple nodes
could be deployed to different subscriptions andmanaged from the same Horizon Cloud Service with
Microsoft Azure control plane. 

For more detail on the design decisions that were made for Horizon Cloud node deployments, see
"Component Design: Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Architecture" on page 86. 

Network Connectivity to Microsoft Azure
You do not need to provide private access toMicrosoft Azure as a part of your Horizon Cloud on
Microsoft Azure deployments. The Microsoft Azure infrastructure can be provided from the Internet. 

There are several methods for providing private access to infrastructure deployed to any given
Microsoft Azure subscription in any given Microsoft Azure region, including by using a VPN or
ExpressRoute configurations. 

Design decision:As part of the validation for this reference architecture, we decided to leverage
VPN connections from our on-premises data center to each of the twoMicrosoft Azure regions used
for this design. This is the most typical configuration that we have seen in customer environments to
date. See Connecting your on-premises network to Azure for more details on the options available to
provide a private network connection toMicrosoft Azure. 

https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/products/horizon/vmw-wp-networking-ad-horizon-cloud-azure-uslet-20171201.pdf
https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/products/horizon/vmw-wp-networking-ad-horizon-cloud-azure-uslet-20171201.pdf
https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/products/horizon/vmw-wp-networking-ad-horizon-cloud-azure-uslet-20171201.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-about-vpngateways
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/expressroute/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/guidance/guidance-connecting-your-on-premises-network-to-azure
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Microsoft Azure Virtual Network (VNet)
In a Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure deployment, you are required to configure virtual
networks (VNets) for use by the Horizon CloudNode. You must have already created the VNet you
want to use in that region in your Microsoft Azure subscription before deploying Horizon Cloud
Service.

Note that DHCP is a service that is a part of a VNet configuration. For more information on how to
properly configure a VNet for Horizon Cloud Service, see Configure the Required Virtual Network in
Microsoft Azure in Getting Startedwith VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure.

Another useful resource is the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Requirements
Checklist.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service/services/HCS_onMicrosoftAzure-PreReqs.pdf
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service/services/HCS_onMicrosoftAzure-PreReqs.pdf
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Platform Integration
After the various VMware Workspace ONE® andVMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ products and
components have been designed and deployed, there are one-time integration tasks that should be
completed to realize the full power of the Workspace ONE platform.

l Integrate VMware Workspace ONE® UEM with VMware Identity Manager™.

l Integrate Horizon Cloud Service with VMware Identity Manager.

Workspace ONE UEM and VMware Identity Manager
Integration
VMware Identity Manager andWorkspace ONE UEM (powered by AirWatch) are built to provide
tight integration between identity and device management. This integration has been simplified in
recent versions to ensure that configuration of each product is relatively straightforward. For
information about the latest release, see IntegratingWorkspace ONE UEMWith VMware Identity
Manager in the Guide to Deploying VMware Workspace ONE with VMware Identity Manager.

Although VMware Identity Manager andWorkspace ONE UEM are the core components in a
Workspace ONE deployment, you can also deploy a variety of other components, depending on your
business use cases. As the following figure shows, you can use VMware Workspace ONE® UEM
Secure Email Gateway (SEG) for access to an on-premises exchange server or use VMware Unified
Access Gateway™ to provide VMware Workspace ONE® Tunnel or VPN-based access to internal
resources. Refer to INTEGRATIONS in the VMware Workspace ONE UEM Online Help for
documentation of the full range of components that apply to a deployment.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
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Figure 59: Sample Workspace ONE Architecture

Many other enterprise components can be integrated into aWorkspace ONE deployment. These
components include technologies such as a Certificate Authority, Active Directory, file services, email
systems, SharePoint servers, external access servers, or reverse proxies.We assume that these
enterprise systems are in place and are functional if necessary.

To successfully integrate Workspace ONE UEM with VMware Identity Manager, you can use the
Workspace ONE Getting Startedwizards. The Identity andAccessManagement wizardwalks you
through setting up the AirWatch Cloud Connector to allow the components ofWorkspace ONE,
Workspace ONE UEM, andVMware Identity Manager to communicate with your Active Directory.
Documentation for this process is available in the Guide to Deploying VMware Workspace ONE.

AirWatch Cloud Connector and Directory Integration Configuration
Wizard
You can use the Workspace ONE wizards to set up the AirWatch Cloud Connector, Active Directory
integration, andVMware Identity Manager integration.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/
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Figure 60: Identity and Access Management Wizard

The first step in the wizard is to connect the Workspace ONE UEM tenant to the VMware Identity
Manager tenant.

Figure 61: Connect to VMware Identity Manager

After you enter the fully qualified domain name and supply authentication credentials for the VMware
Identity Manager tenant, the connection can be made.
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l TheWorkspace ONE UEM Administration Console serversmust be able to reach the VMware
Identity Manager tenant through port 443.

l The VMware Identity Manager tenant must be able reach the AirWatch API service through
port 443.

After the connection ismade, the first step in the Identity andAccessManagement wizard ismarked
as complete.

Figure 62: Identity and Access Management Wizard – Connection to VMware Identity Manager Completed

The next step in the Identity andAccessManagement wizard is to install the AirWatch Cloud
Connector and connect Workspace ONE UEM to Active Directory.
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Figure 63: AirWatch Cloud Connector and VMware Identity Manager Connector

The AirWatch Cloud Connector provides the ability to integrate Workspace ONE UEM with an
organization’s backend enterprise systems. It is enabled in the Workspace ONE UEM Console and is
downloaded to aWindows Server in the enterprise to enable communication between Active
Directory and theWorkspace ONE service.

Figure 64: Download the AirWatch Cloud Connector
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The wizard prompts you to set up a password before downloading the AirWatch Cloud Connector
installer. Use this passwordwhile running the installer.

Previous versions ofWorkspace ONE UEM provided access to the AirWatch Cloud Connector by the
use of the Enterprise Systems Connector installer, a bundled installer of the AirWatch Cloud
Connector andVMware Identity Manager.With current versions ofWorkspace ONE UEM, the
VMware Identity Manager connector is downloaded as a separate installer. 

Active Directory Integration
The next step, after setting up the AirWatch Cloud Connector, is to enter your Active Directory and
bind authentication information to integrate ADwithWorkspace ONE UEM. Because you are making
connections from the AirWatch Cloud Connector, ensure that networking and server IPs and
hostnames can be resolved.

Figure 65: Connect to Active Directory

VMware Identity Manager Connector Configuration
The VMware Identity Manager Connector provides connectivity to sync with the user directory, such
as Active Directory. The VMware Identity Manager Connector also provides user authentication and
integration with Horizon Cloud, alongwith following capabilities:

l Many authentication methods for external users, including password, RSA Adaptive Authentic-
ation, RSA SecurID, and RADIUS
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l Kerberos authentication for internal users

l Access to VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ resources

l Access to VMware Horizon® 7 resources

l Access to Citrix-published resources

To set up the VMware Identity Manager Connector alongwith directory integration, see Deploying
the VMware Identity Manager Connector and Integrating Your Enterprise Directory with VMware
Identity Manager in VMware Identity Manager CloudDeployment.

Catalog Population
The unifiedWorkspace ONE app catalog containsmany types of applications. SaaS-based SAML apps
andHorizon Cloud apps and desktops are delivered through the VMware Identity Manager catalog,
and native mobile apps are delivered through theWorkspace ONE catalog.

Resource Configuration Considerations

SaaS
apps

l To add a newSaaS application, go to the Catalog tab, selectWeb Apps from
the drop-down list, and select New.

l Applications can be definedmanually, or a predefined application template
can be customized. See Adding aWebApplication to Your Catalog in Setting
UpResources in VMware Identity Manager (Cloud) or Guide to Deploying
VMware Workspace ONE.

l You can manually create SaaS apps that do not have a template in the cloud
catalog by using the appropriate parameters.

l Assign the appropriate users or groups to the applications being published
and choose whether the entitlement is user-activated or automatic.

Horizon
Cloud

l For the Mobile ApplicationWorkspace service, because Horizon Cloud
resources are published, the application poolsmust be published. Enti-
tlements are synced from the Horizon Cloud environment to VMware Identity
Manager. For more information, see Horizon Cloud Service andVMware Iden-
tity Manager Integration in this guide.

l Horizon Cloud tenants are added into the VMware Identity Manager catalog.

l For external publishing, Unified Access Gateway allows access to the Horizon
Cloud desktops and applications.

Table 26: Configuration Considerations for Populating the VMware Identity Manager Catalog 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
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Resource Configuration Considerations

Native
mobile
apps

l In the Workspace ONE UEM Console, you use the Apps andBooks node to
assign apps from the public app stores to their respective device platforms.
Apps are defined by platform (iOS, Android,Windows, andmore) and located
in the app store for that platform.

l The apps are then assigned to Smart Groups as appropriate.

l Application configuration key values are provided to point the Workspace
ONE app to the appropriate VMware Identity Manager tenant.

l Recommended apps to deploy include theWorkspace ONE mobile app and
popularWorkspace ONE apps such as VMware Workspace ONE® Boxer,
VMware Workspace ONE® Content, and VMware Workspace ONE®
Browser.

Table 27: Configuration Considerations for Populating the Workspace ONE UEM Catalog 

Device Profile Configuration and Single Sign-On
Device profiles provide key settings that are applied to devices as part of enrollment in Workspace
ONE UEM. The settings include payloads, such as credentials, passcode requirements, and other
parameters used to configure and secure devices. Different payloads are configured in different
services for this document, but SSO is a common requirement across all devices and use cases.
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Device
Profiles

Configuration Considerations

iOS SSO

l The iOS platform uses the mobile SSO authentication adapter. The authen-
tication adapter is enabled in VMware Identity Manager and added to an
access policy.
A profile is deployed that provides the appropriate certificate payloads to sup-
port trust between the user, the iOS device,Workspace ONE UEM, and
VMware Identity Manager. For more information, see Horizon Cloud Service
andVMware Identity Manager Integration in this guide.

l Use the Mobile SSO Getting Startedwizard to enable mobile SSO in your envir-
onment.

l The Mobile SSO wizard creates an SSO profile that uses a certificate issued by
the AirWatch Certificate Authority.

Android
SSO

l Android uses the mobile SSO authentication adapter. It is enabled in VMware
Identity Manager and added to an access policy. A profile is deployed to sup-
port SSO.

l Use the Mobile SSO Getting Startedwizard to enable mobile SSO in your envir-
onment. For more information, see the Guide to Deploying VMware Work-
space ONE.

l The Mobile SSO wizard creates the necessaryWorkspace ONE Tunnel device
profile, publishes the Workspace ONE Tunnel application, and creates the
required network rules.

Windows
10 SSO

l Windows 10 SSO uses certificate authentication. A certificate is generated
from the AirWatch CA through a SCEP (Simple Certificate Enrollment Pro-
tocol ) profile.

When a device profile is deployed, the appropriate certificates are generated
for the user and are installed on the user’s device. The certificate (cloud
deployment) authentication adapter is enabled to use Windows 10 SSO. For
more information, see the Guide to Deploying VMware Workspace ONE.

l The user is prompted to select a certificate at Workspace ONE app launch.

l For device-compliance checking to function, part of the certificate request
template forWorkspace ONE UEMmust include a SAN type of DNSName
with a value of UDID={DeviceUid}.

Table 28: Configuration Considerations for Device Profiles in Workspace ONE UEM 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/
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The VMware Identity Manager directory synchronizes user account information from Active Directory
and uses it for entitling applications to users through theWorkspace ONE app or browser page. For
SSO and True SSO to work when integrating with VMware Identity Manager andHorizon Cloud, a
number of configuration considerationsmust be considered.

Component Configuration Considerations

VMware
Identity
Manager
catalog

This catalog is the launch point for applications through theWorkspace ONE
portal. Applications in the following categories are expected to be configured:

l SaaS apps

l VMware ThinApp® packages

l Horizon Cloud desktop assignments

l VMware Horizon apps

l Horizon Cloud RDSH-published apps

True SSO
True SSO support is configured in VMware Identity Manager to ensure simple
end-user access to desktops and appswithout multiple login prompts and
without requiring AD credentials.

Identity
Manager
Connectors

VMware Identity Manager Connectors are placed in the internal network in
order to ensure that users external to the organization can access the
resources that have been configured in the Workspace ONE catalog.

ThinApp
packages

A ThinApp repository with ThinApp packages can allow use of ThinApp
packages through the VMware Identity Manager catalog. ThinApp 4.7.2 and
later packages are supported. You must install the VMware Identity Manager
desktop application in order to use ThinApp packages in your environment. For
more information, see Providing Access to VMware ThinAppPackages in
Setting UpResources in VMware Identity Manager (Cloud).

SaaS-based
web apps

SaaS-based applications that use SAML as an authentication method can be
accessed through VMware Identity Manager. Configuration of applications is
done through the templates in the cloud application catalog. See Setting Up
Resources in VMware Identity Manager (Cloud).

Horizon Cloud l In the VMware Identity Manager administration console, create one or

Table 29: Configuration Considerations for Features in VMware Identity Manager 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
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Component Configuration Considerations

desktop
assignments

more virtual apps collections for the Horizon Cloud tenants. See Setting
UpResources in VMware Identity Manager (Cloud).

l Configure SAML authentication between VMware Identity Manager and
the Horizon Cloud tenants.

Horizon Cloud
published
applications

RDSH-published applications and their entitlements populate the VMware
Identify Manager catalogwhen Horizon Cloud tenants are configured as
described for virtual desktop assignments.

Kerberos
authentication

l To provide SSO to the VMware Identity Manager catalog, the appro-
priate authentication methodsmust be enabled.

o The default authentication method is password, which prompts for
the user’s Active Directory user ID and password.

o If Kerberos is enabled as the default authentication method, the
user’sWindows credentials are passed to VMware Identity Man-
ager when the user opens the catalog.

l Kerberos authentication must be enabled under the Connectors section
in the administration console. See Implementing Kerberos for Desktops
with IntegratedWindows Authentication in the VMware Identity Man-
ager Administration Guide (Cloud).

Access
policies for
Kerberos
authentication

l Access policies are configured to establish howusers will authenticate to
an operating system, network, or application.

l Use the Identity and Access Management tab tomanage policies and
edit the default access policy, as described in the Managing Access
Policies section in the VMware Identity Manager Administration Guide
(Cloud). For the web browser, choose Kerberos as the first authen-
tication method, andPassword (cloud deployment) as the second.

l You might want to use different policies for different network ranges so
that Kerberos is used for internal connections but other authentication
methods are used for external connections.

Table 29: Configuration Considerations for Features in VMware Identity Manager (Continued)

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/
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Horizon Cloud Service and VMware Identity
Manager Integration
Horizon Cloud can be integrated intoWorkspace ONE through VMware Identity Manager. You can
set up SSO for Horizon Cloud apps and desktops, ensure security with multi-factor authentication,
and control conditional access.

The Horizon Cloud license includes the cloud-hosted version of VMware Identity Manager, which
supports access to Horizon Cloud apps and desktops only. Horizon Cloud can be usedwith other
license types and deployment models of VMware Identity Manager (such as on-premises) if access to
other apps such as Horizon 7 apps and desktops, SaaS apps, or mobile apps, is also required.

Figure 66: VMware Identity Manager and VMware Horizon Cloud Synchronization

With Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure, you can specify creation of a cloud-based VMware
Identity Manager tenant during the node deployment process. The VMware Identity Manager tenant
is associatedwith your Horizon Cloud customer record. Nodes that already exist for the same Horizon
Cloud customer record can then be integratedwith that tenant.

Integrating Horizon Cloud Service with a cloud-hosted VMware Identity Manager tenant consists of
three high-level steps:

1. Complete the prerequisite steps of deploying a VMware Identity Manager Connector and con-
figuring Active Directory synchronization, as outlined in AirWatch Cloud Connector andDirectory
Integration ConfigurationWizard.

2. Create one or more virtual apps collections.

3. Configure SAML authentication in your Horizon Cloud tenant.

Virtual Apps Collection Creation
You can integrate Horizon Cloud desktops and applications into VMware Identity Manager by using
virtual apps collections.
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Figure 67: Add a Virtual Apps Collection to the Catalog in VMware Identity Manager

You create aHorizon Cloud virtual apps collection for each Horizon Cloud node that will host desktop
or application capacity.

Figure 68: Add Horizon Cloud Virtual Apps to the Collection

The virtual apps collection contains configuration information about your Horizon Cloud tenant,
VMware Identity Manager Connectors, and settings to sync resources and entitlements to VMware
Identity Manager.
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Figure 69: Complete the Add Horizon Cloud Tenant Wizard

For more information on configuring virtual apps collections, see Using Virtual Apps Collections for
Desktop Integrations in Setting UpResources in VMware Identity Manager (Cloud).

SAML Authentication Configuration
After you create a virtual apps collection for the Horizon Cloud tenant in the VMware Identity
Manager console, configure SAML authentication in the Horizon Cloud tenant.

You can create a new Identity Management entry for each node in your Horizon Cloud tenant.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
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Figure 70: Configure SAML Authentication on the Horizon Cloud Node

For more information, see Configure SAML Authentication in the Horizon Cloud Tenant in the Setting
UpResources in VMware Identity Manager (Cloud).

Communication Flow When Opening a Horizon
Cloud Resource
After Horizon Cloud has been integratedwith VMware Identity Manager, a user can select a Horizon
resource, such as desktop or a published application, from theWorkspace ONE browser page or
mobile app.

The following figure depicts the flow of communication that takes place when a user selects and
launches an entitledHorizon desktop or application.

Figure 71: Traffic Flow on Launch of a Horizon Cloud Resource from Workspace ONE

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
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1. After the user is authenticated to VMware Identity Manager, either in a browser or using the
Workspace ONE app, the user selects and launches aHorizon resource.

2. VMware Identity Manager generates a SAML assertion and an artifact that contains the
vmware-view URL. It returns this URL to the browser on the client device (vmware-
view://URL SAMLArt=<saml-artifact>).

3. The default URL handler for vmware-view types (normally the VMware Horizon® Client™) is
launched using the URL that was returned in the artifact (XML-API request do-submit-
authentication <saml-artifact>).

4. If in-line, VMware Unified Access Gateway™ (UAG) proxies the authentication to the Horizon
Cloud node.

5. The Horizon Cloud node performs a SAML resolve against VMware Identity Manager (<saml-
artifact>).

6. VMware Identity Manager validates the artifact and returns an assertion to the Horizon Cloud
node (<saml-assertion>).

7. The Horizon Cloud node returns successful authentication (XML-API OK response submit-

authentication).

8. If in-line, Unified Access Gateway returns the successful authentication to the Horizon Client.

9. The remote protocol client launches the session with the parameters returned.

10. If in-line, Unified Access Gateway proxies the protocol session to the Horizon Agent in the vir-
tual desktop or RDSH server (if the resource is a published application or desktop).
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Service Integration Design
At this stage, the VMware Workspace ONE® components have been designed and deployed, and
the environment has all the functionality and qualities that are required.We can nowproceed to
creating the parts from each component and assembling and integrating them into the various
services that are to be delivered to end users.

Some components are common tomultiple services. To avoid repeating information common to each
individual service, we outline the design of common components first.

Workspace ONE Use Case Service Integration
The following table lists the parts required for eachWorkspace ONE service. The rest of this section
details the design and configuration of each service.

Enterprise Mobil-
ity Management

Service

EnterpriseProductivity
Service

EnterpriseApplication
Workspace Service

VMware Workspace
ONE® UEM

a a a

VMwareIdentity
Manager™

a a a

AirWatch Cloud
Connector

a a a

VMwareIdentity
Manager Connector

a a

VMware Workspace
ONE®Verify

a a

Adaptive management a

Device enrollment a a

Native mobile apps a a a

Table 30: Service Requirements 
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Enterprise Mobil-
ity Management

Service

EnterpriseProductivity
Service

EnterpriseApplication
Workspace Service

SaaS apps a a a

Unified app catalog a a a

Mobile email
management

a

Mobile content
management

a

DLP restrictions a a

Secure browsing a

Mobile SSO a a a

Conditional access a a

VMware Horizon® 7 or
VMware Horizon® Cloud
Service™

a

VMware Unified Access
Gateway™

a

Table 30: Service Requirements (Continued)

The two broad categories of application types are handled as follows:

l SaaS applications – Are added from theWorkspace ONE SaaS cloud catalog and are entitled
to appropriate users.

l Native mobile apps – Are added from theWorkspace ONE UEM Console. Privileged apps
have the Require Management option selected; other apps do not.
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Enterprise Mobility Management Service
The Enterprise Mobility Management service brings an organization that hasminimal device
management capabilities—such as Exchange ActiveSync policies applied for passcode, wipe, and
other basic settings—under an EMM strategy.

The devices are initially configured to support adaptive management. Some less critical applications
are enabled for SSO, while other applications are configured to require enrollment. Employees are
encouraged, but not required, to enroll their devices. Users can use their native email clients, email
apps available from the public app stores, or VMware Workspace ONE® Boxer.

Figure 72: Enterprise Mobility Management Service

Devices in this service have the following characteristics.

Service
Feature

Configuration Considerations

Adaptive
management

l Adaptive management enables applications such asWebEx and Concur
to be usedwith mobile SSO across all platformswithout device enroll-
ment. Other applications, such as HR sites, ADP, or Salesforce, require
device enrollment to have a high degree of control over the device.

l Users are encouraged to download theWorkspace ONE app from a pub-
lic app store.

l Applications that are deemed to have a higher risk to user or company
data are set to require management in the Workspace ONE UEM device
profile.

Table 31: Configuration Considerations for the Enterprise Mobility Management Service 
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Service
Feature

Configuration Considerations

Active
Directory –
cloud
password
authentication

l VMware Identity Manager is configuredwith a policy to use the cloud
password from the built-in identity provider and authenticate through
the VMware Identity Manager Connector to the Active Directory
account.

Email access

l Users are provided appropriate documentation on how to configure their
device for native or third-party email client access.

l If users choose to install Workspace ONE Boxer, their email con-
figuration is automatically pushed to the device. Typically, users are
providedwith the Exchange ActiveSync Server address (out-
look.office365.com) and their email address and password.

Enrollment

l Enrollment is completed through theWorkspace ONE application. If a
user attempts to access an application that has been deployed as one
that requiresmanagement inWorkspace ONE UEM, the enrollment pro-
cess is initiated.

l After enrollment in Workspace ONE, end users have all applications avail-
able to them. They can also use mobile SSO after they have enrolled
because they have a device profile. This profile deploys the appropriate
payloads to authenticate using the appropriate SSO technology.

l Additional compliance information is passed to VMware Identity Man-
ager. If the device is no longer in compliance, the user loses access to
the applications provided by VMware Identity Manager.

Table 31: Configuration Considerations for the Enterprise Mobility Management Service (Continued)

Enterprise Productivity Service
The Enterprise Productivity service builds on the previous service in that it begins with devices that
have been enrolledwith the VMware Workspace ONE® Intelligent Hub (formerly called the VMware
AirWatch Agent) and are fully managed at deployment.When newdevices are brought into the
organization, they are essentially quarantined until enrolled.

Devices in this service have the following characteristics.
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Service
Feature

Configuration Considerations

Device
enrollment

All devices in the Enterprise Productivity service are required to enroll using
the Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub. These devices are likely to have valuable
enterprise data on them and so require a higher level of control and security.

Email
restrictions

Native and third-party email apps are blocked, and all users use Workspace
ONE Boxer for increased security.

Content
access

VMware Workspace ONE® Content is pushed to the device and configured for
secure access to corporate repositories.

Secure
browsing

VMware Workspace ONE®Web is pushed to the device to ensure that links to
intranet sites are always opened in a secure browser.

Email access
Email and content are delivered fromMicrosoft Office 365, so federation with
the Microsoft Office 365 service is enabled to allow SSO to the Office service
and native mobile Microsoft Office 365 apps.

Data loss
prevention

DLP components are enabledwithinWorkspace ONE Content andWorkspace
ONE Boxer to prevent the use of unapproved applications, ensuring that data
cannot be inadvertently or purposely copied and pasted into other apps.

Multi-factor
authentication

Multi-factor authentication throughWorkspace ONE Verify is usedwhen users
need to access the Workspace ONE application and they are in a network
range that is not within the corporate network. On corporate Wi-Fi, users need
only mobile SSO-based authentication.Workspace ONE Verify is also required
on personally owned, non-managed PCs using only the browser to access SaaS
apps.

Table 32: Configuration Considerations for the Enterprise Productivity Service 
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Figure 73: Enterprise Productivity Service

Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

Federation to
Microsoft Office
365

l VMware Identity Manager uses the Microsoft Federated Identity
approach to authenticate login requests to the Microsoft Office 365
service.

l For information about this configuration, see the following resources:
o The VMware Identity Manager andMicrosoft Azure with Office
365 Integration video

o ConvertingOffice 365 to a FederatedDomain for Single Sign-
On andChangingOffice 365 Parameters to Workspace in
VMware Identity Manager Integration with Office 365

Enable
federation in the
Microsoft Office
365 or Microsoft
Azure AD
portals

l Sync Active Directory user accounts through the Microsoft Azure AD
or Microsoft Office 365 portal.

l Use PowerShell scripting to configure the Microsoft Office 365 service
to authenticate throughWorkspace ONE as a federated identity pro-
vider. A set of PowerShell scripts with appropriate parameters and sign-
ing certificates establish trust between Microsoft Office 365 and
VMware Identity Manager.

l Note: An important criterion tomake Microsoft Office 365 integration
work is ensuring that the attribute ObjectGUID is synced from AD to
the VMware Identity Manager service.

Table 33: Configuration Considerations for Microsoft Office 365 Federation 

https://youtu.be/58GUtDl5NRk
https://youtu.be/58GUtDl5NRk
https://www.vmware.com/pdf/vidm-office365-saml.pdf
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Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

Configure
Microsoft Office
365 apps in
VMware Identity
Manager

Using the templates in the CloudApplication Catalog, configure the
Microsoft Office 365,WS-fed based template to allow authentication against
VMware Identity Manager for Microsoft Office 365-based apps and
resources, such as email, SharePoint Online, Skype for Business, and other
Microsoft Services.

Table 33: Configuration Considerations for Microsoft Office 365 Federation (Continued)

Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

Email
integration
with
Microsoft
Office 365
through
PowerShell

Workspace ONE UEM issues commands through PowerShell to Exchange in
Microsoft Office 365. Devices communicate directly with Exchange ActiveSync
in the Microsoft Office 365 service. For full configuration information, see
PowerShell Email Integration, in the INTEGRATIONS section of the VMware
Workspace ONE UEM Online Help.

PowerShell
Roles in
Office 365

PowerShell requires specific roles to be established in the Microsoft Office 365
administration portal for Exchange. These roles enable the execution of
PowerShell cmdlets fromWorkspace ONE UEM to the Microsoft Office 365
service.

Blocking and
quarantine
rules

To prevent unauthorized devices from connecting to the Exchange server, you
can block or quarantine devices until they have enrolled. PowerShell commands
are used to set the appropriate policy. These rules are not needed for
environments where enrollment is not required.

Email
compliance
policies

Compliance policies for email include a range of options for controllingmanaged
and unmanaged devices:

l Must the device be enrolled to perform email sync?

Table 34: Configuration Considerations for Email 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
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Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

l Which email clients are allowed to sync email?

l Is device encryption required for email sync?

l Are jail-broken or otherwise compromised devices allowed?

ActiveSync
profiles for
email clients

l To enable email sync, you must configure the Exchange ActiveSync pay-
load for the device profiles. The hostname for Microsoft Office 365 is typ-
ically outlook.office365.com.

l The domain, username, and email address are configuredwith lookup val-
ues. Make sure that these values are available in the directory and are
properly mapped from AD through the AirWatch Cloud Connector (ACC).

Table 34: Configuration Considerations for Email (Continued)

Configuration Item Tasks and Considerations

Content integration with
Microsoft Office 365

l Integration is established through theWorkspace ONE UEM
Console under the Content node.

l From here, you configure templates for the SharePoint lib-
raries in Microsoft Office 365, to sync to the mobile devices.

For more information see Corporate File Servers, in the CONTENT
section of the VMware Workspace ONE UEM Online Help.

Office 365 SharePoint
document libraries

Use https://portal.office.com to log in toMicrosoft Office 365 and
create SharePoint sites with document libraries containing content.

Table 35: Configuration Considerations for Content 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://portal.office.com/
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Configuration Item Tasks and Considerations

Content templates in
Workspace ONE UEM for
automatic deployment

To create these templates:

l In the Workspace ONE UEM Console, access the Content
node, select Templates, and then select Automatic.

l Configure SharePoint Office 365 as the repository type.

l Configure the Link field with the path to the SharePoint doc-
ument library. For example, https://<-
domain>.sharepoint.com/Sales_

Material/Shared%20Documents

l Enable Allow Write if read/write access is needed.

l If content is synced, choose Allow Offline Viewing.

l If content is usedwith other apps, select Allow Open in
Third Party Apps.

l Review other security settings per your enterprise policy.

l Assign appropriate groups to the repository.

For more information, see the Enable Users to Sync Corporate File
Servers, in the CONTENT section of the VMware Workspace ONE
UEM Online Help.

Workspace ONE Content
To ensure access to content, require that Workspace ONE Content
be automatically deployed to groups who use SharePoint.

Table 35: Configuration Considerations for Content (Continued)

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workspace-ONE-UEM/index.html
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Configuration Item Tasks and Considerations

DLP configuration on
a global basis

l You can set DLP configuration on a global basis, platform basis, or
per application deployment.

l For DLP settings to take effect, the application must be built with
the VMware Workspace ONE® Software Development Kit (SDK),
or, for an internal application, DLP settingsmust be supported
through appwrapping.

l Workspace ONE Boxer,Workspace ONE Content, andWork-
space ONEWeb are built using the Workspace ONE SDK and
honor the settings chosen.

SDK profile defaults
for iOS or Android

SDK profiles allow global configuration of DLP settings that are applied
to applications on the platform for which the profile is defined. Policy
settings include enabling or disabling:

l Printing

l Composing email

l Location services

l Data backup

l Camera

l Watermarking

l Ability to open documents in certain apps

l Copy and paste in and out

l Third-party keyboards

Custom policies for
Workspace ONE
Content and
Workspace ONE
Boxer

Workspace ONE Content can use the default policies defined in the
SDK profile, or defaults can be overridden by enabling custom policies.
RequiringMDM enrollment ensures that content is accessed only by
enrolled devices.

Email compliance
policies

When configuringWorkspace ONE Content policies, verify that the
email compliance policiesmatch corporate standards, includingwhether
devicesmust be enrolled in device management to receive email.

Table 36: Configuration Considerations for Data Loss Prevention 
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Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

Authentication
adapter in
VMware
Identity
Manager

Workspace ONE Verify is an authentication methodwithin VMware Identity
Manager. You must enable the built-in authentication adapter by selecting a
check box.

Access policies

To use an authentication method, you add it to a policy. You can configure
Workspace ONE Verify as a standalone authentication method in a policy, but
it is typically chainedwith other methods to implement multi-factor
authentication.

To useWorkspace ONE Verify in conjunction with mobile SSO for iOS, click
the + icon and addVMware Verify. After authenticating through mobile SSO,
users are prompted forWorkspace ONE Verify credentials.

Installation
TheWorkspace ONE Verify app is available from the Apple App Store, Google
Play, and as an add-in for Chrome onWindows andmacOS.

Device
enrollment

When users accessWorkspace ONE Verify for the first time, they are asked
for a phone number. The phone number is then associatedwith the VMware
Identity Manager service, and a notification is sent to the user’s device to
enroll it.

After enrollment, the user’s phone is issued an authentication token. If the
phone can receive push notifications, it lets the user choose to allow or reject
the authentication.

Registration of
additional
devices

You can register additional devices for the end user by leveraging a previously
registered device. During registration of an additional device, an
authentication request is sent to a previously registered device for verification.

Table 37: Configuration Considerations forWorkspace ONE Verify 
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Policy Tasks and Considerations

Workspace
ONE UEM
compliance

l Create a compliance policy for the appropriate platforms through theWork-
space ONE UEM Console. Criteria for evaluation can include jail-broken or
rooted devices, devices that have not checked into the Workspace ONE
UEM environment in a certain period of time, or the installation of black-
listed applications.

l The policy can include an escalation of notifications as actions, starting with
an email notification to the user, followed by an email notification to an
administrator, and ultimately blocked access to email if the device is not
remediated in time.

VMware
Identity
Manager
compliance

l VMware Identity Manager compliance checking is enabled through policy
configuration. Policies include device compliance with the Workspace ONE
UEM authentication adapter and other authentication methods, such as a
password.

l You can use the policies in conjunction with network ranges, OS platforms,
or specific applications, allowing varying requirements to evaluate whether
an application can launch based on the location of the user, which device
they are using, and how they are authenticating.

Table 38: Configuration Considerations for Access and Compliance Policies 

Enterprise Application Workspace Service
The Enterprise ApplicationWorkspace service has a similar configuration to the Enterprise
Productivity service, but also includes access to Horizon Cloud applications. Horizon Cloud resources
can be syncedwithWorkspace ONE through an outbound-only connection from the VMware
Identity Manager Connector. Thismethod allows entitlements to sync to the service. Inbound access
to the Horizon Cloud node, virtual desktops, and applications is still required. Therefore, Unified
Access Gateway is also part of this solution.

Components in the Enterprise ApplicationWorkspace have the following unique characteristics.
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Component Purpose

VMware
Identity
Manager
Connector

The connector component of VMware Identity Manager is installed and run as a
service on aWindows server (or delivered as a virtual appliance running Linux).

The connector integrates with your enterprise directory to sync users and
groups to the VMware Identity Manager service and to provide authentication.

Horizon
Cloud
entitlements

Entitlements are enabled through the VMware Identity Manager catalog by
connecting to Horizon Cloud tenants that expose user-entitled apps and
desktops to both Horizon Cloud andHorizon 7.

The Horizon-based services that facilitate these entitlements are described
separately, in the Horizon CloudUse Case Service Integration section of this
guide.

VMware
Unified
Access
Gateway

This component enables external VMware Horizon® Client™ devices to securely
access cloud-basedHorizon Cloud resources for virtual apps and desktops.

Table 39: Enterprise ApplicationWorkspace Service Details 

Figure 74: Enterprise Application Workspace Service
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Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

VMware
Identity
Manager
Connector
deployment

l The connector can be deployed either on-premises or in any data center
that has a line of sight to Active Directory domain controllers. Instructions
for deploying the connector are given in Installing and Configuring
VMware Identity Manager Connector.

l The connector can support Horizon entitlement sync when configured as
an outbound-only connector, which does not require inbound ports
opened at the network perimeter beyond the ports required to access vir-
tual desktop and application resources. Instructions for enabling the out-
bound-only authentication adapters are in Using Built-In Identity
Providers in the VMware Identity Manager Administration Guide (Cloud).

l This authentication method, when enabled, is referred to as Password
(cloud deployment). See UsingOutbound Connector for Authentication
in Built-in Identity Providers in the VMware Identity Manager Admin-
istration Guide (Cloud).

Directory
sync

After the connector is deployed, directory synchronization is performed to sync
Active Directory users and groups with the VMware Identity Manager service.
For more information, see Integrating Your Enterprise Directory with VMware
Identity Manager in the VMware Identity Manager CloudDeployment
documentation.

Access to
Horizon
Cloud
desktops and
applications
in the
Workspace
ONE app
catalog

Tomake Horizon Cloud resources available in the Workspace ONE app, you
create one or more virtual apps collections in the VMware Identity Manager
administration console.

The collections contain the configuration information for the Horizon Cloud
tenants, as well as sync settings. See Providing Access to VMware Horizon
Cloud Service Desktops andApplications in Setting UpResources in VMware
Identity Manager (Cloud).

User entitlements for apps and desktops are made available through the
Horizon Cloud configuration and automatically appear in the Workspace ONE
app and in aweb browser.

Table 40: Configuration Considerations for VMware Identity Manager 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/index.html
https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/identitymanager-pubs.html
https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/identitymanager-pubs.html
https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/identitymanager-pubs.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Identity-Manager/
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Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

Access to
Horizon
Cloud from
external
devices

l To access the resourcesmade available through Horizon Cloud, you must
establish ameans of access from Internet-based devices.

l You can configure Unified Access Gateway alongwith True SSO to allow
egress and provide connectivity to the Horizon Cloud nodes.

Unified Access Gateway appliances can be automatically deployed in
external or internal configurations. See Introduction to Horizon Cloud and
Horizon CloudNodes in the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft
Azure Administration Guide.

Table 40: Configuration Considerations for VMware Identity Manager (Continued)

Configuration
Item

Consideration

Horizon
Client native
app

When Horizon Cloud resources are used inWorkspace ONE, the resources
appear on the Launcher page of the app, but the resources launch using the
Horizon Client native mobile app. For environments planning to access Horizon
Cloud–based apps and desktops, an automatic deployment of the native clients
is recommended.

Table 41: Configuration Considerations for VMware Horizon Client

Horizon Cloud Use Case Service Integration
The following table details the parts required for each Horizon Cloud–based service. The rest of this
section details the design and build of each of these services.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
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Published Applic-
ation Service

GPU-Accelerated Applic-
ation Service

Secure
Desktop Ser-

vice

Windows 10 clone a

RDSH clone a a

VMware User
Environment Manager™

a a a

Smart Policies a a a

Application blocking a a

Folder redirection a a a

Mandatory profile a a a

GPO a a a

Virtual printing (ThinPrint) a a a

VMware ThinApp®
Packages

a a

Unified Access Gateway a a a

True SSO a a

GPU a

Table 42: Components Required by Horizon Cloud Services 

Published Application Service
This service is created for the static task worker use case identified earlier. Static task workers require
a small number ofWindows applications.
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Core Service

The core service consists of RDSH-published applications that are made available to end users
through theWorkspace ONE app catalog.

Figure 75: Published Application Service – Core

RDSH
Server
Clone

Configuration Considerations

Windows
Server
master VM

l Build aWindows Server VM. See the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on
Microsoft Azure Release Notes in the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on
Microsoft Azure documentation for a list of supported operating systems.

l You can build the master VM automatically, by using an import process from
the Azure Marketplace, or you can build the VMmanually.

l For details on creating and customizing amaster VM, as well as publishing
an image, see Creating Desktop Images for a Horizon CloudNode in
Microsoft Azure in the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure
Administration Guide.

Automated
RDSH farm

l Create aHorizon Cloud automated RDSH server farm using the published
image.

l For details, see Farms in Horizon Cloud in the VMware Horizon Cloud Ser-
vice on Microsoft Azure Administration Guide.

Table 43: Configuration Considerations for the Core of the Published Application Service 

Applications

The actual applications available from the RDSH server farm should be installed in the master VM
image, alongwith any other customization or optimization settings. Optionally, applications can be
streamed using ThinApp.We install applications on the master VM, and then publish an image from

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
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the master VM. Each RDSH server clone in the farm inherits the same set of applications from the
published image, which can then be published to end users.

Figure 76: Published Application Service – Applications

Published
Application
Process

Configuration Considerations

Overview
After the farm of RDSH servers is created, you add applications from the farm to
the Horizon Cloud inventory. After the applications are in the inventory, remote
application assignments can be created to entitle end users to the applications.

Adding and
assigning
applications

l From the Horizon Cloud Inventory tab, add new applications. You can
import applications automatically, by performing an auto-scan from farm
operation, or you can add themmanually.

l After applications are added to the Horizon Cloud inventory, create applic-
ation assignments to entitle users and groups to the applications.

l See Applications in Your Horizon Cloud Inventory in the VMware Horizon
Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Administration Guide.

Table 44: Application Considerations in the Published Application Service 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
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Profile and User Data

With User Environment Manager, a combination of the mandatory profile,Windows and application
environment settings, user preference settings, and folder redirection all work together to create and
maintain the user profile.

Figure 77: Published Application Service – Profile and User Data

For instructions on all of the tasksmentioned in the following table, see the VMware User
Environment Manager Administration Guide.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-User-Environment-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-User-Environment-Manager/index.html
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Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

Mandatory
profile

l Set up amandatory profile, and use a group policy to assign it to the OU
that contains the computer objects.

l Follow the process outlined in Creating an OptimizedWindows Image
for a VMware Horizon Virtual Desktop to create amandatory profile.

l Restrictions in the Microsoft Azure interface interfere with the creation
of amandatory profile on an Azure VM. One option is to complete the
process on an on-premisesWindows server, and copy the mandatory
profile to Azure.

l It is important to use the sameWindows build and profile version when
building the mandatory profile as will be deployed in Horizon Cloud on
Microsoft Azure.

See the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Release Notes in
the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure documentation for a list
of supported guest OS versions. For a list of associated profile versions, see
Create Mandatory User Profiles in the Microsoft documentation.

Environment
settings

l Map the H: drive to the user’s home drive with User Environment Man-
ager.

l Map location-based printers with User Environment Manager, accord-
ing to the IP address range.

Personalization
–

applications

l Verify that User Environment Manager Flex configuration files are cre-
ated and configured properly for each application that allows users to
save preference settings.

l Verify that each application that persists user settings across sessions
has a User Environment Manager Flex configuration file.

l If a User Environment Manager Flex configuration file does not exist,
download a configuration file template from the VMware Marketplace,
or use the Application Profiler to create one and place it in the con-
figuration share.

Folder Folder redirection is configured from User Environment Manager, which

Table 45: Configuration Considerations for User Profiles in the Published Application Service 

https://techzone.vmware.com/creating-optimized-windows-image-vmware-horizon-virtual-desktop
https://techzone.vmware.com/creating-optimized-windows-image-vmware-horizon-virtual-desktop
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/client-management/mandatory-user-profile
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Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

redirection
redirects user profile folders to a file share so that user data persists across
sessions. See Configure Folder Redirection in the VMware User Environment
Manager Administration Guide.

Smart Policies

Leverage Horizon Smart Policies to apply the Internal Horizon Smart Policy
profile, which allows USB, copy and paste, client-drive redirection, and
printing. See Using Smart Policies in Configuring Remote Desktop Features in
Horizon 7.

For example policies, "User Environment Manager Smart Policies" on
page 189.

Table 45: Configuration Considerations for User Profiles in the Published Application Service (Contin-
ued)

GPU-Accelerated Application Service
This service is similar to the Published Application service but uses hardware-accelerated rendering
with NVIDIA GRID graphics cards available through Microsoft Azure.

Core Service

The core is constructed usingHorizon Cloud RDSH server farms. A master VM is created, configured,
and published as an image. The published image is used to create a farm of RDSH servers. Because
we are using folder redirection, there should be little data stored on the hosts in the farm.

Figure 78: GPU-Accelerated Application Service – Core

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-User-Environment-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-User-Environment-Manager/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-7/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-7/index.html
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When creating the master VM, you must prepare the VM for NVIDIA GRIDGPU capabilities. Follow
the steps in Install NVIDIA Graphics Drivers in a GPU-EnabledMaster Image in the VMware Horizon
Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Administration Guide.

When importing a VM into Horizon Cloud, select an OS that supports an NVIDIA GPU, and enable the
Include GPU option. This ensures that a GPU-backedVM type will be imported from the Azure
Marketplace.

RDSH
Server
Clone

Tasks and Considerations

Windows
Server
2016
master VM

l Build aWindows Server 2016 VM. See the VMware Horizon Cloud Service
on Microsoft Azure Release Notes in the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on
Microsoft Azure documentation for a list of supported operating systems.
Note: Windows Server 2012 R2 limits the maximum number of sessions and
is not recommended.

l You can build the master VM automatically, by using an import process from
the Azure Marketplace, or you can build the VMmanually.

l If you create amaster image VM with a GPU, you must log in to the VM’s
Windows operating system and install the supportedNVIDIA graphics
drivers to get the GPU capabilities of that VM. You install the drivers after
the VM is created and after the Imported VMs page shows the agent-
related status is active.

See Creating Desktop Images for a Horizon CloudNode in Microsoft Azure in the
VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Administration Guide for
details to create and customize amaster VM, configure the VM for NVIDIA GPU,
and publish an image.

Automated
desktop
pool

Create aHorizon Cloud automated RDSH server farm using the published image.
See Farms in Horizon Cloud in the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft
Azure documentation for details.

Table 46: Configuration Considerations for the GPU-Accelerated Application Service 

Applications

This service uses the same structure and design for applications as was outlined previously in
Published Application Service.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
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Profile and User Data

This service uses the same structure and design for profile and user data as was outlined previously in
the Published Application Service section of this guide.

Policy

Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

Smart Policies

For the multimedia designer use case:

l Internal location: Apply an internal Horizon Smart Policy.

l External location: Apply an external Horizon Smart Policy.

For more information, see Using Smart Policies in Configuring Remote
Desktop Features in Horizon 7.

Application
blocking

Do not use application-blocking settings.

Table 47: Configuration Considerations for User Profiles in the GPU-Accelerated Application Service

Secure Desktop Service
This service is created for the mobile knowledge workers and contractors use cases, who require a
large number of core and departmental applications, require access frommany external locations,
andmight need access to USB devices.

Core Service

The core service consists of aWindows 10 virtual desktop, which can optionally be made available to
end users through theWorkspace ONE app catalog.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-7/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-7/index.html
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Figure 79: Secure Desktop Service – Core

Windows
10 Clone

Tasks and Considerations

Windows
10master
VM

l Build aWindows desktop VM. See VMware Horizon Cloud Service on
Microsoft Azure Release Notes in the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on
Microsoft Azure documentation for a list of supported operating systems.

l You can build the master VM automatically, by using an import process from
the Azure Marketplace, or you can build the VMmanually.

See Creating Desktop Images for a Horizon CloudNode in Microsoft Azure
in the VMware Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure Administration
Guide for instructions on creating and customizing amaster VM, and pub-
lishing an image.

l Whether you create the VM automatically or manually, consider optimizing
Windows to provide the best user experience. See Creating an Optimized
Windows Image for a VMware Horizon Virtual Desktop.

Desktop
assignment

Create aHorizon Cloud desktop assignment from the published image. See
Creating Desktop Assignments in Horizon Cloud in the VMware Horizon Cloud
Service on Microsoft Azure Administration Guide for details.

Table 48: Configuration Considerations forWindows 10 Desktops 

Applications

The majority of applications should be installed in the master VM image, alongwith any other
customization or optimization settings. Optionally, conflicting applications are packagedwith ThinApp
andmade available through theWorkspace ONE app catalog.We install applications on the master
VM, and then publish an image from the master VM. A newdedicated or floating desktop assignment
is created and entitled to groups or individual users. EachWindows 10 VM created as part of the
desktop assignment inherits the applications, customizations, and optimization settings from the
referenced published image.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://techzone.vmware.com/creating-optimized-windows-image-vmware-horizon-virtual-desktop
https://techzone.vmware.com/creating-optimized-windows-image-vmware-horizon-virtual-desktop
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Cloud-Service-on-Microsoft-Azure/index.html
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Figure 80: Secure Desktop Service – Applications

Profile and User Data

This service uses the same structure and design for profile and user data as outlined in the GPU-
Accelerated Application Service section of this guide.

Policy

Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

Smart
Policies

l For the mobile knowledge worker use case:
o Internal location: Apply an internal Horizon Smart Policy.

o External location: Apply an external Horizon Smart Policy.

l For the contractor use case: Apply the restrictive zContractor Horizon
Smart Policy at all times.
Note: Smart Policies are evaluated in alphabetical order. Adding the z
character before Contractor places the policy name at the bottom of the
sort group. For examples, see "User Environment Manager Smart
Policies" on page 189.

Table 49: Configuration Considerations for User Profiles in the Secure Desktop Service 
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Configuration
Item

Tasks and Considerations

Application
blocking

Leverage application blocking in User Environment Manager to block
executables such as Cmd.exe.

Table 49: Configuration Considerations for User Profiles in the Secure Desktop Service (Continued)

Recovery Service Integration
With a focus on disaster recovery, consideration must be given to the questions of if and how the user
is to consume an equivalent service in the event of a site outage.With cloud-based services, such as
Workspace ONE UEM andVMware Identity Manager, availability is delivered as part of the platform.

However, some services, includingHorizon Cloud, might contain user configuration settings and user
data, andmight be running in a single Azure region. To provide full disaster recovery, a second,
equivalent service can be built in a different Azure region.

The following sections detail the components required for a Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure
recovery service and the steps for implementing an active/passive recovery service type.

Components of a Recovery Service for Horizon Cloud Use Cases
To provide an equivalent service in different Microsoft Azure regions, certain configuration settings
and user datamight need to be replicated or reproduced between the regions.

l User Environment Manager GPO (ADMX) configuration 
o User Environment Manager configuration data

o User Environment Manager profile archive data

l Mandatory profile

l Redirected user data (folder redirection, and so on)

To build equivalent entitlements in a second region, a comparable master VMmust also be created in
that region, using the same process that was used in the first region.

Any design that includes separate locations or regions should also consider the supporting
infrastructure, such as AD, DNS, VNET configuration and other components as detailed in
"Environment Infrastructure Design" on page 116.

Steps for Implementing an Active/Passive Recovery Service 
The following figure outlines the components you must implement for an effective recovery service.
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Figure 81: Active/Passive Recovery Service Components

Desktops and RDSH-Published Applications 

The first step is to create the Windows component of the service. This consists of either desktops or
RDSH servers in desktop assignments or server farms, repectively, at both sites. Users are then
entitled to resources at the primary site. In the case of a site failure, entitlements can be duplicated at
the secondary site.

Step  Details 

Create amaster
VM 

l Build amaster VM image in Site 1 tomeet your requirements. Follow
the instructions in the Horizon Cloud use case service integration sec-
tion of this guide.

l Build an equivalent master VM image in Site 2.

Create desktops
assignments or
farms 

l For desktops, create identical desktop assignments in both sites
based on the master VM.

l For RDSH-published applications: 
o Create RDSH server farms in both sites using the master VM
image. 

o Add application pools in both sites containing the required
applications. 

Table 50: Steps for Creating the Windows Component of an Active/Passive Service 
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Profile (User Environment Manager) and User Creation 

Tomanage user settings, user data, and users’ access to applications, file replication needs to be set
up to ensure that a copy exists outside of the first region. The example here uses Distributed File
Shares (DFS), although other file replication technology could also be used.

Step  Details 

File
shares 

1. Create the following four file shares on the file server in region 1 and set the rel-
evant permissions:

l User Environment Manager IT configuration 

l User Environment Manager profile archive 

l Mandatory profile 

l Home file shares for redirected folders (optional) 

2. Set up four equivalent file shares in a separate location, such as region 2.

3. Configure DFS replication and namespaces.

Refer to the section "Multi-site Design" on page 104 in this guide for considerations on
setting upDFS-Replication andDFS-Namespace.

Table 51: Steps for Creating the User Profile Component of an Active/Passive Service 
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User Experience and Validation
The success of any end-user-computing solution hinges on the quality of the end user’s experience.
This can be difficult tomeasure because user experience can, in some respects, be subjective. You
must understand howusers will interact with the environment andwhether it delivers what they
need. Feedback from users should be incorporated into the design—and on an ongoing basis—to
ensure that any required changes are made to keep the solution relevant.

l Howdo users connect?

l Howdo users interact with the interfaces, applications, and other aspects of the solution?

l Does the workflow address the way users need to work?

l What does the typical workflow look like for them?

l Do the client-device capabilities fulfill the use case needs?

l Does the environment deliver a usable and reliable experience? Consider response time, avail-
ability, ease of use, and the ability to customize to individual needs.

Devices
One of the aims of VMware Workspace ONE® is to allow access to any application from any device.
UsingWorkspace ONE as the common accessmechanism for all resources provides a familiar
interface and experience across all devices.

A user’s main working client device shouldmatch the requirements for that use case. This does not
mean that a user is limited to just that device. It just means that other devicesmight not have all the
functionality needed to deliver the full experience and capabilities.

l Understand the use cases thoroughly.

l There is no one perfect endpoint—different uses require different choices.

l Users will use multiple devices—try to set expectations about differences.

l Be conscious of possible third-party licensing implications.

When accessing VMware Horizon® virtual desktops and RDSH-published applications, it should be
noted that not all clients are equal, and all clients do not have the same capabilities. An iPadmight be
great for mobility and certain use cases, but might not be suitable if features such asmultiple monitors
andUSB redirection are required.

Workspace ONE User Experience
Workspace ONE provides a consistent end-user experience, regardless of device.Workspace ONE
native mobile apps are built using responsive design techniques. The apps implement an HTML5-
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based user experience wrapped in native APIs for the respective OS on which is the app is deployed.
Thismeans that the user experience is the same for every OS, but as native apps, the apps can
leverage features specific to each OS.

Figure 82: Workspace ONE App onWindows 10

User Authentication
Workspace ONE provides simple authentication combinedwith contextual authentication policies
based on factors such as the location of the device andwhat type of device is being used.

In the example screenshots that follow, two authentication policies have been created. The first is one
where the device is internal andwhere username and password suffice. The second, for external use,
is configured to require two-factor authentication.
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Figure 83: Internal Login to Workspace ONE

External access requires two-factor authentication.

Figure 84: External Login to Workspace ONE
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After users log in, they have access to a variety of entitled applications. If users have bookmarked
applications, the bookmarked apps appear on the Bookmarks tab. The applications displayed on the
tabs depend on the context and capabilities of the device. For example, mobile applications are not
displayed if the Workspace ONE catalog is viewed from a laptop.

Figure 85: Bookmarked Applications in Workspace ONE

Users can use the self-service feature of the catalog to add applications.
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Figure 86: Application Catalog in Workspace ONE

They can also use filters and searches to help find apps both in the catalog and on their own
workspace.
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Figure 87: Searching for Applications

Web and SaaS Application Launch
Users can launch different types of applications from within their workspace.Web page links open in
new tabs.When launching links to SaaS applications (for example,Workday), single sign-on is used,
and the user is automatically authenticated.

Figure 88: SaaS Application Launch and Single Sign-On
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Virtual Desktop and Published-Application Launch
When using VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ on Microsoft Azure, you can synchronize virtual
desktops and published applications with the Workspace ONE catalog. This provides a consistent
experience for the user, who nowhas one place to go for all their applications, regardless of type.

Depending on how the environment is configured, virtual desktops and published applications can be
automatically bookmarked for a user. Alternatively, users can search the catalog for resources they
have been entitled to and optionally bookmark them if they intend to access the items frequently.

Figure 89: Horizon Desktops and Published Applications in Workspace ONE

When users launch a published application, an application windowopens on their desktop, just as if
the Windows-based application were natively installed.
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Figure 90: User Launch of a Horizon Published Application from Workspace ONE

If entitled, users can launch a virtual desktop and single sign-on (SSO) to the desktop. In the example
screenshot that follows, the VMware Horizon® HTML Access™ browser-based client is used rather
than the VMware Horizon® Client™ native app.

Figure 91: Launch of a Horizon Virtual Desktop from Workspace ONE
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Fromwithin a virtual desktop, users can also SSO toWorkspace ONE and access all applications in the
catalog.

Figure 92: Workspace ONE Inside a Horizon Virtual Desktop

User Experience on an iOS Device
On an iOS device, the Workspace ONE app can use the latest technologies from Apple, such as
Touch ID, to enable one-touch authentication that usesmobile SSO features. OnWindows 10, the
native app can useWindowsHello to authenticate using a camera and facial recognition.

The following sequence provides a tour of the basic user experience on an enrolled iPad Pro iOS
device. In the following screenshot, the home screen of an enrolled iPad Pro is configured and
displays the Workspace ONE Touch ID.

1. The user launches the Workspace ONE app.

For the example in the following screenshot, a user could either tap the icon in the top-left part
of the screen or use the quick-launch menu at the bottom.
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Figure 93: Home Screen of iOS Device and Workspace ONE App

2. If the user has previously authenticated, they will be presentedwith the option to use Touch ID
forWorkspace and reauthenticate using their fingerprint.
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Figure 94: Touch ID Integrated with iOS SSO

3. After authentication is complete, the Workspace ONE app opens the Bookmarks tab. This tab
allows a user to conveniently locate their favorite and frequently used applications.
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Figure 95: Bookmarks for Favorite Applications on iOS Device

4. Selecting the Catalog tab allows a user to see all the available applications.
l Apps are categorized and include virtual (Horizon desktops and published applications),
websites (SaaS applications), andmobile apps.

l The magnifying glass at the top right can also be used to search for applications.

l Applications that are frequently used can be bookmarked.
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Figure 96: Catalog Displaying All Available Applications and Virtual Desktops on an iOS Device
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5. From the Catalog, a user can install mobile apps on their iOS device.

Figure 97: Installing Mobile Apps from the Catalog Tab or Search Results

6. After selecting an app to install, the user is asked to confirm installation. Depending on the
source, the application might be pushed to the device, or the user might be redirected to the
native app store for the device type.
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Figure 98: Confirmation Box That Redirects to an App Store
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7. After application installation is complete, the iOS home screen will display the application icon.

Figure 99: Native Apps on iOS Home Screen
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Appendix A: VM Specifications
The sections in this appendix list the specifications for the variousmanagement servers and
connector virtual machines used to validate this reference architecture.

VMware AirWatch Cloud Connector Server
Depending on the scale of the environment and the number of devices to be supported, the
recommended resources allocated to each VMware AirWatch® Cloud Connector VM can differ.

Attribute Specification

Version VMware Workspace ONE® UEM Cloud

VM hardware VMware Virtual Hardware version 13

OS Windows Server 2016

vCPU 2

vMemory 4 GB

vNICs 1

Virtual network adapter 1 VMXNET3 Adapter

Virtual SCSI controller 0 LSI Logic SAS

Virtual disk – VMDK (scsi0:x) Scsi0:1 WindowsOS 50 GB

Table 52: VMware AirWatch Cloud Connector VM Specifications 

VMware Identity Manager Connector Server
Depending on the scale of the environment and the number of devices to be supported, the
recommended resources allocated to each VMware Identity Manager™ Connector VM can differ.
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Attribute Specification

Version VMware Identity Manager Cloud

VM hardware VMware Virtual Hardware version 13

OS Windows Server 2016

vCPU 4

vMemory 16 GB

vNICs 1

Virtual network adapter 1 VMXNET3 Adapter

Virtual SCSI controller 0 LSI Logic SAS

Virtual disk – VMDK (scsi0:x) Scsi0:1 WindowsOS 50 GB

Table 53: VMware Identity Manager Connector VM Specifications 

Horizon – Enrollment Server
The enrollment server is required for the VMware True SSO feature.

Attribute Specification

Version Horizon Cloud

VM hardware VMware Virtual Hardware version 13

OS Windows Server 2016

vCPU 4

Table 54: Horizon Enrollment Server VM Specifications 
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Attribute Specification

vMemory 12 GB

vNICs 1

Virtual network adapter 1 VMXNET3 Adapter

Virtual SCSI controller 0 LSI Logic SAS

Virtual disk – VMDK (scsi0:x) Scsi0:1 WindowsOS 40 GB

Table 54: Horizon Enrollment Server VM Specifications (Continued)
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Appendix B: Horizon Configuration
This appendix provides details about group policy settings andHorizon Smart Policies, provided
through VMware User Environment Manager™.

Horizon Group Policies
You can use standardMicrosoft Group Policy Object settings to configure VMware Horizon® virtual
desktops and applications, and also use VMware-providedGPO administrative templates for fine-
grained control of access to features.

l "OU GPO Best Practices" below

l "Common GPO Settings for Desktop and RDSH Server VMs" on the next page

l "Desktop Settings" on the next page

l "RDSH Server OU-Level Settings" on page 187

l "User Configuration Settings" on page 187

l "User Environment Manager – Group Policy Settings " on page 188

OU GPO Best Practices
Use the following guidelines when applying GPO settings to organizational units (OUs):

l Re-use GPOs.

l Create separate OUs for users and computers.

l Ensure that each GPO is enabled or disabled for Computer andUser settings.

l Group similar settings into one GPO.

l Understand the difference between monolithic and functional GPOs:
o Monolithic GPOs contain settings for many different areas and are quite large. All set-
tings are in one place. Use monolithic GPOs for generic settings that apply to all users or
computers.

o Functional GPOs contain a limited set of settings for a specific area. Functional GPOs are
smaller GPOs that facilitate settings being defined for particular users or VMs.

l Link the GPOs to the OU structure (or site), and then use Security Groups to selectively apply
these GPOs to particular users or computers.

l Use loopback replace to ensure that only the settings for the VM’s OU are applied to the ses-
sion.

This appendix contains a list of group policy settings that would typically be applied (this is not an
exhaustive list). Most other settings can be applied through User Environment Manager policies. As
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part of the VMware Horizon® Cloud Services™ download, there is a VMware-Horizon-Extras-Bundle
ZIP file that contains a set of group policy templates to assist in defining additional GPO settings.

Common GPO Settings for Desktop and RDSH Server VMs

Setting Value

Computer Configuration/Policies/Administrative Templates/System/Group Policy/

Configure user Group Policy loopback processing
mode

l Enabled

l Mode = Replace

Configure Logon Script Delay Disabled

Computer Configuration/Policies/Administrative Templates/System/Logon/

Show first sign-in animation Disabled

Always wait for the network at computer startup and
logon

Enabled

Desktop Settings

Setting Value

Computer Configuration/Policies/Administrative Templates/System/User Profiles/

Set roaming profile path for all users logging onto this
computer

l Enabled

l (Specify the roaming profile net-
work share path)

Delete cached copies of roaming profiles Enabled
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RDSH Server OU-Level Settings

Setting Value

Computer Configuration/Policies/Administrative Templates/Windows
Components/Remote Desktop Services/Remote Desktop Session Host/Licensing/

Use the specified Remote Desktop license
servers

l Enabled

l (List license servers)

Hide notifications about RD Licensing
problems that affect the RD Session Host
server

Enabled

Set the Remote Desktop licensingmode
l Enabled

l (Match mode of licenses)

Computer Configuration/Policies/Administrative Templates/Windows
Components/Remote Desktop Services/Remote Desktop Session Host/Profiles/

Use mandatory profiles on the RD Session
Host server

Enabled

Set path for Remote Desktop Services
RoamingUser Profile

Enabled

Computer Configuration/Policies/Administrative Templates/Windows
Components/Remote Desktop Services/Remote Desktop Session Host/Device and
Resource Redirection/

Allow time zone redirection Enabled

User Configuration Settings
Various settings can be used to optimize the user experience while protecting the system. The
following table lists a few basic, initial settings that would normally be applied. Because these are user
settings, you must also use the loopback processing setting.
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Setting Value

User Configuration/ Policies/Administrative Templates/Start Menu and Taskbar/

Remove and prevent access to the Shut Down, Restart, Sleep
andHibernate commands

Enabled

Add Logoff to the Start Menu Enabled

User Configuration/ Policies/Administrative Templates/Windows Components/Internet
Explorer/

Automatically activate newly installed add-ons Enabled

User Configuration/ Policies/Administrative Templates/Windows Components/Internet
Explorer/Internet Control Panel/ Security Page/

Site to Zone Assignment List

l Zone assignments

l Enabled

l <URL of Identity Manager> 1

Example: https://workspace.vmweuc.com 1

l <URL of ThinApp Share> 1

Example: \\vmweuc.com\files\ 1

User Environment Manager – Group Policy Settings
The following instructions are excerpted from the User Environment Manager Administration Guide.
Refer to this guide for more details on group policy settings.

1. Copy the VMware UEM.admx and VMware UEM FlexEngine.admx ADMX templates (and
their corresponding ADML files) from the download package to the ADMX location as
described in the Managing Group Policy ADMX Files Step-by-StepGuide on the Microsoft
Web site.

2. Open the Group Policy Management Console.
a. Create a newGPO or select an existing GPO that is applied to the users for which you

want to configure FlexEngine.

b. To open the Group Policy Management Editor, right-click the selectedGPO and click
Edit.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-User-Environment-Manager/index.html
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb530196.aspx
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The FlexEngine ADMX template is available underUser Configuration\ Administrative
Templates\VMware UEM\FlexEngine.

3. Configure the appropriate User Environment Manager group policy settings. At aminimum,
the followingmust be set:

l Flex config Files – Location of the User Environment Manager configuration share.

l Profile archives – Location of the User Environment Manager user profile share.

l Run FlexEngine as a Group Policy Extension – Setting that enables the FlexEngine
agent. Alternatively, it can be called from a logon script.

l A logoff scriptmust be defined for User Environment Manager to save settings on
logoff. The syntax of the logoff script is:

“C:\Program Files\VMware\Horizon Agents\User Environment

Manager\FlexEngine.exe” -s

Setting Value

User Configuration\Policies\Administrative Templates\VMware UEM\FlexEngine

Flex config files
l Enabled

l (Enter User Environment Manager configuration share)

Profile archives
l Enabled

l (Location of the User Environment Manager user profile share)

Run FlexEngine as
Group Policy Extension

Enabled

User Configuration\Policies\Windows Settings\Scripts\

Logoff

l Script Name = C:\Program Files\VMware\Horizon

Agents\User Environment Manager\FlexEngine.exe

l Script Parameters = -s

Table 55: User Environment Manager Group Policy Settings

User Environment Manager Smart Policies
The following tables contain some simple sample Horizon Smart Policies. Adapt them to suit the use
case and environment.
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The following policies are defined in the User Environment Manager Management Console.

Setting Value

USB redirection Disable

Printing Disable

Clipboard Disable

Client drive redirection Disable

PCoIP profile Not set

Conditions Horizon Client property Client location is equal to External

Table 56: Horizon Smart Policies – External

Setting v

USB redirection Enable

Printing Enable

Clipboard Enable

Client drive redirection Enable

PCoIP profile Not set

Conditions Horizon Client property Client location is equal to Internal

Table 57: Horizon Smart Policies – Internal
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Setting Value

USB redirection Disable

Printing Enable

Clipboard Disable

Client drive redirection Disable

PCoIP profile Not set

Conditions

Horizon Client property Client location is equal to Internal

and

User is amember of an Active Directory groupContractor

Table 58: Horizon Smart Policies – ZContractor

You should also configure a triggered task to ensure that Smart Policies are reevaluated every time a
user reconnects to a session so the user gets the appropriate policy applied.

Setting Value

Trigger Reconnect Session

Action Use Environment refresh

Refresh Horizon Policies

Table 59: Triggered Task – Horizon
Smart Policies
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Settings Value

Remote
path

User’s Home drive share using the %username% variable

Example: \\vmweuc.com\share\Users\%username%

Folders to
redirect

Documents

Note: Depending on your needs, you might also want to select Downloads, Music,
Pictures, and Videos. Be aware that selecting these folders places a larger load
on your file servers, requiring additional disk space and higher performance
requirements.

Conditions None

Table 60: Folder Redirection – Horizon Smart Policies
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